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ABSTRACT
“People live by grains”. Food safety issue falls to the category of issue concerning
livelihood, nation governing and social scientific development. As science and
technology advances, particularly with the rapid development of industrial
informatizaiton and automation, safety guarantee capacities of food industry are on
the gradual rise and some issues involving food safety management are also solved to
a certain extent. However, since the reform and opening up, an undisputed fact
remains that events on counterfeit and shoddy products in the food manufacturing
industry grow intensely. The situation is in urgent need of a reverse. For this reason,
we must find out answers to the following questions prior to taking any measures:
Why companies produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy products? Which companies
are producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy products? Why consumers buy
counterfeit and shoddy products? Why monitors fail to control counterfeit and shoddy
products?
Facts show that though the Chinese government and food safety supervision
departments at all levels have been enhancing degree on redressing sales of
counterfeit and shoddy products in the food sector, and each year they would hunt
down and seize some counterfeit-selling companies and clients involved herein or
even claim for legal responsibilities in some, yet the situation is not banned, and
results are far from effective. At present, containing the extension of selling
counterfeit products has become a realistic difficult problem to be redressed.
The research focuses on the valid moves to addressing the rampant counterfeit and
shoddy products and the redress the difficult of unchecked counterfeit products by
starting from the essence that counterfeit food runs wild. Through literature reviews,
the thesis concludes analysis on causes for sales of counterfeit and shoddy products
by companies by existing domestic and foreign literature, explanations on purchase of
counterfeit products and probe into causes for failure to supervise companies that
produce counterfeit products by supervisors; it summarizes various measures of
controlling counterfeit products from such perspectives as companies, consumers,
supervisors and so on, and root theoretical foundation for profound analysis on the
essence cause for company sales of counterfeit products and seeking of possible
relations between all variables. On this basis, it determines the research emphasis of
the thesis, builds the theoretical model according to problems discovered in literature
II

reviews, deduces the formation of theoretical model, and proposes the hypothesis for
sales of counterfeit products, purchase of counterfeit products and rights protection by
consumers and failure to supervision by supervisors before making explanations by
forming the conceptual model. According to the conceptual model and theoretical
hypothesis, it determines the variables to research the essence cause for sales of
counterfeit products, purchase of counterfeit products and rights protection by
consumers and failure to supervision by supervisors, clarifies the relations between
variables, conducts multi-angle intensive analysis on several variables of sales of
counterfeit products through research methods such as qualitative, quantitative,
combination of qualitative and quantitative, comparative analysis, depth interview and
questionnaire survey, proceeds correlation analysis and regression analysis on level A
indexes and level B indexes of sampled samples by using mathematical statistical
analysis technique, and tests the reliability and validity of samples. It is to prove the
quality of its variables through mathematical analysis and improve the depth and
scope of essence exploration of the thing.
Originality of the research in this thesis:
First, small and micro-sized business operators (small owners, the same below) are
main causes of sales of counterfeit products. By applying the principle on relations
between internal and external causes of dialectical approach of materialism, it
profoundly probes into the essence cause for forming counterfeit and shoddy food,
discovers that rooting reason deciding sales of counterfeit and shoddy food lies on
people instead of things, concludes that the real decision maker for sales of counterfeit
and shoddy food are small and micro-sized business operators and that the inferior
quality of operators is the fundamental factor making decisions of sales of counterfeit
and shoddy food, steps out of the wrong-doing that people instead of things are
attached importance to in previous research and finds out the fundamental solution for
dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food.
Second, it finds that the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to realize
the combination of utility maximization of consumers (Yin, purchase, the same below)
and profits maximization of companies (Yang, sell, the same below). By applying the
principle on mutual opposition and unification of Yin and Yang in China’s ancient Tai
Ji Yin and Yang theory, it analyzes the dialectical relationship between consumers and
companies, and demonstrates the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is
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to realize the combination of utility maximization of consumers and profits
maximization of companies. The finding corrects the traditional theory and
conventional view that the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to seek
profits maximization, establishes the new concept of mutual opposition and
unification of consumers and companies, and opens a new path for dealing with the
issue on unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food.
Third, it finds the institutional obstacle of protection of consumers’ rights. Based on
the theory of consumer sovereignty, the thesis analyzes the realities of Chinese
consumers, and discovers a very prominent issue of low status and rights not
guaranteed of Chinese consumers. Especially in the case of millions of poor people in
rural areas, companies and governments evade their responsibility of food safety and
indulge the proliferation of counterfeit and shoddy goods by giving the excuse that
poor consumers can’t afford the real thing and thus have to buy counterfeit and
shoddy goods, covering up the fact of low income. Both lack of legal protection and
impeded channels lead to difficulty in consumer rights protection, especially the proof
raising institution of “the person who complains has to raise proof” constitutes the
institutional obstacle to deliberate violation of consumers' rights in essence. Strictly
speaking, such institutional obstacle is an attack on consumer sovereignty and an
expression of market economy distorted.
Finally, it finds that judicial supervision for food safety is feeble. Food safety
supervision and management laws and regulations and inspection standards are not
perfect, and the issue of no legal basis and no standard to follow is very serious; the
situation that food safety administration focuses on penalty instead of administration
and punishment is widespread. Chinese government undertakes the supervisory
responsibility, therefore most of cases that should have been handled over to judicial
authorities had been finished by charging penalties, which fails to execute judicial
supervision, severely weakens the authority of the judiciary, and results in violent in
“the rule by man” behavior, and restrains the effective exertion of judicial supervision
in dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food, severely weakening the fairness and the
authority of judicial supervision.
Key words: FOOD SAFETY, COUNTERFEIT AND SHODDY PRODUCTS,
TREATMENT MECHANISM
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Chapter I Introduction
1.1 Research background
Since the reform and open up, food production and consumption pattern in China has
been undergoing profound transformation, which is reflected in diversified operation
objects, diversified demands by consumers, the change of overall shortage of food
supply on the long-term basis and monotonous variety to sufficient quantity and
diversification of varieties. As food industry progresses fast, issues concerning food
safety, particularly issues on counterfeit and shoddy food, are becoming more obvious.
In the late years, issues on manufacturing of counterfeit and shoddy products are not
checked, and big food safety incidents occur frequently. The exposure of Fuyang
shoddy milk powder, Sanlu problematic milk powder, tony red, illegal cooking oil,
processing of deceased pigs and other malignant food incidents reveals the rampant
situation of counterfeit and shoddy products in food industry of China and reflects the
feeble supervision of governmental supervision and lack of judicial supervision. Food
safety issues receive extensive attention both home and abroad. Statistics by relevant
national ministries and provincial governmental departments indicate that illegal cases
on sales of counterfeit and shoddy products investigated in each location each year
amount to over 10,000 with over 10000 law-violating companies being punished,
outlawed or halted and thousands of people involved being prosecuted for criminal
liability. Though the State Council and food supervision departments at all levels have
attached great importance to food safety issues and have adopted some measures for
redressing, yet they always fail to address the issue from the very basis that grow
more and more intense, resulting in people’s serious trust crisis on food safety. This is
demonstrated in:
------ Serious contamination on the source of primary agricultural products.
Some production areas are heavily polluted with irrigation by sewage, misuse or use
of prohibited highly toxic pesticide. Some food feeding livestock would misuse feed
supplement or illegally use brown meat essence. Some people abuse the use
chloromycetin and other antibiotic and fodder additive in agriculture. Some abuse the
use of ripener in fruits and vegetables.
------- Obvious problem on counterfeit and shoddy products in food production
and processing realm. Abuse of non-food raw materials for food processing, abuse or
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overuse of brightening agent, preservative, food color and other processing foods;
mixture of counterfeit to produce adulterated wine and shoddy milk powder, use of
illegal cooking oil for processing edible oil, constitution of deceased meat as good;
constitution of horse meat as mutton and so on.
------ Disarrayed order on management of food circulation round. As a larger
proportion of food manufacturing companies are small-sized, scattered and disordered.
Some companies would overuse corrosion remover and preservative during the food
purchase, reservation and transportation process. For pursuit of interests, some
operators would disregard the boundary of law and sell counterfeit and shoddy food.
Some would sell ‘three abstentions’ food with no production manufacturer, no
certificate and no guarantee period to rural market, rural-urban continuum and
surrounding the campus that seriously damage the mental and physical health of
peasants and minors.
-----Frequent occurrence of food safety incidents. Shandong Province launched
its ad hoc ratification on food safety in 2014 and seized 1916 incidents on food crimes
with 2691 suspects being arrested, 785 “black workshops”, “black factories”, “black
markets” and “black dens” (“four black”) being removed, 237 criminal bangs being
found and a value of 0.504 billion Yuan being involved.
The prominent problem in the food safety sector is that counterfeit and shoddy
products are not checked. For small, scattered, disordered and bad “four black” food
processing and selling companies, their harm and influence are quite harsh despite
their low marketing shares. It not only harm legal rights of the masses by inflicting
economic losses and endangering their physical life and life safety; it disturbs the
normal orders of food production and management, encroaches on the legal rights of
legal companies and triggers export of good products in the food industry; it results in
sales return, demand compensation, termination of contract and other sanction of our
exported food, affects the sound development of food industry and damages the
integrity of China’s food industry and the national image. In the face of such a grim
reality, the public doubt why food companies, especially small and micro-sized

businesses produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy products, why consumers buy
counterfeit and shoddy products and why monitors fail to control counterfeit and
shoddy products. Against such a backdrop, I, bearing a sense of responsibility and
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mission that ‘every person is responsible for the survival of his country’1, objectively
review the prominent problems and severe situations existing in China’s food industry,
and fully acknowledge the seriousness and perniciousness of food safety issue. Based
on absorbing and drawing from primary domestic and overseas research results and
pragmatic experience and by combining with typical cases on sales of counterfeit and
shoddy goods, I also deeply analyzes the essence cause for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy products, explores and sets up a set of theoretical model for analyzing
behaviors of sales of counterfeit and shoddy food, and researches the effective
measures of dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food, providing some valuable
exploratory research conclusions for forming the long-term mechanism of dealing
with counterfeit and shoddy food.
1.2 Concept definition
1.2.1 Definition of counterfeit and shoddy products
Counterfeit refers to passing of fake imitations for the genuine, or passing of other
brands to trickily imitate other products. It’s originated from Documentation on Wei
Dynasty: Tales of Li An. 2According to the definition of General Administration of
Quality Supervision, counterfeit products refer to those disregarded by consumers as
the authorized edition by use of unreal factory name, address, trademark, product
name, product marking and so on.
United States International Trade Commission defines counterfeit as unauthorized use
of registered trademark for products with similar or same properties as products with
registered trademarks. GATT3 holds that counterfeit is to get improper profits from
the image established and maintained by companies producing genuine products
through the deception means. The purpose of such a fraud is to lure consumers to buy
counterfeit products as authentic products so that counterfeiters would yield profits
with lower economic or legal risks and minimum marketing endeavors.
Shoddy products refer to passing of inferior goods to superior goods that are forged
and cheesy commodities. AQSIQ defines shoddy products as goods with low qualities
or that lack in use performance. AQSIQ also stipulates it as sales of goods without
1

China, The Explanation of Daily Understanding, Gu Yanwu, Shanghai Ancient Books Publishing House,
December 2006, P235
2 P468 Documentation of Wei Dynasty: Tales of Li Chong, Wei Shou, Zhonghua Book Company, Published in
June, 1974
3（GATT）-- An international organization, valid on January, 1, 1948 and was placed by WTP on January, 1, 1995
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certificate, production date, certificate for allowance of sales, use time, marking of
license code, date of validity, no indication of Chinese version against the rules, no
description for use in Chinese for high-end consumer goods and so on. Generally
speaking, shoddy products refer to goods that are produced or sold violate laws and
regulations with their qualities and performance indicators falling short of standards
requirements regulated by the nation, industry or local place or products produced
without abiding by standards.
Counterfeit and shoddy products refer to goods with one or several possibilities that
might lead consumers to misinterpret the unreal factors. Counterfeit and shoddy food
constitutes a category of counterfeit and shoddy products.
1.2.2 Definition of food safety supervision
"Food safety" is a dynamic concept changing with raising living standard of
consumers. In the thesis, it refers to food quality safety. According to the World
Health Organization, "food safety" refers to food should not contain toxic and
hazardous substances or factors that may harm or threaten human health, causing
acute or chronic poisoning, infection and diseases to consumers or hidden dangers to
consumers and their offspring. International Codex Committee on Food Hygiene
points out that, the so-called food safety refers to the food eaten by consumers does
not contain harmful substances, and exists no danger of causing acute poisoning,
adverse reactions or underlying diseases.
Food safety supervision mainly refers to the regulatory system constituted by the
Government, the judiciary, the media and the society. These four elements play their
respective advantages and complement each other, and provide support services for
food safety supervision with the greatest force to ensure food safety.
1.3 Research significance
Research on causes and treatment mechanism of counterfeit and shoddy food is to
solve the problem of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food and let consumers eat
trustworthy food. The issue on unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products is closely
related with consumer health, corporate integrity and governmental image, so to find
out the essence cause and establish a scientific treatment mechanism is anticipated by
the public and caters to demands of social development.
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1.3.1 Theoretical significance
Study on the theoretical significance on causes and treatment mechanism of
counterfeit and shoddy food is that the research summary can reveal the essence of
things, and help companies to discover real driving force hidden behind sales of
counterfeit and shoddy products to provide theoretical basis for establishment of a
scientific and valid mechanism to redress unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. The
theoretical significance of the research of this thesis covers:
(1) It helps clarify the internal and external causes for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy products. Seen from the existing literature, when it comes to analysis on
essence cause for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products Chinese scholars would
focus on nonfunctional operation of companies and dysfunctional governmental
supervision while foreign scholars would stress discussions on purchase of
counterfeits by consumers. By combining with research achievements of both Chinese
and foreign scholars, this thesis is to tap into sectors failing to be probed into and seek
for essential reasons of forming counterfeit and shoddy food at a deeper level.
(2) It helps sort out the subjective and objective causes for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy products. By applying the principle on relations between internal and external
causes in dialectical approach of materialism and starting from the fact that internal
causes serves as the basis for changes, external causes are the terms of changes and
the role of external causes is displayed through internal cause, this thesis sticks to the
principle that the decisive factor for progress of things is people instead of objects,
focuses on the core position of corporate operators, analyzes the essence cause of
unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products and redresses the issue on emphasis on
things instead of people in previous studies.
(3) It helps sort out the corporate responsibility and consumer responsibility for
unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products. By applying the principle on mutual
opposition and unification of Yin and Yang in China’s ancient Tai Ji Yin and Yang
theory, it finds that the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to realize
the combination of utility maximization of consumers (Yin) and profits maximization
of companies (Yang). The summary shows that goals and objectives of companies are
diversified, and shall finally orient to benefit both themselves and others since
benefiting others (consumers) can achieve the goal of benefiting self. For this reason,
achieving maximum benefit by selling counterfeit and shoddy food is a wrong
5

operation principle and even a wrong operating decision, and such companies will be
kicked out of the market by consumers wielding power of “currency voting”.
(4) It helps sort out the historical and reality causes for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy products. During the past 66 years after its foundation, China barely witnessed
the issue on counterfeit and shoddy food due to implementation of planned economy
during the first dozens of years before the reform and open-up. The phenomenon for
extension of counterfeit and shoddy products emerged with the reform and open-up
policy. So to tap into the essence cause for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
products should start from political mechanism implemented after the reform and
open-up

by

pertinently

seeking

for

causes

and

distinguishing

historical

responsibilities.
1.3.2 Practical significance
The practical significance on essence causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
products lies on correction of the practice that permanent cure was not redressed in
the past. By sticking to the concept of putting people as the priority, it seizes the core
round of corporate managers, seizes two key rounds of purchase of consumers and
supervision by the government, judiciary and society, takes hold of the important
factor of social morality, and sets up a feasible work mechanism to deal with rampant
counterfeit and shoddy food featuring clear-set goals and distinct responsibilities by
working together as a team.
1.4 Contents and approaches
1.4.1 Contents
By taking sales of counterfeit and shoddy food in companies of the modern society,
purchase of counterfeit by consumers and dysfunctional monitors as the research
target, this thesis deeply analyzes the essence cause for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food, researches effective measures of dealing with unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food, and contributes to the sound development of food industry in China.
Theoretical model of the research
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Figure 1: Theoretical model of the research
Data source: Author summary
Specially speaking, primary contents of the research cover the following aspects:
(1) According to the research background of the thesis, it clarifies the theoretical and
practical significance for essence cause and treatment mechanism of unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food.
(2) Through analysis on causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food and
problems discovered in classification of treatment measures in domestic and foreign
literature, it finds out the perspective and emphasis of the thesis and further intensifies
the writing significance of the thesis. Meanwhile, it specifies relevant theories to be
designed and applied as is required.
(3) Building of theoretical model. It constructs the theoretical model by referring to
problems discovered through research on literature reviews and applying relevant
theories. It deduces the formation of theoretical forms from the objective perspective
before finding out the theoretical hypothesis and forming conceptual models for
interpretation on production of counterfeit and shoddy food, purchasing counterfeit
and shoddy food by consumers, and failure of governmental supervision, judicial
supervision and social supervision on counterfeit and shoddy food.
(4) Research and design, investigation method and data analysis. According to
research variable determined by conceptual models, it specifies relations of each
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variable and research approach, applies such research approaches as qualitative,
quantitative, combination of quantitative and quantitative, comparative analysis, depth
interview, questionnaire survey and so on, analyzes quality and relation of all
variables from multiple angles, and adopts mathematical statistical analysis technique
for correlation analysis and regression analysis on each variables on sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food to conduct validity and reliability test of samples,
hypothesis demonstration and discussion on conclusions.
(5) Research conclusion and anticipation. By prioritizing research conclusions of the
thesis, it emphasizes on stating the issue discovered through research, proposes valid
measures to deal with unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food, anticipates the
promising prospect for treatment on sales of counterfeit and shoddy food, and points
out deficiencies and matters needing attention of the research.
1.4.2 Research method
(1) Comparative analysis
(2) Depth interview
(3) Questionnaire survey
(4) Qualitative, quantitative, combination of qualitative and quantitative
(5) Statistical analysis of correlation and regression
1.5 Technical route and structural layout
1.5.1 Technical route
Research technology is the overall planning and arrangement to guide research topic
selection, conception, unfolding of research process and summary. By observing
combination of theories and practice and of quantitative and qualitative approach, this
thesis is to draw a rational and reliable study conclusion. The technical route of the
thesis is as follows:
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Technical route layout of the research

Introduction-Proposal of Issues to be Researched

Case study

Theory study

Comparative analysis

Literature review

Depth interview
Theoretical framework
Questionnaire
summary of literature
Statistical analysis
To define core concepts
Discovery and summary

To seek for theoretical
foundation

Hypothesis on theoretical
foundation
Figure 2: Technical route layout of the research
Data source: Author summary
1.5.2 Structural layout
Chapter one, introduction. It specifies the research background and significance of the
research and gives out detailed descriptions on the research contents, technical route
and structure of the thesis.
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Chapter two, relevant theories and literature reviews. It introduces relevant theories
involved in and needed by the research, sorts of research achievements in foreign and
domestic literature and discovers matters needing attention.
Chapter three, conceptual model and research hypothesis. According to literature
review and relevant practice, it discovers the emphasis of the research and constructs
the conceptual model and research hypothesis before deducing formation of
conceptual models, finding out the theoretical hypothesis on various factors in the
model and forming new research theories for interpretation from the objective
perspectives.
Chapter four, research design, investigation method and data analysis. It determines
the relations of all variables and demonstrates the essence of problems to be
researched by applying comparative analysis, depth interview, questionnaire survey
and other research methods. It guarantees quality and profundity of samples through
sampling tests; and by applying the approach of quantitative, quantitative, and
combination of quantitative and quantitative and through mathematical statistical
analysis on correlation and regression, it conducts hypothesis inspection and
conclusions.
Chapter five, research summary and anticipation. By concluding conclusions drawn
from the research, it states the main problems discovered in the research, proposes
effective measures for dealing with unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food, and
anticipates the promising prospect for dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food.
Finally, it finds out the loopholes of the study, puts forward orientation for future
research and expects opening of the new pattern for food safety management.
1.6 Originality and deficiencies
1.6.1 Originality of the thesis
(1) It finds the main causes of producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by
small and micro-sized business operators (small owners, the same below). By
applying the principle on relations between internal and external causes of dialectical
approach of materialism, it probes into the essence cause for unchecked counterfeit
and shoddy food, discovers that rooting reason deciding sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food lies on people instead of things, concludes that the real factor to be blame
for sales of counterfeit and shoddy food lies on small and micro-sized business
10

operators and that the inferior quality of operators is the fundamental factor making
decisions of sales of counterfeit and shoddy food, steps out of the wrong-doing that
people instead of things are attached importance to in previous research and finds out
the fundamental solution for dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food.
(2) It finds that the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to realize the
combination of utility maximization of consumers (Yin) and profits maximization of
companies (Yang). By applying the principle on mutual opposition and unification of
Yin and Yang in Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory, it analyzes that relations between
companies and consumers as buying and selling, and Yin and Yang dialectical
relation of altruism and egoism against the backdrop of marketing economy; it
analyzes that the Yin and Yang relations between buying and selling and between
egoism and altruism, when reflected in real life, are mutually repelling, isolated,
attracting and connected that contain the changing rules of mutual inter-dependency
and transformation. Yang does not exist without Yin and vice versa, and Yin and
Yang serves as the premise for the existence of the other. Likewise, selling does not
exist without buying and vice versa, and consumer (buying) and company (selling)
serve as premise for each other. This rule tells us that any companies, for realizing the
goal of maximum profits, should satisfy consumers’ maximum profits that is “Giving
comes first prior to taking”4. In this manner, it opens a new path for dealing with the
issue on unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food.
(3) It finds out that consumers’ rights have not been guaranteed. According to
consumer sovereignty theory, companies shall produce and sell based on consumers’
desire and choice, and must concentrate on consumers. And the sad thing is that some
food companies not only care nothing about consumers in reality, but produce and sell
counterfeit and shoddy food to entrap consumers. What makes this harder to stomach
is that consumers’ rights cannot be guaranteed legally after infringement. The law on
the guarantee of rights and interests of consumers is not perfect, the channel for the
guarantee of rights and interests of consumers is not smooth, and it is difficult for
consumers to offer proof. Furthermore, some explain purchase of counterfeit and
shoddy food by consumers as seeking cheap to shirk the responsibility of companies
and the government in food safety. It is to stress that the treatment of counterfeit and
shoddy food shall not only focus on consumers seeking cheap, but low incomes of
consumers, particularly of protection of consumers’ rights and interests, that’s what
4

Tao Te Ching, Lao Tsu, Li Zhenxi Commentary, Anhui Literature and Art Publishing House, January 2003, P80
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the essence of issues is.
(4) It finds that the judicial supervision for food safety is feeble. Through comparative
analysis, it discovers that food safety laws and regulations, measurement and test
standards, supervision and management mechanism are not perfect; issues of lack of
laws, standards and smooth relations to follow is serious; the phenomenon of
replacing management punishment with penalty runs wild in food safety supervision,
which makes judicial supervision exist in name only. In China, since the government
undertakes all responsibilities for supervision, resulting in the situation that judicial
supervision is weakened factitiously. The effect of judicial supervision on treatment
of counterfeit and shoddy food is not exerted effectively, seriously weakening the
fairness and authority of judicial supervision. So to fully display the role of judicial
supervision in dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food is urgent.
1.6.2 Insufficiency and anticipation
Causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food are complicated and previous
research literature depends on personal views, especially that literature and materials
that can be directly drawn upon are rare. Due to research capacity and level of the
author, acknowledgment on regulation and essence of counterfeit and shoddy food is
quite superficial, and the research still sees some deficiencies.
First, due to limitation of conditions, most of relevant data and cases drawn by the
thesis are limited to second-handed materials selected from literature reading and
selection that are not comprehensive.
Second, this thesis is worked upon during the important era when government
organizations of food monitoring undergo reform and functional transformation that
gives to compiling of the thesis both opportunities and challenges as I find it difficult
to collect the latest materials and information on food safety. It restrains the deep
development of the research.
Counterfeit and shoddy food issue is not latest news that has a history of thousands of
years in China. Different dynasties in China launched some coping strategies to cope
with this issue in vain, which would trigger my consideration. Some problems at the
deeper level require further research.
First, this research fails to work on the relations between sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food and blood types of company operators. Finding of the internal relations
12

between company operators and sales and production of counterfeit through
experiments leads to meaningful implications for redressing of counterfeit and shoddy
food.
Second, study on relations between making of counterfeit and shoddy products and
company operators is lacking. Findings of the internal relations between disposition of
company operators and making of counterfeits would enrich measures for treatment
of counterfeit goods.
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Chapter II Relevant Theories and Literature Reviews
2.1 Relevant theories
2.1.1 Tai Ji Yin and Yang Theory
Tai Ji Yin and Yang Theory is an ancient philosophical theory of China. It states that
all things and phenomena in the universe include Yin and Yang, and that the motion
and variation between Yin and Yang drives the development and change of things.
Tai Ji refers to a state of “the sky and the earth were at first one blurred entity”, which
is the principle and rule of the development and change of things between Yin and
Yang.5 Tai Ji Yin and Yang Theory is a kind of rational knowledge for knowledge
and explanation of natural environment based on the relative attribute of Yin and
Yang and the motion and variation between Yin and Yang, focusing on research on
the mutual relationship between Yin and Yang. The relationship between Yin and
Yang mainly shows as follows:
a. Sympathesis and alternation of Yin and Yang. That is, correlation and interaction.
The interaction between Yin and Yang is the origin of all things on earth and variation.
Xuncius pointed out that “the combination of Heaven and Earth gives birth to all
things on earth, and the combination of Yin and Yang causes variation”6. Only
continuous interaction between Yin and Yang can further present characteristics or
trends of mutual opposition and restriction, mutual intergeneration, growth and
decline changes, mutual transformation and so on. Therefore, sympathesis and
alternation of Yin and Yang is the premise of all changes between Yin and Yang.
b. Mutual opposition and restriction between Yin and Yang, that is the situation of
mutual correspondence, mutual contradiction, mutual game playing and mutual
restriction. It often manifests as excessive Yin causing Yang deficiency or excessive
Yang causing Yin deficiency, such as cold and hot, dynamic and static, etc.
c. Interdependence between Yin and Yang, that is Yin and Yang depend on each other,
but not exist merely, representing characteristics of mutual breeding and mutual
serving. Ancient Chinese people thought that Yang based on and applied by Yin is the
essence of interdependence between Yin and Yang.

5

Zhuzi Language Category, Li Qingde (Song Dynasty), Zhonghua Book Company, 1986
Hsun-Tzu, an ideologist and educator during China’s Warring States period, wrote a book named Hsun-Tzu
(annotated by An Shaolan) [M], published by Zhonghua Book Company, P180
6
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d. Growth and decline balance of Yin and Yang. The motion and variation between
Yin and Yang is generalized as growth and decline by ancient thinkers, such as
“decline after reaching the zenith, lunar eclipse after waxing moon, waxing and
waning occur as time moves on”7 The growth and decline of Yin and Yang has four
basic forms, namely, independent growth and incline of Yin or Yang, mutual growth
and decline between Yin and Yang, growth both Yin and Yang, and decline both Yin
and Yang. The so-called balance refers that Yin and Yang move and vary in relative
and conditional state within a certain range, limitation and space-time.
e. Mutual transformation of Yin and Yang. It refers that Yin-Yang attribute of things
occurs qualitative changes, what they call things will develop in the opposite direction
when they become extreme that is the truth. Such transformation can be represented
as gradual change and also sudden change. The so-called gradual change refers that
the growth and decline of Yin and Yang has a course, while the so-called sudden
change has not. And the mutual transformation of Yin and Yang is based on the
mutual rooting of Yin and Yang.
All in all, Yin and Yang is not split, but to connect with each other and influence each
other. The sympathesis and alternation is the precondition for the motion and variation
of Yin and Yang, and other relations between Yin and Yang cannot exist without the
interaction between them. Opposition and mutual fighting of Yin and Yang expresses
the relation of both correspondence and mutual unity of Yin and Yang. On this basis,
the dynamic balance between Yin and Yang in growth and variation is driven, and the
mutual rooting of Yin and Yang provides internal basis for the circulation and
transformation of Yin and Yang.

Figure 3: Tai Ji Diagram

7

The Book of Changes, Liu Dengge Commentary, Dalian Publishing House, 1998, P137
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Data source: The Book of Changes, Liu Dengge for notes and translations
Explanation of Tai Ji Diagram: black and white represent Yang and Yin respectively,
and imply that anything in the real world is the unity of opposites formed by Yin and
Yang. In the diagram above, while contains black, and black also contains white,
which means that everything is Yin in Yang and Yang in Yin. The profile of both black
and white in the diagram seems like two swimming fishes, which means Yin and Yang
move and change through mutual contradiction and conflict to reach dynamic balance
continuously. The two small circles therein represent echoing with external conditions
and existing as the basis of changes. The Tai Ji Diagram shows end to end, which
means Yin and Yang interact with each other, and move in circles with continuous
reproduction breed in an endless. The core concept of Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory is to
change one-side to all-sides, change absolute to relative, and change static to
dynamic.
2.1.2 Principles on the relations of internal and external causes of materialistic
dialectics
Materialistic dialectics hold that the internal contradiction of things (internal causes)
constitutes the source and impetus for movement of things and serves as the primary
cause for development and vicissitude of things. Internal cause is the basis for
changes that decides progress and basic tendency of things; external cause serves as
the condition for changes; external cause display its role through internal cause that
displays the role for accelerating or deferring development changes of things under
some conditions.
First, internal cause is the basis for movement of things and the primary cause. It is
the basis there is something and the internal essence that makes a thing different from
other things.
Second, external cause is the external condition for movement of things and the
second cause. I can speed up or put off the movement process of things, change
features of movement of things partially, and decide the movement of things under
certain conditions.
Third, external cause must be effective through internal cause. External cause has
significant effects on the movement of things and can cause the nature of things
changed sometimes. However, no matter what the significance of external cause is,
16

external cause can only play a role through internal cause.8
2.1.3 Theories for cognitive behaviors
Cognitive behavioral theory is integration of behaviorism and cognitive theory.
Theoretical foundation for behaviorism is originated from classical conditioning
school by Pavlov. John Watson9, founder of American behavioristic psychology (S-R
theory for short) accepted the theory of Pavlov, established stimulus-response theory
model (S-R theory for short), and developed it into human behavior realm, stressing
the direct relation between stimulus and response. The theory considers, human
behavior can be divided into stimulus and response, the latter appears with the former,
and behavior is the response made after being stimulated. On this basis, Skinner,
representative

of

Neo-behavioristic

psychology,

established

stimulus-response-reinforcement theory model by studying on the mediation process
of individual cognition between stimulus and response10. Its core thought is taking
human consciousness as primary research object, and it considers that behavior must
be realized upon the intermediary transmission of a series of cognitive processes
including perception, comprehension and ratiocination. Adding O (organism) or C
(cognition) in S-R model forms S-O-R or S-C-R theory model, and the latter is
adopted in the research since it is an operant conditioning model, with behavior
change caused by stimulation. Skinner thinks classical conditioning such as blinking
upon wind blowing is respondent behavior, while operant conditioning such as pigeon
pecking floor is spontaneous behavior and can be regarded as operant behavior since
it can also exert influence on environment and be controlled by consciousness. From
Skinner, operant learning is more representative of human active behavior in real life.
Reinforcement is essential to shape and maintain behavior since it can strengthen
behavior and also can have behavior stopped. Cognitive theory especially emphasizes
awakening stimulus of cognition, which mainly derives from: internal stimulus and
external stimulus. Human (organism) judges the significance of stimulus based on
cognition, make a response and take behaviors. In 1960s, Neisser, the father of
cognitive psychology, studied cognitive process of human11, and he regarded human

Selected Works of Mao Zedong, On Contradiction, Mao Zedong, People’s Publishing House, 1991
(U.S.) John B, Watson, Lectures-In-Print Behaviorism (translated by Ai Qilai)[M], China Publishing Group
Corp., 2010
10 Beyond Freedom and Dignity, B·F·Skinner, Translation organized by CAS, Guizhou Publishing House, June
2006
11 Cognitive Psychology and Pioneer (Germany), Neisser, Translated by Wang Shenlian and Guo Benyu,
Guangdong Education Publishing House, March 2012
8
9
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as the processor of information, but not passive receiver of stimulus and considered
that human is an active organism with rich internal resources and capable of using
these resources to interact with surrounding environments. According to cognitive
symbolic operating system paradigm response time method, the process of stimulus
acting on organism is: stimulus-sensory organ-brain (perceptual information
processing)-access-locomotive organ (order)-response. Response time is a kind of
response variable and changes with various reasons of individual as individual
performance index or the complexity index of internal processing information process.
The core of cognitive psychology is to reveal the internal psychological mechanism of
cognitive process, that is, how information is achieved, stored, processed and applied.
From opinions of Bandera, American psychologist, human cognitive activity has
cause-and-effect relationship with human bahivior12, for which the theoretical basis is
the human nature assumption of triadic theory of learning. Triadic theory of learning
refers to the interaction among behavior, human internal factor and environment.
Cognition (psychological function) is an internal factor of human, environment is an
external condition of behavior, behavior is the result of the interaction between
cognition and environment, and of course behavior has an inverse effect (influence)
on cognition. Bandera considers, human has principal capacity or intentionality
capacity, and human beings are active shapers of environment and not negative
responders. Human has capacities of conforming to representation, thinking in
advance, self-reflection, self-regulation and active learning. Human can also accept
information by the way of signifying, set goals based on purposes, and reflect,
regulate and learn according to demands. The self-efficacy is the result of interaction
among factors including individual ability, environment, experience and fault.
Everyone can initiate, standardize and maintain self-behavior based on self-efficacy.
Outcome expectation refers to the expected outcome of individuals to self-behavior,
which includes three forms, namely physical outcome (pleasure, etc.), social outcome
(reward recognition, etc.) and self-assessment outcome (satisfaction, development,
etc.). Outcome expectation is a kind of subject expectation which emphasizes
individuals may benefit from behaviors. Generally, individuals tend to select the
behavior with maximum active outcome and minimum negative outcome.
Adler holds that people’s behavior is molded with the overall living form of people
12

Social Cognitive Theory (U.S.), Albert Bandura, Chen Xinyin and Li Boshu for translation, China Renmin
University Press, May 2012
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that includes individual faith, expectation, and their perception on themselves and on
the world and so on.13 People’s behaviors are affected by observation and explanation
on the environment during the learning process when improper behaviors would
produce wrong perception and explanations. So to change people’s behaviors requires
alteration of their cognition. Theories of cognition behaviors hold that on most cases,
behavior is closely related with cognition that are not isolated. Cognition can alter
behaviors and vice versa. Interpretation on individual behaviors by cognition would
directly affect individuals on whether final moves are adopted. Misconceptions,
irrational thoughts, absorb faith, scattered or dislocated acknowledgment by people
might be rooted outside people’s awareness or observation. So, to change the situation
requires that individual behaviors be brought back to the rational scope for reflection
so as to help individuals to change unwanted behaviors form the layer of rationality.
Theories of cognitive behaviors apply cognition to behavior modification that
emphasizes the importance of cognition in problem-redressing process and interaction
between internal cognition and outside environment. It holds that changes of outside
behaviors and internal cognition would ultimately affect changes of individual
behaviors.
2.1.4 Kurt Lewin dynamic field theory
Kurt Lewin14, German psychologist and founder of group dynamic theory, holds that
people’s psychology and behaviors are decided by the mutual interaction of internal
demands and environment. By drawing upon the concept of ‘magnetic field’ in
physics, he regards internal demands formed in the past and now of people as the
internal mental magnetic field by holding that when people’s needs fail to be satisfied,
a tension in the internal field would be triggered when the environment displays the
role as a safety fuse. People’s behavioral orientation is determined by the mutual
interaction of internal and environmental magnetic field with the primary decisive
factor being the tension of internal magnetic field. Therefore, Lewin proposes the
famous behavioral formula: B=F（P*E)=F（L*S), B refers to the direction and vector
of individual behavior, P refers to individual internal impetus, F refers to a functional
relation, and E refers to stimulus of environment, that is, living space (L*S) includes
people (P) and their environment (E), behavior occurs in the living space, and it is not
13

What life should mean to you (Austria) Alfred Adler, Ma Xiaona for translation, Jilin Publishing Group Co., Ltd.
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14 Germany, Kurt Lewin, Theories on Powers of Personality, Wang Siming and Ye Ming for translation, Beijing
Institute of Technology Press, November 2014
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only the function of people and environment, but also the function of living space.
The formula indicates that people’s behaviors are a function relationship or result
resulted from personal characteristics and environmental interactive role. People’s
behaviors are changed with changes of two factors of people and environment;
different people would have different behaviors for the same environment, and the
same person might have different behaviors for different environment; and the same
person might have different behaviors for the same environment with changes of the
environmental terms. Lewin holds that mental environment is the psychological
environment that would actually affect some behavioral pattern of a person. These
factors consist of three parts: first is fact or natural environment that might affect his
behaviors; second is social fact or social environment that might exert influence on
his behaviors; third is conceptual fact or mental concept on a thing when his behavior
is ongoing. Lewin puts forward behavioral dynamic theory with demands as the
driving force based on mental dynamic field theory. Need constitutes the power
source of behaviors in psychology by Lewin that primarily refers to desires for an
object by individuals (objects) or intention to realize a goal. Tension is a mental state
or internal tension caused alongside with the need. Valence is a subjective emotional
experience cause on an object by people in a set emotion. Vector is the directional
attraction or repulsive force caused between people and a phenomenon. Barrier is the
object that might hinder realization of the anticipated goals by people, social
mechanism, laws and so on. People would adopt all measures to break through the
obstacles and realize the goals. Balance refers to removal of different tension states.
People make continuous progress during the balance—unbalance—balance process.
2.1.5 Consumer sovereignty theory
Consumer sovereignty theory, also known as customer-oriented economic model, is
proposed by economist Friedrich Hayek from Austria15. The so-called "consumer
sovereignty" is a concept in interpreting relations between consumers and producers
in the market that consumers according to their own wishes and preferences purchase
the required goods on the market. By this way, the wishes and preferences of
consumers are conveyed by market to producers, and production of all producers is
arranged based on the opinion of consumers, to provide consumers with the product
that they want. In other words, companies what to produce and how much to produce
15
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by companies ultimately depend on the consumer's wishes and preferences. The
relationship among enterprise, market and consumer is: consumers exercise
sovereignty (currency vote right) by virtue of the competition between producers on
the consumer market, to “release command” to producers, and then all producers
through consumers’ “currency vote right” in market understand the consumption trend
of the society and the trend of consumers, and organize production of marketable
products on this basis, to meet consumers’ needs and reach maximum profit. Most
modern Western economists insist that consumer sovereignty is an unshakable
economic principle. On one hand, it has been identified as the principle of satisfaction
and achievement of the “self-interest" of both consumers and companies, on the other
hand it was considered to be the principle of effective allocation of social resources.
With increasing market competition and the development of science and technology,
consumer initiative is more prominent. The relationship between companies and
consumers has become the lifeblood of marketing. The use, reflection and
requirements of consumers to products have become the direct source and driving
force of innovation; companies not only offer products to consumers, but also serve
consumers with prominent services, which has become the basic business principle of
global successful companies. Consumers need not only product quality assurance, and
timeliness have become an extremely important indicator that meet consumer needs;
consumers’ satisfaction strategy has become a new business idea pushed by
companies widespread. Consumer sovereignty theory is consumer-oriented economic
operation model, namely, companies must firmly establish the consumer-oriented
business philosophy that companies shall be owned, treated and enjoyed by
consumers. The establishment of consumer sovereignty economy provides theoretical
basis for attaching importance to consumers and consumers’ need and protecting the
legitimate rights and interests of consumers. If there is no consumer behavior, social
reproduction process could not be started, and there can be no market economy. In
this way, consumer sovereignty theory is significant for the practice of
comprehensively guiding the development of the market economy. Still, consumers as
individual members of society always are in the lowest, the most passive and the
bottommost status with asymmetric information, and also are the subject of the
market economy most likely to be neglected, cheated and invaded under market
economy conditions. Many market economic activity objects, such as producers,
sellers, intermediaries or objective controllers, and so on, once lost the guidance of
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scientific theory and the constraint of legal supervision, they will make use of their
own advantages against the interests of consumers, therefore, treatment against
infringement of consumer sovereignty and legal protection of the legitimate rights and
interests of consumers is the essence to implement consumer sovereignty theory.
2.2 Overseas literature study status
2.2.1 Studies on causes of counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas scholars
Due to linguistic and geological causes, to collect studies on causes of counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas experts and scholars is limited. But the author adopted some
effective methods, collected and held an amount of overseas research literature,
classified and analyzematerials for study.
(1) Studies on causes of producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies
George A. Akerlof lists a case on second-handed car market in his Lemon Market:
Uncertainty and Marketing Mechanism of Products Qualities. In the second-handed
car market, sellers get more information than buyers and information asymmetry
exists between the two. Buyers often avoid risk loss brought about by information
asymmetry by decreasing prices. Lowering of price by buyers is the premise that
sellers won’t provide high-quality goods before low-quality goods are brimming the
marketplace and high-quality goods are ousted, leading to shrinking of second-handed
car market. It’s the famous theory on lemon market. Normally speaking, it refers to
elimination of quality goods and dominance of the marketplace by inferior goods that
would eventually replace genuine goods under the condition of information
asymmetry, which lead to expansion of inferior goods in the market. It’s the
phenomenon of ‘ousting of good currency by inferior currency’ after marketing
malfunction. It’s proper to compare it to the role displayed by counterfeit and shoddy
food in the marketplace. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Teversky (1979) propose a
descriptive prospect theory by holding that decision-making is determined by the gap
between results and anticipation (expectation) instead of the result itself under the
condition of uncertainty. People would set a reference standards inside when making
decisions before weighing results of each decision and their gap between the reference
standards. For example, when the anticipated yearly profits of a genuine company are
1 million, companies would take it for granted that they get 1 million, but if the
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hypothesis would give them a profit of 1.5 million, most would carefully consider
risks brought about by the method to avert the anticipated return. If it’s a different
picture when a safe way would lower the profits by 0.2 million, most would take the
risks of being punished for making counterfeit to ensure a return of 1 million. Such is
why food companies would produce counterfeits despite risks when risk loss for
producers (sellers) are determined (2 fold or 10 folds of what the law stipulates).
Williamson (1985) holds that restriction of resource scarcity is the primary factor for
causing opportunistic counterfeit-making behaviors. Making of counterfeits by
companies is not restrained by costs when counterfeits would lower input that would
otherwise be spent in the marketplace (such as reduce of devices, investment of
resources) to get more unlawful profits. Annie Kluge (1988) points out in Political
Economics of a Rent-seeking Society, rent seekers and governmental functional agents
would plot together to intrude interests of the whole society and consumers that result
in no contribution to social welfare by economic subjects. Companies making
counterfeit and shoddy food would undergo rent-seeking from governmental
supervisors and seek for ‘protection umbrella’ before companies and law-enforcing
members making counterfeit and shoddy food play in collusion, which is typically
demonstrated by damage of interests of social consumers. Dalener Najdet (2000)
holds that international marketplace for counterfeit products is a successful market
without risks. For suppliers (producing and selling companies), counterfeit strategy is
to apply lawful or unlawful approaches to buy genuine goods before deciding where
to produce goods. Employees can be allocated to embezzle information to be sold to
competitors of the same industry before the latter decide whether products can be sold
in the country followed by sales in the original marketplace, the possibility of being
investigated is quite huge. But this infringement act deprives potential incomes of
genuine companies that gives rise to unfair competition.16 Juan Fco etc. (2003) points
out in study report completed for United Nations Food Agriculture Organization that
small and medium companies, lacking in demands for food safety and failing to
comprehend principles for food safety, won’t pay attention on food safety work and
thus problem on food safety would always occur. Charlotte (2004) maps out a series
of factors influencing food safety in small and medium companies and research study
on small and medium-scaled companies show that factors on money and timing
conceal deeper and more complicated behavioral matters in related companies that
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mainly cover lack of trust on food safety land employees engaging in environmental
health, shortage of legal awareness on food safety matters and lacking of knowledge
and perception. Internal dependency of the matter alongside with indifferent attitude
towards regulations on food safety means that it would be taken as irrelevant with
food safety before occurrence on food safety events is resulted in.17 Shavell (1987)
holds that controlling capacities on qualities of products by food-based companies,
resolving ability on finished goods and monopoly or controlling capacities on the
marketplace would, to a certain degree, rest upon scale of the company. Therefore,
motives on supply of safe food would be restrained by its scale, organization and
marketing structure.18 Yapp and Fairman, British scholars, (2006) hold that we must
increase perception, motivation and trust to change behaviors and attitude of food
companies on food safety and can’t adopt a doubtful attitude towards food companies.
By studying the active behaviors on attempt to change safety standards of poultry
products by a poultry companies in Columbia, Gomez. Maria and Torres (2002) hold
that marketing incentive, financial support (subsidiary) and quality support display an
important role.19 R.B. Tompkin (2001) points that to guarantee food safety is the joint
goal of both the government and companies. Companies take a primary role to
guarantee food safety when companies can realize the goal of producing safe food by
implementing policies and procedures ensuring safety of their products. Anmandale
studies (2000) hold that motivation of supply for food safety by companies is affected
by strategies of corporate management and its decisive factors include organizational
learning, regulation types, influence of stakeholders, enforcement degree, corporate
culture and so on.20 Marx holds that the phenomenon of counterfeit and shoddy food
is a concomitant of marketing economy who argues that business in the 19th century is
a huge laboratory of deception when the case on bread adulteration reaches an
unbelievable degree and free competition would carry out infection and serve as
freedom suffering from infection.21
(2) Studies on causes of buying of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers
White and Cundiff (1978) discovers that the country of origin for products it an
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obvious signal for quality perception in consumers that displays an important role in
purchase decision-making among consumers. Blilkek and Nes (1982) propose the
concept of ‘effects of country of origin’ by holding that such an effects includes other
information and its application accounts for familiarity on qualities and brand of a
particular products and their previous experiences that might affect the degree of
influence in evaluating products by the indicator of place of origin. From the
emotional perspective of place of origin and nationalism, Goutanchakraborey,
Anthony Allred and Terry Bristol (1996) dig into how consumers evaluate fake goods.
Experiments show that those with stronger nationalism would bear a higher sense of
guilt by buying fake products of foreign products than of domestic ones. Ajzen and
Finbein (1980) propose the theory on rational behavior by holding that aspiration is
the motivational factor affecting behaviors. Ajzen (1985) extends the theory by
adding the factor on perceived behavioral control who predicts consumers’ behaviors
on purchase of counterfeits through their attitudes and intentions towards counterfeits.
By integrating individual conducts and social regulations to social practice, James
Colman (1999) realize the goal of individual interests and social interests before
realizing the goal of social selection 22 . Weeetal (1996), Cordelletal (1996) and
NejdetDelener (2000) hold that price is the initiative motive for buying of counterfeits
among consumers, particularly among low-income consumers when lower price
might trigger more purchase of counterfeits. Studies by Bolch (1993), Angetal (2001)
and Temetal (1998) reveal that consumers rationally buying counterfeits would get
use effect and social prestige brought about by genuine goods through purchase of
counterfeit and shoddy goods so that their goals of showing dignity and saving faces
can be achieved, which is attributed to the universal phenomenon of buying of
counterfeits among consumers. Peter.H.Bloch.rohaldbus and lelandcanpbell (1993)
jointly propose the theory on ‘consumer demand and synergy counterfeit’ by holding
that without consumers demands, counterfeit and shoddy goods can’t exist. By
applying 200 researchers to conduct a tendency research on buying shirts of three
different properties, they get a result that 37.59% of consumers would buy fake
branded shirts even when they are informed. These consumers who lack social status,
successful career or wealth would not consider the functions and durability of
products who would consider more on pursuit for price and brands. Cordelletal (1996),
Coc (1962) and Tan (2002) hold that perceptual risks of buying decision-making
22
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demonstrates a very important position in behaviors concerning buying of counterfeits.
Perception son risks include performance, investment, safety, mentality, society,
timing and opportunistic risks. Albers-Miller (1999) discovers the obvious role of risk
factors in buying of counterfeit that verify the hypothesis on ‘negative correlation
between purchase intention and perceptual risk level of crimes’. Celso Angusto de
Matosetal (2007) discovers through experiments that perceptual risks constitute the
key factor of consumers’ attitudes towards the fakes. Consumers would hold a worse
attitude on counterfeit with more perceptual risks on counterfeits. Studies conducted
by Corneo and Jeanme (1997) discover imitation of costly consumers by consumers
with low consumption capacities. According to the concept on bandwagon effect and
influence effect, their behaviors are interpreted as ‘being worried to be taken as poor
cluster’ and ‘hoping to be taken as the wealthy. Cordelletal (1996) holds that intention
on buying of counterfeits among consumers is constrained by their attitude to accept
laws. For the moment, China stipulates laws on punishing counterfeit makers but laws
on punishing buying of counterfeits is still lacking, so intention for buying of
counterfeit still remains high23. Hoshino (1998) holds that people’s consumption
would be incorporated with emotional, irrational and cultural factors when
consumption surpasses a ‘standard for maintaining their living standard’. Ang Etal
(2001) conduct researches and discover the value orientation of consumers when
morality and ethic pattern affect buying motives of counterfeits. People with more
integrity would have opposability, for they would buy counterfeit by refusing profit
growth of the genuine goods, or what we call buying of counterfeits as illegal. For
example, the value of some bighead is worth 10 Yuan per gram but is raised to 50
Yuan due to brand influence, and some consumers form a boycott attitude towards
profit-making by monopoly. Beardenetal (1994) and Powersand Anglin (1996)
discover that purchasing environment with cluster support or pressure would propel
buying of counterfeit among consumers. You would follow suit knowing everyone
else is buying counterfeits, and that is attributed by the typical mentality of
environmental compliance. During the process of discussing influence of press
information and advertisement on their demands for meat, Verbeke and Ward discover
that press would cut demands on mutton by consumers within a set time span on
reporting mad cow disease that gives rise to raised demands for meat. Redmond (2004)
holds that to control food-borne disease requires joint efforts of all rounds in the food
23
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chain, without which it can't be properly addressed. Through consumers are standing
at the terminal for defense, they still need enormous knowledge and skills on food
safety, so to intensify education can we effectively decrease risks of food-borne
diseases and improve behaviors of disposing with food in their families. Regarding
such matters as consumers’ awareness on food safety and their relations with the press
and information promotion, Sninnen and others (2003) hold that information
asymmetry existing in the food market and costs for disposing with information
triggered herein would profit most consumers from entirely learning safety matter in
food, which would affect consumers’ buying intention for safety food and reinforce
the purchase possibility of unsafe food, which is an important factor giving rise to
frequent occurrence of food safety incidents.
(3) Studies on Causes for Malfunction of Supervision on Counterfeit and Shoddy
Food by Supervisors
In Regulations Economics, Kahn (1970) was the first to conduct studies on
governmental supervision by holding that as an institutional arrangement,
governmental supervision is a behavior to directly carry out governmental regulations
on structure of an industry and its economic achievements such as regulations on
access control, price decision-making, service conditions, quality and obligations
required of consumers under reasonable conditions. Due to existence of information
asymmetry between government, food suppliers and consumers, government must be
a part of the whole process of food production by actively intervening with safety
production and consumption of food. The most influential definition for governmental
supervision was proposed by Stigler in Theories on Economic Regulations in 1971.
He holds that as a statute, governmental supervision is required by industries and
designed by its interests and is a national mandatory operation. As governmental
officials have their own interests, they might seek for benefits by holding high the
banner of ‘serving the public interests’. In 1972, he proposes the theory on seizure of
regulations in Economic Competition and Political Competition by holding that
regulation is the results of collusion by the industry and
governmental officials and the government is captured by the industry. In
Environmental Economic Theory and Political Designing, Baumolw J and Oatese E
(1975) maps out the environmental regulations and political issue when marketing
malfunction occurs under the external condition. W Viscusi (1995) holds that
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governmental supervision is an approach for governmental sanction and is a
mandatory restriction on free decision made by individuals or organizations24. In
Regulations and Marketing by Spulber (1999) holds that supervision is a normal rule
or particular behavior that would directly affect marketing allocation mechanism or
indirectly alter supply-and-demand decisions of companies and consumers prepared
and implemented by administrative organizations. Also, he points out the important
role of governmental supervision on correction of its externality, internality, barriers
to entry and other marketing failure, and evaluates welfare results of governmental
supervision on market intervention. Zhi Caoyi (1992) carries out study on principles
and modes of safety behavior decision-making in food-based companies in his
Economics on Microscosmic Regulations who proposes strict products and service
qualities to protect issues concerning interests of consumers, acutely proposes that
improper governmental supervision would directly lead to occurrence of events
infringing upon interests of consumers. Akerlof pointed out in his theory on ‘reverse
choice’ in 1970, ‘information asymmetry between the selling and buying parties might
result in reduction on sales of some food before leading to shrinking of the industry or
marketing paralysis or forming the matter on reversed selection in the food market,
which requires intensified governmental supervision on the food market and reduction
of adverse impacts on the marketplace brought about by information asymmetry.’
Arrow (1996) points out that as the speaker for public law interests, the necessary
means for making up for marketing failure is to implement governmental supervision.
25

Stone (1999) holds that supervision is to restrict free selection by individuals and

organizations with the deterrent powers of law and its purpose lies on restriction of
decision-making behaviors of the economic entities.
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(1984) hold that consumers might work on information channels through
advertisement scale and other routes under the condition that their knowledge on food
quality is lacking so as to remit marketing failure. No excessive intervention can be
required of the government. Antle (1999) holds that information asymmetry of the
food market includes two conditions: that on information between consumers and
producers and between supervisors and producers.
24
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that supervisors can’t obtain all information owned by a company, so the company
would apply its information advantages to affect and manipulate decisions of
supervision organizations in order to yield benefits in supervision. Keiser (1998)
holds that governmental supervision is quite political. The phenomenon of
supervision capture and cases on violation of supervision regulations (such as local
protectionism) would likely happen when it rests upon political support by the
supervised.

Whitehead (1995) holds that an effective food supervision system

includes food strategy, food laws, food functions, detection services, experiments
(food supervision and data on epidemic disease), exchange and training of
information education and other elements.

By reviewing all aspects of economics

concerning food safety, Riston and Li Weimai (1998) hold that marketing economy
can’t possibly provide the most appropriate food safety, for it is attributed by
information asymmetry concerning risks and mechanisms concerning marketing
economy alone can’t possibly offer the most appropriate safe food. Biglaiser (1993)
proves that the middle tier of market with reverse selection mechanism is free from
any motives to sell low-quality products, as it expects to win returns yielded out of
reputations, and most low-quality food would be sold to consumers through direct
exchange. By applying Game Theory, Kreps (1990) and Tadelis (1999) conduct
studies on how reputations can form a tradeable asset and hold that reputation is an
intangible asset for sustaining long-term existence of a company that is affiliated to
the company’s name and is reflected by it. Corporate reputation is set up and
verlierend gradually that requires investment and maintenance. Reputation contributes
to overcome moral hazards of a company and helps a company to win respect.

Keiser J,Pawsey R.Harmonizing sanitary maesures and resolving trade disputes through the WTO-SPS
framework.Part I: a case study of the US-Enharmonictrade beef dispute[J].Food Control,1980(6)
Whitehead,A.Elements of an Effective national food control system[J]. Food Control 1995(6)
Ritson, C.& Li, W.M. The economics of food safety [J]. Nutrition & Food Science,1998 (5): 253-259
Kreps D, David M. Corporate culture and economic theory [C]. In James E.Alt and Kenneth A. Shepsle,
editor, perspective on positive politicalEconomy, Pages 90-143. Cambridge University Press, Cambirdge, 1990.
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2.2.2 Studies on strategies on treatment of counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas
scholars
In the initial stage of marketing economic development, all countries would witness a
universal existence of problems concerning counterfeit and shoddy goods, so to
maintain marketing orders, safeguard products’ qualities and protect interests of
consumers, each country would adopt different measures to deal with counterfeit
and shoddy goods. By sorting out experience by such advanced countries as US, UK,
France, Germany, Japan and so on, this thesis expects to provide valuable
enlightenment to solving of counterfeit and shoddy food problem in China.
(1) Measures to redress producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies
Shavell (1987) holds that control and distinguishing capacities of a company on its
product wold draw upon the scale of a company on its monopoly capacities of the
market. Therefore, supply motive on safety production by companies would be
influenced by its scale and marketing structure. Generally, a company in larger scale
is much stronger in its capacity of controlling safety, and otherwide a company in
smaller scale is less strong in its capacity of controlling safety. Studies by Annandale
(2000) hold that supply motive on food supply by a company is affected by corporate
management strategies and its decisive factors include organization of learning, types
of regulations, influence of stakeholders, enforcement degree, and corporate culture
and so on. Reinganum(1989) holds that companies should be brave enough to
assume the important role of its obligations on food safety on their advancement since
responsibilities are to propel innovation in the company. Suppose a company is
staying at a responsibility condition that its products are contaminated by
microorganism, then in his model analysis, responsibility would help intensify
incentives for risk radiation technologies on companies of sales of unsafe food, but
such incentives would rely on consumers’ information on health risks. Caswell(1998)
Buzbl (1999) Starblrd (2000) Henson (2001) Goodwill (2002) conduct studies from
the perspective of production costs, marketing risks, industrial organizations and
industrial association concerning problems reflected from behaviors of

Shavell.S. Economic analysis of accident law [M]. Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1987: 56-57
Annandale, Mining company approaches to environmental provals regulation: a survey of senior environment
managers in Canadian. Resources Policy, 2000,26: 51-59
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al (1999) hold that if quality status of tomatoes can’t be well reflected in the
marketing price, the customary price risks can’t be effectively averted even though
peasants would sign the contracts on production and sales. To avoid price risk, the
market appears the problem of shoddy goods for good quality goods. Yapp and
Fairman (2006) hold that to change behaviors and attitudes of companies on food
safety, we must deepen our understanding, incentive and trust on companies. After
study on attempt to change the active behaviors on food safety standards of poultry
products by poultry companies in Columbia, Gomez Maria and Torres (2002)
discover that corporate leadership, demands on food safety by the marketplace,
financial support and quality organization support would play a concerted role. R B
Tompkin (2001) hold that to guarantee food safety is the joint goal shared by both the
government and companies, and companies take the primary responsibility to ensure
food safety that can realize the purpose of producing safe food through implementing
measures and procedures to ensure food safety. Jullie A Caswell (2000) indicates that
companies would strictly control production procedures and food qualities with the
form required by performance and give punishment and reward on employees
according to the results of performance assessment in order to ensure realization of
goals concerning food safety. Beedel and Rehiman (1999) point out that moral
obligation perceived by producers would, to a certain extent, affect their production
behaviors. A moral and responsible corporate operator would never produce
counterfeit and shoddy food on purpose. Foreign companies who pay attention on
protection of their intellectual property rights would stick to consistent supervision on
the trademark and timely discovery and prevention of application of similar
trademarks. Foreign countries attach importance to timely disposing surplus raw
materials and package to prevent that they are re-accessed to the market to be
exploited by counterfeiters. Foreign companies stress encouragement of tip-off by
consumers and complaints for counterfeit and shoddy foods to be properly applied to
business intelligence and promotion against the counterfeit. Foreign companies focus
on employing professional marketing research and attorneys to go deep into the
Buzby.J.C, Frenzen, Food safety and product liability. Food Policy, 1999,24: 637-51
Gomez, M. I C., Maria case of the Colombian P.&Torres, J. A. Private Initiatives on food safety: the poultry
industry [J]. Food Control, 2002 (13): 83-86
Tompkin,R.B.Interact ions between government and industry food safety act iv ities[J],FoodControl,2001,12,.
Spencer Henson, Julie Caswell.Food safety regulation: an overview of contemporary issues[J]. Food Policy,
1999(12)
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market for secret investigations on counterfeits, assist the police to counter against
behaviors concerning selling and making of counterfeits, and timely propose guidance
and proposals on actions against counterfeits to employed companies so as to protect
the lawful rights of companies from being violated. Herstewart (2003) holds that
branded manufacturers should adopt high-tech facilities such as hologram, bar code,
watermark, hidden ink and so on to make distinguishing of genuine and fake goods
easier and more feasible, and reinforce application of high technologies in the fight
against counterfeits.
(2) Measures on dealing with purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers
Through experimental studies, Chakraborty et al (1996) prove that lawful food
manufacturer would refer to press appeals of advertisement and so on to shake
patriotism and nationalism in consumers with a strong sense of honor and to reduce
their demands towards the counterfeits. Chakrbortyetal (1997) studies and observes
methods to dissuade consumers on purposeful buying of counterfeits and discover that
by providing to consumers with negative aspects on counterfeit products such as high
errors in counterfeits and so on would weaken purchasing desires on purposeful
buying of counterfeits by consumers.

Verbeke and Ward (2001) study the process

on influence of various press information and advertisement on meat and discover that
the report on mad cow disease would help reduce demands for mutton and increase
demands for meat within a certain time span By extending the near-ideal demand
system and based on behavioral preference of consumers , Burton (1996) and Verbrke
(2001) study influence of negative and positive reports of mad cow disease on
consumption of meat, grasp the demand structure of consumers, carry out predictions
on the demand behaviors of consumers and fully acknowledge influence of changes of
mutton quality on consumption by consumers.

Bruhn (1997) holds that gradual

change of consumption habits would weaken people’s awareness on food-borne
disease that
Henry Stewart. Counterfeiting: tricks and trends [J]. Brand Management,2003, 11(2): 133 一 136.
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would thus hinder adoption of correct behaviors by consumers. Redmond (2004)
holds that prevention of food-borne disease requires concerted efforts of all rounds of
the food chain. Consumers need to learn and master enormous knowledge and skills
on food safety, and by intensifying education can we effectively lower risks for
food-borne diseases and improve consumers’ behaviors in dealing with food inside
their families. Experts (2003) hold that due to information asymmetry and costs on
information disposal caused herein in the food marketplace, consumers can’t entirely
learn food safety, so it’s urgently needed to disclose food information and entirely put
into force rights to be informed in consumers.
Nill and Shaltz (1996) study demands on counterfeits by consumers by altering
marketing strategies by manufacturers such as intensified promotion on advertisement
against the counterfeit, and use of media to promote harms and side effects brought
about by counterfeit food on consumers so as to reduce purchase of counterfeit
products. Weeetal (1995) holds that branded manufacturers would distinguish
themselves from counterfeits through a series of strategies covering quality,
appearance, announcement of agents, after-sales services and so on so that consumers
would easily and freely tell apart the genuine and fake goods and have their abilities
to refuse counterfeits improved. Celso Augustodematosetal (2007) discover through
empirical cases that perceptual risk is the most important variable for observing
consumers’ attitudes towards counterfeits. It’s suggested that manufacturer takes
perceptual risks as an important factor to persuade forgoing of counterfeit
consumption in their advertising strategies to get more acknowledgment and attention
and to guide consumers to refuse counterfeits to avert risks.
(3) Measures on dealing with failure of supervision on counterfeit and shoddy food by
supervisors
James L Bikoff (1983) holds that to redress counterfeit and shoddy food requires to a
resultant force regarding such aspects as manufacturers, dealers, consumers,
administrative supervision and legislation.

Simone JT (1999) holds that to address

the matter on counterfeit and shoddy food in China requires solving of no observation
of laws and slack law enforcement, since
Celso Augusto de Matos, Cristiana Trindade Ituassu, Carlos Alberto VargasRossi. Consumer attitudes toward
counterfeits: a review and extension[J].Journal of Consumer Marketing,2007.24(1):36 一 7.
James L Bikoff. Counterfeiters of industria products posing new threats to industrial buyers [C]. AMA (American
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lenient punishment can’t display a deterrent role; other matters needing to be solved
include local protectionism, favoritism, shortage of finance, labor force and
manpower that can’t guarantee working needs, unsound supervision mechanism and
bucker-passing problem.

Simone J (2002)

studies judicial supervision condition

in China from such aspects as legal regulation, law enforcement, and disposal in the
court and so on. He holds that the matter on unclear and uncompleted laws and
regulations on food safety is quite dominant, so perfection of supervision laws is the
first priority. Integration of law enforcement materials and formation of overall joined
force are urgent affairs. The proportion of dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food
each year in the court shall be improved and the situation of replacing punishment
with penalty that restricts law-enforcing rights to confiscation of counterfeit and
implementation of punishment shall be changed. According to profile of materials,
foreign government focuses on dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food by taking
radical measures. US attaches importance to construction of legal system and
organizations on food safety with sound laws and regulations and reasonable set-up of
organizations. For example, the United States is the first country applying HACCP
system, after the 1990s, the US witnessed a series of food-borne diseases and each
year alone, 76 million victims suffered from that with loss concerning medical
development and production efficiency as high as 6.6 billion to 37.1 billion USD, so
to ensure food safety and decrease public worry on food quality, the Clinton
government intensifies construction of food safety system by implementing Harm
Analysis and Critical Control Point System (HACCP) in the whole food sector that
lead to the American food safety management work to a regulated and institutional
route. The US is also one of the earliest countries adopting callback mechanism on
faulted food and its effect is to avoid occurrence or expansion of personal safety
damage inflicted upon by faulted food that goes into the market before maintaining
lawful rights of consumers. Contents of EU supervision legal system on food safety
cover the whole food supply chain from ‘field to table’ that strictly implement rapid
pre-warning mechanism, traceability mechanism and risk assessment mechanism, and
strictly
SimoneJosePh.Counteringcounterfeiters[J]:TheChinaBusinessRevieoz,1999(January 一 February):12 一 19
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observe such principles as whole-process supervision, prevention first, clarified
responsibilities and timely upgrades. The fundamental principles to prepare the legal
system on food safety in Japan is health first, co-existence of science and public
opinions, public participation, responsibility held by each party and prevention as the
dominance. Regarding supervision mechanism, US implements the administrative
mechanism of comprehensive supervision by multiple departments when each
department performs its duties according to its own functions. Big issues are decided
by President Food Safety Commission. The characteristic of federal supervision on
food safety is that one department is responsible for all supervision of one or several
products to realize whole-process management of food safety work under unified
coordination by the President. EU sets up a comparatively unified supervision
institution on food safety namely Directorate General for Health and Consumers
Protection that takes in supervision, proposals and ideas of EU Food Safety Authority.
Germany implements an independent supervision model with a single department that
underwent adjustment in 2002 by opening the federal institution on risk assessment
that is mainly responsible for evaluation of food risks and by working together with
EU Food Safety Bureau, it comprehensively intensifies work on food safety and
protection of consumers’ rights. The set-up of supervision organization on food safety
in Japan adopts joint supervision mechanism by multiple department that covers many
departments on agriculture, health, environment and business dominated by
labor-intensive province and agriculture and forestry province. It also sets up a food
safety commission that mainly undertakes risk evaluation work and is responsible for
delivering information on risks to supervision organizations of food safety. US sees
strict measures on law-breaking measures of its law-enforcing members. Federal Law
stipulates that law-enforcing members can’t sip any water or get a single cigarette
when law-enforcing members carry out inspection at grass-roots organs, otherwise of
which they would get fired. If quality issues linger after detection, law-enforcing
members would take corresponding responsibilities. American manufacturers would
get six-month ‘advertisement on exposure of its fault’ as a punishment for making
false advertisement and worse, they would to pay two times of the advertising fees.
Australia would stress intensified public supervision in striking against the counterfeit
and shoddy food by exposing counterfeit and shoddy food in the public press so that
those companies would lose faith forever. Meanwhile, set-up of courts for small-sum
complaints and reduction of rights-maintaining costs for consumers all help
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effectively maintain stability of marketing orders. Germany set up a foundation for
commodity inspection that sets its task as to report to the public on ‘objective marks
for use, usable values and environmental sustaining performance of goods and
services’. The organization displays an important role for supervision of products
qualities. In Germany, consumers can get their goods, if not damaged, returned within
a set amount of time (six months to two years) when sellers can unilaterally terminate
the contract and claim for compensation if the sellers refuse to return goods without a
proper reason. Support of public opinions and information exposure are also effective
measures to deal with counterfeits. France stresses legislation in its fight against
counterfeits. Trademark Law in France stipulates that to sham trademark would be
penalized with 1 million franc or two-year imprisonment. Fraud Law in France sets
stringent punishment on fraud of qualities. With all departments working together to
enforce laws, companies and industrial associations taking a part in ‘fight against
counterfeits’ that perform its respective duties and working in a concerted efforts, the
efficiency to ‘counter against the counterfeit’ grows. Japan is completed in laws and
regulations concerning food safety and standards on inspection and detection that
would pay attention on fight against the counterfeit and shoddy food and maintain
lawful rights of its consumers. For countering against the counterfeit and shoddy food,
South Korea sets quite strict punishment measures. Other than the huge economic
punishment, those involving criminal charges would be penalized with 10 years of
sentence, 0.2 billion won of punishment and 10 years of ban in re-operation. These
punishment measures are fatal to manufacturers that fully display the deterrent role of
laws.
2.2.3 Literature reviews on studies for causes of counterfeit and shoddy food by
overseas scholars
According to literature reviews, analysis on causes giving rise to counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas scholars and experts are mainly concentrated in three
perspectives of companies, consumers and supervisor as follows:
(1) Viewed from analysis on causes leading to counterfeit and shoddy food from the
perspective of companies, studies focus on suppliers in that companies would pursue
maximum profits and take advantages of controlling competitiveness of food
information resources according to the principles of information asymmetry for
producing and selling counterfeits. According to the principles of prospect theory,
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companies would make counterfeits initiatively for getting higher profits when loss of
risks is clarified. Due to restriction of resource shortage, counterfeiters would give
rise to opportunistic behaviors for yielding profits. For obtaining interests, companies
would transfer seeking from law-enforcing members of the government before
interests of consumers can be infringed upon as collusion between the government
and businessmen takes shape. Small and micro-sized businesses lack of food safety
need, low quality of employees and no attention to food safety laws and regulations
cause occurrence of food safety accidents. Due to different goals of government and
companies, corporate behaviors can’t get support and understanding from the
governmental side and companies are short of dynamic support for not making
counterfeits. Marx holds that counterfeit-making is a microorganism of market
economy and free competition is to poison the freedom and freedom undergoing the
infringement.
The author holds that it’s both profound and stringent to analyze causes giving rise to
counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of suppliers, but there are also
obvious problems. First, strictly speaking, it’s one-sided and not practical to take
pursuit of maximum profits as the sole goal of companies. Historical and real facts
show that the goal of companies is not sole but diversified, which is a significant
theoretical and practical problem worth discussing. Second, it blames the companies
for causes on producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food without perceiving
responsibilities of operators (legal persons) behind the companies, and such way of
thinking of seeing things but not people is also against the objective reality, which
requires careful research and scientific answers.
Theoretical model of studies on causes of producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas scholars:
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Causes for producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food by companies

Collusion between the government and
producers (sellers)
Low quality of employees
Weak consciousness of food safety laws and
regulations
Insufficient support and incentives from
formal manufacturer behavior
Counterfeit derived from market economy

Figure 4: Theoretical model of studies on causes of producing and selling counterfeit
and shoddy food by overseas scholars
Data source: Author summary
(2) Viewed from causes on buying of counterfeit and shoddy goods by consumers,
studies would start from the perspective of consumers by holding that theory on
efficacy of source area displays an important role in decision-making of purchasing
by consumers while theories on rational behaviors, consumers’ intentions and
perceptual risks constitute decision-making factors for buying of counterfeits; price
factor of food is the primary cause for deciding buying of counterfeits by
low-incomers; the vain mentality to save ‘face’ is the universal phenomenon for
buying of counterfeits by consumers; theory on demand and synergy by consumers
holds that consumers’ demands are the source for existence of counterfeit and shoddy
food; yielding effect and influence effect are important causes for buying of
counterfeits by consumers; lacking of laws on punishing buying of counterfeit is legal
factors involved for buying of counterfeits by consumers; the sense of morality affects
motive on buying of counterfeits with people with higher integrity having higher
opposability; promotions by the press such as advertisement would affect buying
decisions of consumers; awareness on food safety is related with information
promotion, and buying of counterfeits by consumers is one demonstration of
information asymmetry.
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Illegal profits obtained by companies

Opportunistic behavior of producers (sellers)

Purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers

Determination of producers (sellers) risk loss

Producing and selling of counterfeit and
shoddy food by companies

Failure of supervision

Making use of priority of controlling food
information resources

The author holds that analysis on causes giving rise to emergence of counterfeit and
shoddy food from the perspective of buying of counterfeits by consumers is objective
and profound that is worth of learning.
Theoretical model for studies on purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas
scholars:
Causes for purchase of counterfeit products by consumers

Producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies

Failure of supervision by supervisors

Figure 5: Theoretical model for studies on purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
overseas scholars
Data source: Author summary
(3) Seen from causes giving rise to malfunction of supervision on counterfeit and
shoddy food from the perspective of supervisors, studies primarily start from
supervisors by holding that as a regulation, governmental supervision if a nationally
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mandatory operation. Due to existence of their own interests in governmental officials,
possibilities for seeking interests during law enforcement might happen; shortage of
governmental supervision leads to externality of marketing failure; improper
enforcement of laws and regulations directly lead to occurrence of things encroaching
on interests of consumers; due to information asymmetry, supervision costs of
supervisors are prohibitive that can’t be in place; when supervisors rely on the
supervised for support, such a phenomenon as captive supervision would likely
happen; food safety is based on judicial supervision and by severely punishing food
criminals can we safeguard food safety; mechanism on reverse selection proves that
the key of supervision on food safety is low-quality food and intensification on
construction of credit system among food-based companies is a valid measure to
conquer morality risks of companies.
The author holds that studies focus on reflection on problems of malfunction of
governmental supervision from the perspective of marketing economy when
supervisors can’t be absent nor off-side, which is what we should draw from.
Theoretical model on studies on failure of supervision on counterfeit and shoddy food
by overseas scholars:
Causes of failure of supervision

Failure of supervision by supervisors

Supervisors bend the law for the
benefit of relatives or friends
Lack of government regulation
Lack of laws
enforecement

and

regulations

Supervision information asymmetry
Captured supervisors

Supervision costs of supervisors
prohibitive
Focus of food safety supervision not
prominent
Food safety supervision not in palce
Food enterprise credit system not
well developed

Figure 6: Theoretical model on studies on failure of supervision on counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas scholars
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Data source: Author summary
Overall speaking, analysis on causes giving rise to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies, consumers and supervisors by overseas researchers is
comprehensive, profound, objective and rigorous that give the research valuable
directions and experience. Yet it features the following drawbacks:
(1) I hold it as one-sided and not practical by putting pursuit of maximum profits as
the sole goal and goal value orientation of companies existing. Companies as legally
registered social organizations shall bear the responsibilities and obligations specified
by laws at least. That is, except for self-responsibility, they shall be responsible for
their service objects, namely consumers and the society. Accordingly, the goal and the
goal value orientation of companies existing are not supposed to be sole, but
diversified.
(2) It blames causes on producing and selling of counterfeits to companies without
considering the factor of people, which is not objective and practical. Companies are
organizations, and decisions of organizations are made by people. That is, people
decide producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food of companies, so companies
are not but people are decision makers.
2.2.4 Literature reviews on studies on strategies to deal with counterfeit and shoddy
food by overseas scholars
According to literature reviews, studies on coping strategies to deal with counterfeit
and shoddy food by overseas experts and scholars mainly cover three aspects namely
companies, consumers and supervisors, the details of which are specified as follows:
(1) Viewed from measures on dealing with producing and selling of counterfeit and
shoddy food, studies start from food suppliers that stress motives for supplying safe
goods as positively relevant with scale of companies producing and selling goods, a
company in larger size has stronger motives for supplying safe goods while a
company in smaller size has weaker motives for supplying safe goods, so to enlarge
food corporate scale and to improve modernization level is an effective measure to
improve supply of safety goods. We should intensify responsibilities of companies on
food safety, restrain companies to supply safe food, reinforce construction of laws and
regulations concerning food safety, and guide food companies to adjust to regulations
and requirements and adjust their management tenets; we should deepen support for
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companies that initiatively improve food quality, inspire them to perform well on
safety work of food, and integrate production flows and products qualities to
performance management to ensure realization of food safety goals; we should fortify
education on ethic and morality responsibility of companies and put a ban on
purposeful occurrence concerning behaviors on production of counterfeit and shoddy
food; we should increase protection degree on intellectual property rights to prevent
access of wasted raw materials, package and trademark to the marketplace; we should
establish a tip-off incentive mechanism, and properly apply business intelligence and
promotions to counter against behaviors on counterfeit-making; we must join hands
with sellers for countering against and dealing with counterfeits to maintain their
lawful rights; we should hire professional marketing researchers and attorney to assist
companies on fight against counterfeit to prevent interests of companies from being
infringed upon; we should highly recommend use of high-tech devices and improve
the threshold of safe food; we should raise costs for producing and selling of
counterfeits to better maintain food safety and serve consumers with more secured
food.
The author holds that measures to deal with producing and selling of counterfeit and
shoddy food in overseas studies are authentic, efficient and feasible that are worthy of
our efforts to follow. But it has to be pointed out that most treatment measures focus
on companies but not business operators. The author holds that this is the way of
thinking of seeing things but not people. Because decision-makers for producing and
selling of counterfeit and shoddy food are corporate operators (legal persons) instead
of corporate organizations. From the prospective of dealing with unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food, we should pay more attention on treatment of the
fundamentals instead of taking temporary solutions. Therefore, research on treatment
of the fundamentals starting from operators is the key of treatment.
Theoretical model for studies on dealing with companies producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas scholars:
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Intensify support to enterprises manufacturing
safe food
Enterprise shall include food safety into
performance management
Intensify enterprise ethics moral education
Intensify enterprise
protection

intellectual

property

Establish an accusation and reporting system of
unlawful enterprises
Manufacturers and retailers shall work in
cooperation in cracking down on counterfeit
goods
Enterprises shall employ qualified market
surveyors and lawyers
Enterprises shall adopt equipment with advanced
technology

Supervision costs of supervisors shall be
improved
Figure 7: Theoretical model for studies on dealing with companies producing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas scholars
Data source: Author summary
(2) Viewed from coping strategies on buying of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers, studies start from consumers and stress food manufacturers to inspire
national feelings and patriotism in consumers by strengthening for nationalism and
patriotism so as to reduce demands for the counterfeits. Sellers should warn negative
aspects of counterfeit and shoddy goods and effectively reduce consumers’ desires for
buying the counterfeits. They should popularize knowledge and skills on food safety
to improve consumers’ abilities not to buy counterfeits. We should set up a public
exposure mechanism concerning food safety information and implement right to
know information. We should enhance positive promotions by the press, public
opinions and advertisement and reduce consumers’ demands on counterfeit and
shoddy goods. We should consolidate promotion and after-sales services on traits of
branded products so that consumers would gladly distinguish the genuine from the
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Companies reduce or do not obtain illegal profits

Strengthen the establishment of food safety laws
and regulations

Consumers do not purchase or purchase less counterfeit goods

Strengthen enterprise food safety responsibilty

Companies produce and sell no or less counterfeit and shoddy food

Measures of dealing with companies producing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food

Expand and build a modern enterprise

fake. We should integrate perceptual risks as the primary factor to dissuade
consumption of counterfeits and guide consumers to say no to counterfeits by averting
risks.
The author holds that measures to redress buying of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers in foreign studies are positive, efficient and feasible.
Theoretical model on studies on measures to deal with buying of counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas scholars.

effects

of

national
eating

Popularize food safety knowledge and
technique
Establish food safety information
disclosure system
Intensify positive dissemination of
media and advertisement
Increase customers’ risk awareness

Companies reduce or do not obtain illegal
profits

Warn harmful
counterfeit food

and

Consumers do not purchase or less
purchase counterfeit food

Measures of dealing with consumer of
purchasing counterfeit and shoddy food

Call on patriotism
awareness

Figure 8: Theoretical model on studies on measures to deal with buying of counterfeit
and shoddy food by overseas scholars
Data source: Author summary
(3) Viewed from measures on redressing malfunction of supervision on counterfeit
and shoddy food by supervisors, studies start from supervisors and focus on that
administrative law enforcement in China should strict abide by laws for
administrative law enforcement in China to solve such matters on no observation of
laws and lenient law enforcement; we should increase degree of punishment on
law-breaking companies to fully display the deterrent force of laws; by ratifying such
behaviors as collusion between government and businessmen and favoritism, we
should remove local and governmental protectionism; we must sort of supervision
mechanism on food safety to solve the problem on unclear responsibilities and
bucker-passing; we should try to perfect laws and regulations on food safety
supervision to redress such matters on dead zones of supervision and no laws to abide
by; we should enhance judicial supervision degree of the court to address the problem
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on passing punishment with penalty. By drawing example from experience on
management on food safety regulated by the united states, we should quicken
implementation of analysis on food hazards and HACCP; we must set up and
implement food traceability and callback mechanism to avert physical damage
brought about to the public by defected food; establish an analysis and evaluation
mechanism on pre-warning of food safety risks to form a management mechanism on
food safety dominated by prevention; help citizens to set up the food tenet on putting
national health as the priority and develop a consumption habit of safe food;
implement the comparatively unified supervision mechanism on food safety, and
intensify work to protect food safety and rights of consumers; strictly implement
law-enforcing behaviors, and severely claim for criminal responsibilities among
law-enforcing members; set up small sum complaint court

and reduce

rights-maintaining costs of consumers; set up a foundation for detection of goods to
protect legal interests of consumers concerning quality supervision; reinforce
punishment degree on law violation of food so that illegal companies would be
deprived of capacities for breaking the law again.
The author holds that measures for solving malfunction of supervision on counterfeit
and shoddy food in foreign countries are objective and feasible that are worth of our
efforts to follow. As an emerging country, China is short of managerial history and
experience and it’s highly necessary that China draws example from advanced
managerial mentality and experience to enrich our managerial measures and to
improve our managerial standards.
Theoretical model for studies on redressing failure of supervision on counterfeit and
shoddy food by overseas scholars:
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safety

HACCP

Set up and implement food
traceability
and
callback
mechanism
Set up the tenet on putting national
health as the priority
Severely claim for criminal
responsibilities
among
law-enforcing members
Set up small sum complaint court
Set up a foundation for detection
of goods
Reduce rights-maintaining costs of
consumers
Establish
an
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and
evaluation
mechanism
on
pre-warning of food safety risks

Companies reduce or do not obtain illegal profits

Implement food
standard system

Consumers do not purchase or purchase less counterfeit goods

Increase degree of punishment on
law-breaking companies
Remove local and governmental
protectionism
Sort supervision mechanism on
food safety
Perfect laws and regulations on
food safety supervision
Enhance judicial supervision
degree of the court

Companies produce and sell no or less counterfeit and shoddy food

Measures for supervisors to supervise counterfeit and shoddy food

Strictly abide by laws for administrative
law enforcement

Figure 9: Theoretical model for studies on redressing failure of supervision on
counterfeit and shoddy food by overseas scholars
Data source: Author summary
Overall speaking, measures by foreign studies on solving unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food by companies, consumers and supervisors are rigorous and scientific and
the treatment strategies are actie and effective; management on food market is
standard and in order that provides valuable experience for dealing with unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food in China. Yet some problems exist in overseas studies
including problems on emphasis of paying attention on companies while leniently
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punishing operators for companies, which is a mentality of focusing on objects
instead of people and an approach for temporary medical relief. Here the issues will
be objectively identified.
2.3 Domestic literature research status
2.3.1 Study on causes for counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic scholars
Studies on causes of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic experts and
scholars started from the 1990s, and the following results are achieved upon contents
of literature research:
(1) To analyze the causes for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
companies
Sun Guozheng (1992) points out that the gainful management mentality in some
production companies serves as the inherent factor for production of counterfeit and
shoddy food. Production factories, through the means of counterfeit and shoddy
products, would save costs on application for trademark, product research and
development and marketing development, which would help reduce costs and yield
bigger profits alongside with shabby qualities. Moreover, turbulent purchase of
merchandise also provides the hotbed for emergence of counterfeit and shoddy food.
Zhang Lizhi (1994) holds that producing (selling) companies are aimed at making
profits that serve as reflection of the essence of marketing economy and requirement
for rampant counterfeit and shoddy products. Production (sales) of counterfeit and
shoddy food would help yield extra profits than sales of salable products. Pursuit of
economic maximization by economic men in the marketing economy would directly
lead to counterfeit and shoddy products running wild. Ren Kunxiu (2002) analyzes
causes for sales of counterfeit and shoddy products by companies by applying the
game theory who holds that pursuit of excessive profit is the basic cause. Nash
equilibrium state generated out of game playing indicates that companies would have
their profits increased by adopting strategies for selling counterfeit and shoddy
products. So from the analysis of game theory, marketing incentive structure of
counterfeit and shoddy products would exert adverse impacts.
Sun Guozheng, Causes of Market Formation of Counterfeit and Shoddy Goods and Governance Strategies,
Journal of An Hui University (Philosophy and Social Sciences). 1992,(3):95 一 97
Ren Kunxiu, Explanation of Economic and Game Theory in Crackdown on Counterfeit Goods, Shanghai
Management Science, Issue 3, 2002
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Zhang Yunyu (2005) holds that corporate morality is a set of firm faith drawn upon
for existence and gaining success by all companies. As the premise for companies to
prepare policies and take actions, it’s the moral conduct observed by companies to
deal with primary inside and outside relations. Some food companies abide by the rule
of profit maximization that disregard integrity or morality for raking in profits by
selling counterfeit or swindling; some companies put ethics and profit push as the
opposing position by holding that consideration for consumer is to suffering losses
and self-interest guarantees profit. Jiang Xu (2006) holds that, “lacking of morality
construction during the transformation period while pursuit of maximum profit is the
goal and driving force of companies27. Meanwhile, moral construction of companies
is short of legal support, and ‘without strong and powerful law as the backup, ethnic
and moral construction of companies is superficial without actual effect 28. Disregard
of moral construction, pursuit of short-term behaviors and one-sided social consensus
and so on by company operators constitute the primary causes for sliding moral
construction of companies. Xia Xumei (2006) holds that morality and ethnics of
companies are entirely wrecked during the transformation period of economic
mechanism in China. Many companies take it that marketing economy equals to
disregard on integrity and fraud that result up on entirely disorder in corporate ethnics.
‘Seen from the exposure of various media, it can be said that no marketplace without
the contamination of counterfeit and shoddy products can be founded taking mainland
China as a whole.29 Qiu Wenling (2011) holds that making of counterfeit and shoddy
food of companies is primarily attributed to shortage of moral and legal awareness,
pursuit of short-term behaviors in operational behaviors, disregard of moral risks and
focus on windfalls. Of course, worsening social and moral environment also exert
negative impacts on companies. Zhao Dongqiang (2011) holds that such incidents as
melamine incident to clenbuterol and tainted steamed buns in 2008 frequent the
country, and companies use information asymmetry to deceive consumers for yielding
enormous economic profits constitute classical opportunistic behaviors regarding
management. Zheng Xinyu (2012) holds that some food companies deliberately
27

Edited by Wang Xiaoxi, Economic Theories and Corporate Development (m), Nanjing Normal University Press,
1998, Page 217
28 Liu Zhongwen, Zhao Jinqiao, Problems for existence of morality construction in companies and studies on the
strategies, (J), Shandong Industry and Commerce College Academic Journa, 2004 (2)
29 He Qinglian, Traps of modern companies----economic and social issues of modern China (m), China Today
Press, 1998 P180
29 Qiu Wenling, Research on Business Ethics of Contemporary Enterprises in China, master dissertation of
Shenyang Normal University
29 Zhao Dongqiang, On Credibility Deficiency—Reflection on Food Safety Incidents in China, Journal of
Agricultural Management Institute of Ministry of Agriculture，Issue 4, April, 2011
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producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food mainly caused by failure of
implementing responsibilities of morality objects, shortage of morality education and
morality undone. Meanwhile, lacking of legal restriction and no punishment on
violation of credit, and lacking of the macro environment of integrity and credit
observation are also major causes. Wang Xinshuo (2013) holds that companies, for
pursuit of maximum profits, would make counterfeit during the processing process
that is a quite universal in food industry of China.
(2) To analyze the causes for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
consumers
Ding Wuxia and Liu Xiao (2007) holds after research that the key for rampant
counterfeit and shoddy food in rural area for a long time lies on the mentality for
seeking of the inexpensive by rural consumers that gives rise to the unobstructed
‘sunshine road’for counterfeit and shoddy food. As peasants are poor and low
educated and suffer from inconvenient traffic and narrow purchase channels,
counterfeit and shoddy food in rural area enters a vicious circle that is never
eradicated. Liu Qing (2012) holds that main reasons for counterfeit and shoddy food
running wild in rural area are attributed to low qualities of operators for food, weak
safety awareness, non-strict guard on stock, timely access to the rural market of
counterfeit and shoddy food, low education of rural consumers, insufficient
knowledge on identifying counterfeit and shoddy food, pursuit for the inexpensive, no
knowledge of law, low consciousness of rights safeguarding and so on.
(3) To analyze the causes for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
governmental supervision
Bao Yongshan (1997) holds that during the economic transition period, integration of
government administration with enterprise, malposition of governmental performance
examination, and allowance and asylum by competent government

Ding Wuxia, Liu Xiao, Why Counterfei and Poor-quality Food Cannot be Prohibited, The Suzhou Daily, Page B06,
January 25, 2007
Liu Qing, Study on the problems and Countermeasures of rural food safety supervision in China, master
dissertation of Central University of Nationalities
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constitute the primary causes for manufacturing of counterfeit and shoddy products.
Ling Gang (2000) holds that failure to implement work duties of striking counterfeit
and

shoddy

products,

superficial

governmental

monitoring,

serious

local

protectionism, unsound laws and regulations, unclear obligations between
departments and locations and no formation of resultant force for striking against
counterfeit and shoddy products constitute the primary causes for unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy products. Li Pingping and Li Dongling (2002) hold that
ineffective supervision on management of certificate demanding results in rampant
products without three certificates and rendering of supervision rules as a waste paper.
Xie min and Yu Yongda (2002) hold that food production and management involves
many rounds and governmental supervision is high in costs and difficult; China has a
large number of population with high costs in exposing information and serious
information asymmetry; unsound laws and regulations for food supervision, unsound
standards on food safety, irregular food supervision system and ineffective law
enforcement efforts constitute primary factors for frequent occurrence of counterfeit
and shoddy food.

Li Changjian and Chen Zhanjiang (2005) hold that food safety

issue is resulted form supervision shortage from the very root. It’s mainly reflected in
lacking of integrity and validity in its legal supervision system and lacking of
deterrent force in its food safety monitoring.

Tang Jun and Li Danting (2008) hold

that the source of food safety issue goes directly to management issue that is reflected
in three ways: first, laws and regulations are not well developed, lacking of laws,
regulations on food safety management and supporting laws and regulations targeting
at key rounds and operational rules targeting at details; second, governmental
supervision fails to form the integrated model for seamless management, and
responsibility of management departments on food safety
Bao Yongshan, Origin of Counterfeit Goods, Journal of Ocean University of China, Issue 4, 1997
Li Pingping, Li Dongling, Intensify Management of Food Certificate Demanding and Crack Down Counterfeit and
Poor-quality Food, Policies and Rules, Issue 7, 2002
Xie Min, Yu Yongda, An Analysis of Foodstuffs' Safety in China, Shanghai Economic Review, Issue 1, 2002
Li Changjian, Chen Zhanjiang, Food Safety Issues in China and Cause Analsysis, China Science and Technology
Information, Issue 16, 2005
Tang Jun, Li Danting, Food Safety Administration in China: Source of Features and Policy Advices, Probe, Issue
6, 2008
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overlaps, which result in unclear powers and responsibilities, emergence of
management crack and low efficiency on supervision; third, mechanism design fails
to live up to effective prevention and controlling. Backward fundamental food safety
standard and indicators, slack implementation of marketing access standard for food
safety, and irregular implementation of detection standards of food safety information,
which lead to the embarrassing pattern that both supervision and law enforcement is
feeble. Kong Lin and He Qingjie (2009) hold that melamine incident reveals slack
supervision on dairy companies and loopholes existing in food detection means
(before the incident, melamine was not listed among food inspection standards). No
whole-process supervision on food safety chain is carried out and dead zone in
supervision exists; food safety management mechanism is not reasonable, and such
things as overlapping responsibilities and buck-passing between departments exist,
leading in vacuum of law enforcement rights, which constitute the primary factors for
unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products.

30

Xu Xinfeng (2010) hold that food

safety issue is caused due to such factors as backward legislative work on food safety,
scattered

supervision

management

organizations

of

food

safety,

unclear

responsibilities, lacking of normal social supervision, shortage of overall social
integrity and so on. Wang Aiyun, Guo Shuo and Ma Junyun (2010) hold that primary
causes for unchecked occurrence of counterfeit and shoddy food lies on no
observation of law and slack law enforcement by the governmental supervision
departments, some of which serve to protect manufacturing of counterfeit and shoddy
food. Food industry features multiple varieties, widespread distribution and several
dead zones on supervision. Separate management of governmental departments,
unclear responsibilities and obligations and improper supervision prevail. Sun
Xiaomin (2010) holds that despite of Article 65 of Law on Protection of the Rights
and Interests of Consumers on double indemnity mechanism, Article 96 of Food
Safety Law on tenfold compensation mechanism, and Article 65 of Patent Law on
multiplicity compensation mechanism, consumers or victims would forgo their rights
as costs for winning the two-fold or ten-fold compensation weigh their benefits due to
such factors of difficult probation and object of action. Therefore, though
manufacturers for counterfeit and shoddy products might disburse compensation, yet
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Kong Lin, He Qingjie, Review of Food Safety Supervision in China from Angle of Melamine Incident, Soft
Science of Health, Issue 3, Volume 23, June 2009
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their total costs would not live up to all illegal earnings combined, which is the key
causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Feng Bo (2011) holds that the
existence of counterfeit and shoddy food is attributed to uncompleted laws and
regulations concerning food production with too many loopholes. For example, Food
Safety Law stipulates that additives are allowed for food production yet regulations on
standards in using additives are not stipulated, and thus applicability and operability
for law enforcement is lacking, leaving dead zones and potential risks for law
enforcement. Rigorous punishment mechanism is lacking and dereliction of duties by
law-enforcing members is universal. Local protectionism goes wild, and some
governmental departments would spare no efforts to protect unlawful companies, and
thus companies producing counterfeit and shoddy companies are secured in the
knowledge of their strong backing.

Suo Fang (2011) holds that domestic

supervision on food safety incorporates many drawbacks: from the perspective of
supervision laws, supporting rules on food safety are obviously lagging behind with
those on health care food, pesticide management, fodder management and so on yet to
be launched. Some lack in operability and law-enforcing members can’t implement
them. Seen from the perspective of supervision objects, lawbreakers find room to take
advantage of as vacuum zone of supervision emerges due to excessive supervision
departments, unclear responsibilities and obligations, failure to form joint efforts for
supervision and excuse-making situation. From the perspective of supervision
standards, preparation and implementation of food safety standard is lagging behind
emergence of new technologies and new products, and domestic food safety standards
are still lagging behind international food safety standards (for example, EU has
banned production and import of BPA feeder on March, 1, 2011 as it might affect
immunity of children or might cause cancers). Revision and reexamination of existing
food safety standard is not timely with backward timeliness, and professional teams
and equipment implementing food safety standard are lacking. Seen from the
supervision environment, food safety supervision and management information
exposure mechanism in China is not sound and information asymmetry issue is
aggravated; as

Feng Bo, Review of Conterfeit and Poor-quality Goods from Perspective of Food Safety, Society and Law, May,
2011
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in companies is seriously lacking; as consensus supervision mechanism is far from
being completed, it’s difficult to form supervision serving the restrictive function
upon companies. Liu Yaping (2011) holds that irrational inspection mechanism of
food safety makes illegal behaviors hard to be discovered. Commission of inspection
and experts’ inspection results in buck-passing and no one who can take charge,
leaving room for companies for producing counterfeit. Improper accountability
system leads to shortage of sense of duty in companies. Disposal principles of ‘those
who propose it put it to the proof’ usually enables consumers to waive their rights due
to failure for proof by consumers, so that illegal responsibilities of unlawful
manufacturers can’t be claimed of the responsibilities. Due to information asymmetry,
and ‘bad money driving out good money’, the industry can’t guarantee self-discipline.
The motion-style ratification model leaves room for companies to take advantages of.
For huge-crowd strategy and net-pulling inspection can’t last for long, they can serve
deterrent role on the short-term basis and would, in turn, abet the profiteering attitude
of companies (as can be best demonstrated in Weinan poisonous milk power incident
a year later).

Liu Qing (2012) holds that food safety supervision and management in

rural area covers large scale, and it’s unable to cover and run all, so the phenomenon
of supervision shortage is universal; unclear responsibilities in food safety supervision
department in rural areas, buck-passing and supervision shortage is everywhere to be
seen; the phenomenon of replacing administration and punishment with penalty
frequents rural areas; ousting of good products by inferior goods is resulted in due to
information asymmetry in food market of rural areas; law-enforcing members in
supervision departments for food safety bend the law for personal gains and protect
unlawful companies, rendering supervision superficial. Liu Xinyu (2012) holds that
multipoint supervision and unclear responsibility of food safety renders difficult
implement of supervision responsibilities; unreasonable stipulation on punishment of
food safety supervision and management and low costs for violating laws; unsound
supervision laws on food safety and lacking of operability for some rules result in
emergence of dead zone for supervision; existence of numerous large and
middle-scaled food companies to live outside the boundary of law brings in huge
dangers for food safety.
Liu Yaping, Misunderstanding and Breakthrough of Food Safety Supervision in China, The Journal of Jiangsu
Administration Institute, Issue 3, 2013
Liu Xinyu, Exploration and Analysis of Food Safety Supervision in China, Henan Institute of Science and
Technology, Issue 11, November, 2012
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Wan Yali (2012) holds that legal system of food safety in our country is far from
perfection, leaving workshop-style food-processing organ at a supervision state of
buck-passing in rural areas. As managers tamper the production date, such a quagmire
that behaviors endangering health of consumers are caused. Governmental
responsibility is yet to be reinforced, the issue of light punishment for food safety is
universal, gains by food companies far outweigh the punishment costs, which
constitute the basic cause for unchecked emergence of counterfeit and shoddy goods.
As numerous food-running companies exist, law-enforcing power by industry and
commerce department at grass-root is far from enough, and inspection devices and
talents are lacking, so supervision on food safety in rural area remains in name only.
Hu Ri Dun Hu (2012) hold that many supervision departments for food safety, unclear
responsibility, buck-passing and no initiative conduct in rural area exist. For pursuit of
governmental performance, local government would serve as the umbrella to protect
making of counterfeit and shoddy products, which contributes to expansion of
counterfeit and shoddy food. Backward inspection devices of food safety supervision
departments and low qualities of inspection members result in failure to timely
discover and deal with counterfeit and shoddy food. Slack punishment for violation of
laws by food-producing companies and low legal costs can’t serve as any educational
rule. With insufficient input on promotion of knowledge concerning food safety in
rural area comes slack promotional education and no knowledge on food safety by
over 95% of peasants. Li Peng (2012) holds that low overall quality of food industry,
backward production devices, technologies and employees in small and middle-scaled
food companies constitute the fundamental causes for counterfeit and shoddy goods.
Weak legal awareness, lacking of integrity awareness and shortage of safety
awareness in food-related companies constitute the subjective causes for making of
counterfeit and shoddy food. China features wide land area, drastic difference
between rural and urban area and serious contamination in plantation, cultivation and
environmental source. As the supervision powder is seriously lacking, allocation of
supervision resources is far
Wan Yali, Research on the Food Safety Supervision of Primary Industrial and Commercial Authorities in the
Circulation Links, master dissertation of Tianjin University, May, 2012
Hu Ri Dun Hu, Government Supervision of Food Safety in Rural Areas, master dissertation of Inner Mongolia
University, June, 2012
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from rational, and responsibilities between departments are unclear, resultant force of
supervision can’t take shape. As supporting rules on food safety are not completed,
such issues as ‘no laws to draw upon’ and ‘no enforcement of laws’ exist. Light
punishment on unlawful conduct can’t display the warning role. Failure to pay
attention on promotion of food safety knowledge, and lacking of food safety
knowledge in consumers makes deception inevitable. Liu Xingxing and Jia Chengang
(2013) hold that food-based companies would discard morality for pursuit of profits
that serves as the primary cause for food safety crimes. Low law-enforcement level of
governmental supervision departments contributes to fluke mind of law-breakers,
triggering a large number of imitation crimes. For the benefits of local interests,
leaders of some locations would be lenient towards manufacturing of counterfeit and
shoddy food by implementing local protectionism, which also contributes to frequent
occurrence of food safety crimes. Unsound regulations on food safety and
unreasonable mechanism give criminal a chance to take advantage of. He Xiang
(2013) holds that domestic standards on food safety are problematic due to backward
fundamental research on national standards for food safety, lacking of some very
important indicators and failure to live up to supervision demands; backward
protection mechanism on food safety standards seriously affects opening of standard
work; training and promotion on food standards is in urgent need of intensification;
consumers’ capacities identifying counterfeit and shoddy food is in urgent need of
improvement. Xia Yahua (2013) holds that a deeper cause for food safety issue lies on
marketing information asymmetry, giving production of counterfeit and shoddy
products a change. Backward supervision technologies for food safety makes it
difficult to timely examine issues on counterfeit and shoddy food. Unclear
responsibilities of food supervision departments and failure to form a resultant force
enables unlawful manufacturers to take advantages of; uncompleted rules on food
safety and blankness in some rounds gives unlawful manufacturers a chance to be
exploited.

Liu Yaping (2013) holds that short-term behaviors of food safety

supervision contributes to the emergence of buck-passing of responsibilities between
Xia Yahua, China’s Food Safety and Countermeasures, Dianxi Science and Technology Normal University, Issue
3, Volume 23, September, 2013
Wu Jiahui, On Government Food Safety Regulatory Capacity, doctoral dissertation of Xiamen University, May,
2014
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departments and opportunistic behaviors of food companies. Certificate-issuing and
supervising model for food safety would intentionally cut apart the food chain,
resulting in failure to form a resultant force in the supervision departments and
loopholes for subsection supervision for unlawful manufactures to take advantage of.
Excessive reliance on government of food safety supervision and undertaking of
unlimited liabilities of the government would lead to companies’ disregard
satisfaction of consumers for the purpose of satisfying the government. Xia Jiahui
(2014) holds that divided policies from various sources of food safety supervision
mechanism and unclear responsibilities would cause supervision dead zone, issues of
ultra vires and abstention from voting, and low working efficiency. Driven by
interests, local governments and departments would disregard unlawful food
companies and serve as to protect companies producing counterfeit and shoddy food.
Costs for governmental supervision outweigh its yields and rent-seeking behaviors
luring supervision staffers for corruption are frequent, resulting in malfunction of
governmental supervision. Governmental supervision on food safety lacks schedule
and long-term basis, and it’s quite obvious in the randomness and short-term tendency,
so the ‘wind-blowing’ and ‘movement-style’ monitoring can’t form a long-term
mechanism. Governmental food supervision only draws upon fighting alone without
displaying the advantages of various supervision tools, resulting in failure to form the
resultant form for overall supervision and bad supervision effects. As food safety
supervision organizations, consumers and companies fail to form a coordinate and
unified working mechanism and particularly when consumers are at a unfavorable
status, consistency on the goals would drive government and companies to work as a
team and thus government supervision would be rendered an armchair paperwork.
Uncompleted laws and regulations on food safety supervision, lack of operability of
some legal terms and in particular, lack of harshness and deterrent force of the
punishment lead to a large amount of illegal cases left yet to be dealt with.
Traceability and callback mechanism for food safety is unsound, guidance role of the
government is not properly displayed and back-up system for traceability and callback
is feeble. Pre-warning and emergency mechanism for food safety is far from sound,
system of information source is not integrated, devices under inspection and checking
standards are lagging behind, and a coordinated prevention and controlling
mechanism is yet to be opened; Information delivery mechanism of food safety is
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unobstructed, costs for information acquisition is prohibitive, information distribution
theme is scattered and non-unified, coordination is in lack of, and demands of each
interest body can’t be satisfied. As supervision mechanism on food safety risks is
backward and inspection capacity at grassroots is low, actual demands for supervision
work can’t be satisfied. Low access threshold in food market results in blind
expansion of food processing companies, technicians’ being unable to live up to the
production demands and reduction of corporate credit. Credit mechanism for food
safety is unsound, and as channels for collecting credit are unobstructed, credit
evaluation system is not completed (no such a system exists), and particularly without
legal backup, it can’t be effectively implemented in practice, the incentive and
constraint role for punishing law-breaking ones and encouraging integrity-abiding
companies can’t be displayed. Other issues for food safety include defective
self-discipline mechanism for the industrial associations, lack of standard media
supervision, low enthusiasm of public participation on supervision of food safety and
low supervision capacities.
(4) Analysis on cause for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
companies and consumers
Yue Zhonggang (2006) holds that the root reason for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food lies on information asymmetry. As companies get hold of real
information of food and make and sell counterfeit by taking advantages of the fact
that consumers are kept from knowing the real situation.

Yi Heng (2007) holds that

counterfeit-making by companies is an opportunistic practice that is ‘to harm others
for benefiting themselves’ in essence. Some local governmental, for maintaining local,
would serve as to protect companies and accept transportation of interests by
companies. Companies with information advantages provide false information to the
inferior consumers in information, aggravating the occurrence of counterfeit-making
behaviors of companies. The mentality on blind pursuit of the famous brand and
consumption mentality of ‘showing off’ by consumers helps open the market for
counterfeit and shoddy products. Consumption behaviors of favoring the inexpensive
by consumers contributes to the development of counterfeit and shoddy food. As
consumers would bear high costs for maintaining rights, it helps occurrence of
counterfeit and shoddy products.
Yue Zhonggang, Information Asymmetry, Food Safety and Design of Supervision System, Journal of Hebei
University of Economics and Business, Issue 3, Volume 27, 2006
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(5) Analysis on cause for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
companies and supervisors
Wang Wenjia (1994) holds that pursuit of unlawful profit by companies producing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food seizes the primary factor; local and
departmental protectionism constitute important reasons for emergence of counterfeit
and shoddy food; unsound economic laws and no laws to rest on for supervisory
behaviors also provides room for making of counterfeit and shoddy food to take
advantage of; companies that lack in self-protection awareness contributes to
inundation of counterfeit and shoddy food. Ye Xia (1994) hold that seen from the
history of marketing economic advancement, the emergence of counterfeit and
shoddy goods is inevitable due to immature cultivation of marketing economy. Under
unsound market economy legal system and irregular management, possibility for risk
of producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food is almost zero, which lead to
unchecked counterfeit and shoddy goods. In the battle between companies producing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy foods and consumers, consumers can never win
over companies due to information asymmetry, and high costs for maintaining rights,
which facilitates the inundation of counterfeit and shoddy food. In the battle between
counterfeit-making

companies

and

governmental

supervisors,

governmental

supervision departments do not have high zeal for ‘countering against counterfeit to
existence of local protectionism, powder rent-seeking and high costs for cracking
down on counterfeit goods. Unlawful members of companies, corrupt governmental
officials and consumers work as a team, which lead to unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy goods. Ye Bolin (1997) holds that primary causes for emergence and going
wild of counterfeit and shoddy products lies on lacking of governmental supervision
and slack supervision during the transitional period from planned economy to
marketing economy with ‘discount’ in producing and selling of goods serving as
catalyst and lubricant for rampant counterfeit and shoddy goods. Backup by some
local governments contributes to the existence and expansion of counterfeit and
shoddy goods. Matters concerning interest and corrupt officials of local government
constitute the in-depth cause. Another reason for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
products lies on improper compensation for violation of rights and economic
punishment for breaking the law is light. Chai Baoguo (2003) hold that making of
counterfeit and shoddy goods can help create an enormous profit which drives
unlawful companies to take risks. Local and governmental protectionism seriously
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hinders the work on cracking down upon the counterfeit goods, giving counterfeiters
nothing to fear. Uncompleted laws and regulations, lack of punishment intensity, and
low costs for law-breaking lead to slack administrative punishment and constraint role
can’t be displayed. Governmental supervision mechanism is not going smooth, a
resultant force, means can’t be formed and methods for cracking down upon
counterfeit

are

backward,

and

movement-style

and

inspection-style

cracking-down-on-counterfeit can’t conform to work needs. Work on cracking down
on counterfeits can’t be launched due to insufficient financial input and lacking of a
strong fund guarantee. Yu Huifang and Xia Xingguo (2004) hold that emergence of
counterfeit and shoddy products is attributed to pursuit of maximum profit of
companies and its causes of existence is information asymmetry. Opportunism
behaviors, local protectionism and rent-seeking behaviors of law-enforcing members
in governmental departments aggravate the expansion of counterfeit and shoddy
goods. Chen Xuejuan (2004) holds that pursuit of maximum economic profits is the
basic cause for making of counterfeit and shoddy products. Particularly in China,
producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy goods can help yield fat profits with
low risks, low ratio for being investigated and low costs for being punished. Difficult
law enforcement is the fundamental cause for existence of counterfeit and shoddy
goods. On the one hand, relevant laws and regulations are unsound and law
enforcement can’t find laws to rest upon; on the other hand, punishment degree in
existing laws and regulation is light that can’t serve as a warning role. Local
protectionism is an important reason for expansion of counterfeit and shoddy goods in
some places. Weak legal awareness in some consumers and companies, consumers’
buying of counterfeit without complaints and whistle-blowing, inflicted companies’
willingness to invest big on advertisement without disbursing money on cracking
down upon the counterfeit contribute to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy goods.
Zhang Xinyu (2005) holds that inherent causes for emergence of selling and making
of counterfeit and shoddy good lies on overt pursuit of maximum profits. Particularly
when marketing economic mechanism is unsound, some companies take it that they
would suffer losses without going astray and would play silly by observing integrity,
which lead to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Information asymmetry in the
marketing economy contributes to funny business and gives rise to the unmoral
behavior of making of counterfeit goods. Protectionism of local governments and
departments contributes to the existence and aggravation of counterfeit-making
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companies. The traditional cultural influence that Chinese put more attention on
people instead of laws lead to weak legal concept and contractual concept in modern
companies. Jiang Xu (2006) holds that against the backdrop that marketing economic
order is not regulated, pursuit of maximum profits as the sole goals results in
disordered corporate behaviors and rampant counterfeit and shoddy products. Lacking
of governmental supervision and nonfeasance of law-enforcing members contributes
to the occurrence of misconducts in companies. Serious short-term behaviors of
companies incapacitate expected realization of morality construction. Corrupt social
morality seriously strikes the enthusiasm and initiative of morality construction in
companies. Lin Bin (2009) holds that the root for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
goods lies on pursuit of maximum profits in companies. Companies are lacking in
people-centered tenet and failure to implement food safety as a responsibility.
Obstructed food supervision mechanism, cross-lapping functions, low law-enforcing
efficiency and unanimous dead zones and blank of supervision provides objective
condition for expansion of counterfeit and shoddy good. Due to backward devices for
inspecting food safety and scattered devices, the role for cracking down upon the
counterfeit can’t be effectively displayed. Meng Fei (2009) holds that food-based
companies would usually use inferior raw materials to process and make food and
produce counterfeit and shoddy food for reducing production costs and pursuing
surplus profits; due to asymmetry of marketing information, food companies making
counterfeit and shoddy food would take hold of advantages on food information to
lure consumers; unsound laws and regulations on supervision of food safety, slack
law-enforcing degree, unsound food standard system and credit system, loopholes of
food safety management and ubiquitous existence of companies violating credit still
exist. Chen Qingling (2010) holds that pursuit of maximum profit is the fundamental
cause for rampant counterfeit and shoddy products while local and departmental
protectionism constitute the external cause for rampant counterfeit and shoddy goods.
Wang Lijuan and Wang Jiezhi (2013) hold that the worsening of environmental
quality, particularly the fostering and cultivation environment of agricultural
plantation, directly gives rise to occurrence of food safety issues; what should be
particularly noted is that the purpose adulterating results in frequent occurrence of
food safety incidents. Information asymmetry of marketing economy contributes to
the opportunism of companies. The government, for its own interests, relaxes
controlling on food safety and some would even manipulate power for personal ends,
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which all contribute to the expansion of production behaviors of counterfeit and
shoddy goods. Obstructed administration and supervision system, and overlapping
functions invalidate food supervision.

Li Weihui (2013) holds that the primary

cause for food safety issue lies on marketing information asymmetry. Consumers
can’t get full information on food safety and even manufacturers and sellers can’t get
full information on safety other than the round under their control. Particularly against
the backdrop that information on food safety provided by the government is
insufficient, consumers would find it impossible to learn all source of information on
food safety. Governmental failure is mainly reflected in unsound laws and regulations
on food supervision, food standards system and food inspection system, and such
matters as no laws to draw upon and difficulty to enforce laws and so on. Obstructed
supervision mechanism, unclear departmental responsibilities, multiple management,
bucker-passing, local protectionism, irrational responsibility assigning mechanism,
and insufficient intensity of punishment, which all contribute to unchecked food
safety issues.

Xu Jing (2013) holds that the primary cause for unchecked food

safety issue lies on unsound mechanism on food safety, lack in normative,
constraining force and deterrent force; lacking of social morality and credit crisis in
modern society and serious corrosion to governmental supervision officials constitute
important external factors for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food.
(6) Analysis on the cause for counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspectives of
manufacturing by companies, purchase by consumers and supervision by regulators
Dou Fengying and Liang Ping (2002) hold that the root for making of counterfeit and
shoddy food lies on pursuit for excessive profits. As a British economist once put it,
capitals will growth with proper profits. It will take all risks for 50% of profits; for
100% of profits, it will disregard all laws; for 300% of profits, it is brave enough to
commit any crimes31. Another factor for making of counterfeit and shoddy food is
fluke mind. According to hypothesis of reasonable economist, all producers and
sellers would mix sand to food as long as they can deceive people in the competition
market32. Against the backdrop that seizing rate for counterfeit and shoddy products is
31

Wang Lijuan, Wang Zhijie, Considerations about Solution of Food Safety,New West China, Issue 02-03, 2013
Li Weihui, In-depth Analysis of Root of Food Safety Issue, Journal of Shanghai Normal University（Philosophy
＆SocialSciencesEdition）, March, 2013
31 Xu Jing, Research on China's Food Safety Regulations and Counter Measures, master dissertation of Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, March, 2013
31 Denning, British economist, Labor Conference and Strike, 1860, London Press, Page 35-36
32 Li Chunhua, Gao Haisheng, Cai Jinxing, The Causes of the Producing of False and Inferior Food and Its
Control and Management, Food Science, NO.8, Volume 24, 2003
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low in China, manufacturers would bear the fluke mind. Seen from the governmental
supervision, unsound legal mechanism, slack law-enforcing degree and local
protectionism constitute the primary causes for rampant counterfeit and shoddy food.
Seen from the perspectives of consumers, some consumers would buy counterfeit and
shoddy products for pursuit of inexpensiveness; some would ‘buy counterfeit’ as they
can’t distinguish the difference between the two, and some, lacking in awareness to
maintain their rights, would take themselves as to hit the skids’, which all contribute
to selling of counterfeit. Li Chunhua, Gao Haisheng and Kui Jinxing (2002) hold that
companies producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy products would spare no
efforts for gaining profits. Unsound laws and regulations on administrative
supervision of food safety and in specific supervision, insufficient striking degree and
low self-protection awareness by abiding by laws provide companies an opportunity
for producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food.

Wang Xiaodong (2004) hold

that the emergence of counterfeit and shoddy food is resulted from manufacturers’ use
of information asymmetry principles to deceive consumers and some consumers
would buy counterfeit for their inexpensiveness which facilitates development of
illegal action. As food producers and operators are scattered with high liquidity,
supervision costs prove high and striking difficulty is high, resulting in unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy products. The existence of local protectionism, slack
administrative law-enforcing degree, and insufficient capacities of consumers to
maintain their rights all contribute to the occurrence of counterfeit-making behaviors.
Chen Xuejuan (2004) holds that the cause that counterfeit and shoddy food runs wild
is expelled by economic profits. Unsound laws and regulations on food safety, lacking
of supervision and slack punishment constitute the common faults for difficult law
enforcement; local protectionism of some local government and departments hinders
cracking down on counterfeit goods; some consumers and lawful companies have
weak legal awareness and would acknowledge themselves as unlucky, which
contribute to the existence of producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy
products. Diao Ping (2004) holds that production decides consumption and primary
causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy goods in China lies on low productivity,
serious shortage of effective supply of goods, and low incomes of consumers which
all give room to the

32
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existence of counterfeit and shoddy goods. For counterfeit and shoddy goods are
inexpensive and lie the genuine, consumers seeking for inexpensiveness would accept
them. Due to capital shortage and low technical standards, some companies can’t
produce qualified products, but have to rely on production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy products. Some companies take advantage of the principle on information
asymmetry and produce counterfeit and shoddy goods in large quantities to conceive
consumers and lawful manufacturers. Adhering to the principles of ‘development first
and regulation second’, some local leaders apply protectionism to counterfeit and
shoddy goods. Due to lacking of a sound legal supervision system and degree for
investigating and cracking down upon counterfeit and shoddy goods, some consumers
have low capacities for identifying counterfeit and weak self-protection awareness.
Due to shortage of unification and coordination, the overall resultant force on
‘cracking down on counterfeit’ is yet to be formed. Liu Gang, Yang Licheng and
Zhang Xiaoyu (2006) hold that primary cause giving rise to unchecked counterfeit
and shoddy good lies on weak self-protection awareness by victim consumers and
companies, which all contribute to rampant production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy goods; such issues as unsound laws and regulations and no laws to abide by
bring difficulties to law enforcement; low qualities of law-enforcing members and
slack supervision on marketing competition gives counterfeit-making companies
room to take advantage of; counterfeit and shoddy food, with diversified methods,
would look like real goods. Cheng Yanqing (2006) hold that root for food safety issue
lies on pursuit of maximum profits by companies. Unsound exposure mechanism on
food information and information asymmetry of foo quality give manufacturing and
selling companies an opportunity to conceive consumers. As food production scale is
small, the quality of employees is low, and quality management is not strict, so it’s
difficult for to produce qualified food. High costs for maintaining rights results in
difficulty for constraining expansion of unsafe food. Encapsulation of food
information results in insufficient supply of food information and allows that inferior
food be sold along with qualified good and convergence of price between safe and
unsafe god. Its externality opens a door of convenience for unsafe food.

Sun Yanhua

and Ying Ruiyao (2006) hold that food
Cheng Yanqing, System Analysis of Food Safety Issue and Its Administration, Productivity Research, NO.1, 2006

safety issue is resulted from pursuit of maximum profits by companies and market
failure resulted from information asymmetry leads to food safety issue.Rampant
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existence of counterfeit and shoddy food is resulted from serious disarrayed
marketing circulation and lacking of governmental supervision. The principle of
‘price over all’ by consumers, particularly rural consumers, opens a gate of
convenience for expansion of counterfeit and shoddy food. Zhu Zhenfeng (2006)
holds that primary cause giving rise to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy products lies
on pursuit of profits by manufacturers, fluke of mind in consumers and breach of duty
by governmental supervision departments. Cao Ping and Yang Yilong (2007) hold that
pursuit of maximum profits serves as the inherent driving force for producing and
selling of counterfeit and shoddy goods, for it requires low incomes and yield speedy
returns with promotions through ‘commission on sales’. Backward relevant laws and
regulations, slack punishment intensity for administration and criminal punishment
invalid checking on occurrence of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Small production
scale and low marketing concentration degree create chances for development of
counterfeit and shoddy companies. Low living levels, marketing demands of
inexpensive counterfeit and shoddy goods and propelling of vanity in consumers
contribute to the development of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Liu Weijun, Pan
Jiarong and Ding Wenfeng (2007) hold that food-borne disease caused by microbial
pollution and other objective factors such as over-proof of pesticide and residue of
veterinary drug in crops and animal products. Based on this, mixture of counterfeit in
food and failure to observe circulation rounds for operation that lead to second-time
pollution serves as the subjective cause giving rise to food safety issue. Information
asymmetry and weak self-protection capacity are decisive factors for buying of
counterfeit. No laws to draw upon, high supervision costs, unsmooth relations,
nonfeasance of law-enforcing members, slack judicial punishment and so on serving
as primary reasons for failure of government supervision.

Hu Junchao (2008) holds

that windfall incentive is the primary factor for making of counterfeit and shoddy
goods by companies, and unclear property rights result in unstable anticipation in
producers before short-term behaviors are caused, low concentration and difference

Sun Yanhua, Ying Ruiyao, System Evolution—Rural Food Safety Guarantee System Construction based on
Consumer’s Cooperative
Liu Weijun, Pan Jiarong, Ding Wenfeng, Research Review about Cause of Food Safety Issue and Tactics, April,
2007
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of products provide terms for production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy goods,
and slack measure on cracking down upon the counterfeit in producers helps reduce
costs and risks for producing counterfeit and shoddy goods; due to marketing
information asymmetry and reverse selection by consumers, ousting of good products
by counterfeit emerges; unsound legal mechanism, lenient punishment and local
protectionism serves as primary causes for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy goods.
Xu Chengming, Zhu Shaocheng and Yang Yu (2008) holds that profound reasons
giving rise to food safety issues lie on co-existence of market and governmental
failure. Marketing information asymmetry results in opportunism for companies to
produce counterfeit and shoddy goods; improper marketing supervision contributes to
expansion of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Failure to maintain rights in consumers
results in unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Backward construction of the legal
system of food safety is the root cause of weak supervision. Ren Rui (2009) holds
that to seek maximum profits, singular food production technology, low degree on
difference of food quality and marketing information asymmetry lead to emergence of
counterfeit and shoddy goods; mentality for buying of the inexpensive, weak legal
awareness alongside with difficulty in maintaining rights in consumers, slack
government supervision, ineffective punishment and favoritism lead to unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food. Xie Qinghong (2009) holds that the primary factor
giving rise to production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food prioritize
profit-gaining and is driven by pursuit for maximum incomes. Information asymmetry
leads to insufficient information in buyers and thus leave room for counterfeit-making
companies to take advantage of; due to unsound marketing regulation, low credit, low
technology and weak quality awareness, the emergence of counterfeit and shoddy
goods is inevitable; as laws and regulations (standards) on food safety are unsound,
blind and blank spots of administrative supervision are numerous and the
phenomenon that no laws can be drawn up is rampant; other issues include hindered
administrative supervision mechanism, overlapping of departmental functions,
bucker-passing, breach of duties by government, violations of laws, lenient law
enforcement by the administrative
Xu Chengming, Zhu Shaocheng, Yang Yu, Main Issues about Food Safety in China—Fundamental Reasons
andCountermeansures, Journal of Guangxi University(Philosophy and Social Science), Volume 30, September
2008
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supervision, serving as ‘protection umbrella’ for rent-seeking, malfunction of
governmental supervision, improvement of counterfeit technology, and mixing of the
false with the genuine that add difficulty to identification. Zhang Huchen and Zhou
Yan (2010) hold that primary cause for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy good lies
on pursuit of surplus profits by companies producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy goods; information asymmetry in the marketplace gives opportunities for
counterfeit-making companies and conspicuous mentality and interests-driven factors
of consumers open room for intense demands for counterfeit and shoddy good;
externality of marketing economy leads to losses suffered by companies cracking
down on counterfeit goods and advantages enjoyed by companies ‘thumbing a ride’.
Existing laws and regulations have lenient punishment on counterfeit and shoddy
good that fail to display an educational and deterrent role. Zhang Fusen and Zhao
Ting (2010) hold that legal causes for food safety issues lie on lack of systematicness
and integrity of relevant legal system on food safety during the current stage of China,
which lead to shortage of regulatory basis in production, processing, sales and
consumption of food, lacking of reliance to be drawn upon for administrative
supervision or even no laws to be referred to. In terms of technical back-up system for
food safety, detection technologies and devices are backward and management level
for food safety is low. Seen from consumers, lacking of relevant knowledge and
information on food safety alongside weak awareness on food safety gives room to
expansion of counterfeit and shoddy food.

Du Hong (2011) holds that the key for

food safety lies on pursuit of surplus interests and efforts for lowering costs by
companies producing and selling counterfeits and shoddy goods that allows access of
counterfeit to the market by use of information asymmetry between companies and
consumers. Companies be affected would not crack down upon the counterfeit by
considering the costs, and sometimes, they would join counterfeit-making team lured
by the high profits, contributing to expansion of counterfeit and shoddy goods in the
marketplace. As counterfeit and shoddy food can’t be distinguished from the genuine
goods alongside with knowledge restriction of consumers, deception is thus inevitable.
Consumers would consider themselves as unlucky due to high rights-maintaining
costs who thus forego compensation that
Zhang Senfu, Zhao Ting, The Causes of China＇s Food Security Problem at this Stage and Its Countermeasures,
Journal of Changchun University of Science and Technology, Issue 1, Volume 23, January 2010
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further lowers risks for producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy good and
allows counterfeit-making companies to fear nothing. Zeng Hui (2012) holds that the
fundamental reason for food safety crimes is low costs, high profits and reckless
making of counterfeit driven by economic interests. Due to conspicuous mentality,
consumers would still rush for sham brands. With striking against crimes on
producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy goods comes such matters on difficult
discovery, evidence obtaining and punishment that lead to no results of many
law-violating cases of food. Chen Xuemei and Xue Quanzhong etc. (2012) hold that
primary cause for frequent occurrence of food safety issue lies on loss of awe to
health and life of others for the purpose of realizing maximum interests. Legal
constraining can’t follow suit, and standard on food safety is lagging, which further
contribute to producing and selling counterfeit products by companies. As each
department for food safety acts on its own and functions are overlapping, such cases
of supervision by none would happen on the frequent basis. Lenient punishment on
violation of laws for food safety, replacing punishment with management and
penalties and no deterrent role displayed lead to frequent occurrence of food safety
incidents. Lacking of protection on rights-maintaining of consumers in food safety
laws and regulations and the proof principals on ‘whoever proposes takes
responsibility’s result in failure for rights-maintaining of consumers who would
consider themselves as unlucky. Xu Xin (2013) holds that the primary cause for
occurrence of food safety issue lies on pursuit of maximum profits of food producers
and operators, low costs for producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food and
law-breaking, slack law enforcement of governmental supervision and lacking of
self-protection awareness of consumers. Zhang Tingting (2013) holds that the
fundamental cause for food safety issue is information asymmetry and marketing
failure. Venality of production operators, desires for the inexpensive in consumers and
abuse of functions and powers in governmental superintendent constitute the
important causes for frequent occurrence of counterfeit and shoddy food. Kong
Weiwei (2014) holds that the fundamental cause for food safety issue is propelling of
interests for companies selling and making counterfeit and shoddy goods and loss of
morality. Some companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food would
Xu Xin, Ethic Relection on Food Consumption Safety, Studies in Ethics, Volume 2, March, 2013
Zhang Tingting, Regulation of Food Safety: Research Origin, Efficiency and Prospect, Ecological Economy,
Issue 7, 2013
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spare no efforts even to the degree of violating the law for getting the maximum
profits due to weak legal awareness and morality turpitude. Consumers would find
their interests hard to be guaranteed due to shortage of reputations on moral reparation
if they undergo any injuries on purchase of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Unsound
supervision mechanism on food safety, multiple management, bucker-passing, low
management efficiency, serious local and departmental protectionism, seeking of
private

gain

through

power

and

serving

as

‘protection

umbrella’

for

counterfeit-making companies that would not only render governmental supervision
superficial but also contributes to the unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Zou
Miao (2014) holds that the root for food safety issues lies on lacking of simultaneous
construction of mental superstructure during the process of establishing the marketing
economic mechanism, limitation of adjustment role by laws, regulations and the
government result in frequency of marketing failure of food. Lacking of economic
agent and discipline and selection of pursuing maximum economic interest in such
rounds as production, processing and sales, and serious deficiency of social
responsibility outlook would raise costs for maintaining marketing orders and
interpersonal concordance and result in aggravated disharmony of productive
relations.
2.3.2 Studies on treatment strategies for counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic
scholars
(1) Measures to deal with production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies
Sun Guozheng (1992) holds that to start with, companies should be guided to observe
integrity and mentality on law-abiding operation by winning trust from consumers
with genuine products and forgoing such operational behaviors as to sell and produce
counterfeit and shoddy products that impair themselves and others. Zhang Lizhi (1994)
holds that the root for dealing with companies producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy goods lies on elevate their ‘risks costs’(risk probability × risk damage) and the
key for improving risk costs is to height their risk probability. To that end, he suggests
that tip-off mechanism with big award be set up to absorb people to the particular
industry by referring to the principle that marginal income of
Zou Miao, Superstrcture Construction of Sustainable Devleopment of Market Economy From Perspective of
Food Safety Issue, Journal of Chifeng College, Issue 6, Volume 30, June, 2014
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tip-off is higher than marginal income, and build teams with volunteers to crack down
on the counterfeit and shoddy goods. Ren Xiukun (2002) holds that the key for
cracking down upon producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy goods is to
reduce their profits to the minimum and negative number. He suggests that the key for
governmental punishment lies on improving of risks for producing and selling of
counterfeit and shoddy goods while the emphasis of social punishment is to mobilize
zeal of consumers to strike against the counterfeits, and only by working together
through all means can treatment effects be drastically improved. Zhang Xinyu (2005)
holds that enhancing of ethnic and morality construction of companies should pay
attention on improvement of moral qualities in corporate operators, on ethical
educational contents and forms, inspiring moral emotions in employees, improving
moral realms of employees, clarifying ethnic and moral construction responsibilities
of companies, setting up responsibility assigning mechanism and legal system to
maintain marketing orders, encouraging integrity-observing companies through
backup, punishing companies that breach the rule of integrity and guide companies to
‘observe the contract and integrity’ and set up a good image. Jiang Xu (2006) holds
that strengthening of morality construction in companies requires establishment of
mechanisms on morality regulations, morality supervision and evaluation, and
implementation of morality regulation awarding mechanism. Morality training on
corporate managers and employees should be reinforced by improving their moral
qualities, setting up the morality management institutions, enhancing management on
moral behaviors in companies and employees, and prevention and controlling on
occurrence of behaviors against moral regulations. Corporate cultural construction
should be enhanced, the operational tenet of ‘putting people as top priority and
customers as the top choice’ should be set up, and a concept of values for civilized
morality should be fostered. Xia Xumei (2006) holds that to reinforce ethic
construction of companies requires adherence to the principle of integrity, mutual
benefit and equality, establishment of the educational training mechanism propelling
the formation of corporate concept, enhancement of training and education, and
improvement of ethnic qualities in managers and employees. Ethnic regulations for
companies should be prepared, specialized agency should be set up, management
members should be allocated and scientific and valid operation and management
mechanism on ethnics of companies should be set up. Qiu Wenling (2011) holds that
enhancement of operational moralities in companies requires attention going to
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improvement of morality qualities of employees, enhancing of morality mechanism
construction and perfection of featured ethnic cultures. Meanwhile, a good social
morality environment should be created for morality construction in companies from
such aspects as protection of consumers’ interests, regulation of competitive
behaviors of companies and enhancing of legal construction of morality. Zhao
Dongqiang (2011) holds that to beef up integrity construction in companies requires a
completed mechanism for legal compensation, encouragement of consumers to
maintain their rights through legal channels and conquering of problems on
information asymmetry; professional cracking-down members on counterfeit should
be backed up and highly awarded to solve the issue on failure of governmental
information; protection mechanism on tip-off members should be established.
Atmosphere for cracking down upon counterfeit and shoddy good in the whole
society should be formed by mobilizing public enthusiasm. Zheng Xinyu (2012) holds
that enhancing of morality construction of companies requires observation to the
principle of integrity, abiding by honesty, attention paying on both justice and profit
and unification of humanistic care, rule of virtue and legal mechanism, consolidation
of education on social responsibility and occupational morality on executives and
employees, enhancing of inspection and supervision of morality conduct and forming
of corporate culture on morality with integrity and honesty as the core. Wang Xinshuo
(2013) holds that it’s suggested that legislation model for economic crimes integrating
concentration and scattering be set up, ‘strict but not stringent’ criminal legislation
structure be constructed, doctrine of severe punishment on food safety crimes be
transformed, defects for set-up of charges on food safety be corrected, qualification
elements on food safety be added and governance rule of punishment against
qualification on food safety crimes be intensified to redress such defects as
depreciation of penalty against food safety crimes, low operability of basis for penalty,
unreasonable extent for measurement of punishment, and lacking of malpractice of
punishment against qualification.
(2) Measures to deal with purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers
Ding Wuxia and Liu Xiao (2007) hold that acceleration of promotion on food safety
knowledge, enriching of knowledge on food safety among peasants and consolidation
of rights-maintaining rights in peasants serve as fundamental work on a long-term
basis. Governmental organization should hold exhibition on counterfeit and shoddy
food in rural area to allow rural consumers to grasp knowledge and skills to
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identifying counterfeit and shoddy good and thus further enhance their self-protection
capacities. Such activities on selection of ‘companies of integrity’ and
‘zero-complaint organ’ among consumers should be carried out to consolidate
supervision on food safety market. Liu Qing (2012) holds that such measures are
required as construction of credit system for sellers and producers of food in rural area,
extension of channels to retrieve food safety information among rural consumers, and
construction of food information platform in rural areas; rural consumers who buy
counterfeit and shoddy goods should bear the guts to claim complaints and maintain
their lawful rights.
(3) Measures to deal with failure of governmental supervision on counterfeit and
shoddy food
Bao Yongshan (1997) holds that to address the situation of rampant counterfeit and
shoddy goods requires completion of the legal system, enhancement of law-enforcing
degree and strict striking against behaviors on production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy goods. Also, steps for economic transformation should be quickened and an
operational mechanism for marketing economy should be established as soon as
possible. Liu Gang (2000) holds that the key for redressing producing and selling of
counterfeit and shoddy goods lies on further implementation of job responsibility
system for striking against the counterfeit and shoddy goods by observing the laws,
eradication of local protectionism, revision and completion of local supporting rules,
enhancement of operability of laws, consolidation on education and management of
law-enforcing members, improvement of standards on marketing supervision, further
perfection of mechanism on marketing quality self-discipline, establishment of a
system for evaluation of users and guarantee of consumers and containing of the
momentum of producing and selling of counterfeits going wild from institution and
mechanism. Li Pingping and Li Dongling (2002) hold that standard regulations on
food certificate-demanding management should be prepared, supervision on stock and
certificate-demanding of food-selling companies should be invigorated, so that
counterfeit food would find no place to hide. Xie Min and Yu Yongda (2002) hold that
the government should intensify education and guidance on the public, intensify
education on population of food safety knowledge, establishment and perfection of
the information exposure system, redressing of the issue on marketing information
asymmetry, perfection of food supervision and management system, consolidation on
punishment degree towards unlawful factories, borrowing of advanced management
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experience from all countries and improving of supervision level on food safety in our
country. Tang Jun and Li Danting (2008) hold that enhancing of supervision on food
safety requires continuous perfection of laws and regulations that should cover the
whole process of food safety, intensification of management on key rounds of food
safety to realize ‘seamless’ connection’ ; invigoration of preventive management by
focusing on monitoring and inspection during the whole process; and perfection of
laws and regulations on food safety monitoring to implement monitoring of food
safety with standard management procedures; making marketing threshold
mechanism for food safety stringent, perfecting marketing exit standards on food
safety management and establishment of a valid management mechanism on food
safety. Kong Lin and He Qingjie (2009) hold that governments at all levels should set
up food safety commissions to break the pattern of fragmented governments,
overlapping law enforcement and bucker-passing, and establish a set of all-inclusive
and effective supervision system. By drawing example from the overseas, it should
intensify risk monitoring and assessment on food safety, reinforce education,
promotion and training on safety knowledge, leading companies to accurately
acknowledge the importance and particularity of food safety in the whole society,
allowing consumers to have a clear mind and choose safe food under the guidance of
scientific knowledge. Xu Xinfeng (2010) holds that construction of comprehensive
and coordination institutions for food safety at all levels should be intensified by
empowering them with comprehensive law-enforcing functions; administrative
responsibility accountability mechanism on food safety incidents should be
established and implemented to open a new pattern for food safety management.
Resources on supervision and detection of food resources should be integrated,
detection devices be updated, food safety supervision be intensified, spot check for
food quality be implemented, strict food supervision network be established and
whole-process monitoring on all rounds covering plantation, cultivation, production,
processing, package, storage, transportation and sales be carried out to ensure food
safety. Ad hoc ratification work on food safety should be continuously carried out to
renovate ‘black den’ without license, and emergency construction on food safety
events and big events should be strengthened. With state-level food quality inspection
organization and experts on food safety as the technical backup, it should intensify
risk evaluation on food safety and improve capacities and standards on risk
monitoring, analysis and pre-warning. It should establish and amend on food safety
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standards, and perfect construction of food safety standard system. It should set up a
nationwide unified certification system for food safety, and perfect the identification
mechanism. It should set up and perfect safety management mechanism on imported
food and reinforce management on the safety of import and expert food. It should
fully display the guidance and supervision role of major press and launch promotional
activities on food safety in an organized manner. Relevant departments should
regularly hold press conference on food safety to expose ‘black list’ of companies
selling and making counterfeit and shoddy goods, establish an extensively-coverage
supervision mechanism on food safety. Wang Aiyun, Guo Shuo and Ma Junlan (2010)
hold that to deal with counterfeit and shoddy food requires establishment of a
coordinated administrative, corporate and consumer-based management system
supported from the top to the bottom and integrating the inside and the outside before
forming an overall resultant force. According to characteristics of production of
counterfeit and shoddy good, it should implement strategies integral concentrated
striking and long-term battling by reasonably and scientifically setting up the
treatment goals. It should further perfect food safety production and construction of
sales-based laws and regulations, improve threshold access, abide by laws for
supervision and check production of counterfeit and shoddy good from the source. It
should intensify education on legal education and morality in companies and
consumers, improve awareness for integrity and responsibility and conscientiously
guard against the violation of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Sun Xiaomin (2010)
holds that to redress rampant counterfeit and shoddy food requires establishment of
incentives mechanism to make up for loopholes of governmental supervision and
through the means of physical award, the whole society should be encouraged to fight
against making of counterfeit and shoddy food. The incentive mechanism is
categorized into two types: first is incentive mechanism for victims. Awardees
(victims) who get impaired due to buying of counterfeit and shoddy goods should
have access to claim for counterfeit-making companies to disburse several folds of
prices; the other type is incentive mechanism for tip-offs. One characteristic of this
incentive is that awardees have no civilized or legalized connection with companies
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy good, and it’s a right empowering the
informants by law who would get some physical rewards. This mechanism inspires
inherent driving force and external motivation in consumers and is an ideal
mechanism designing. Feng Bo (2011) holds that to redress the expansion of
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counterfeit and shoddy good requires classification of relations between governmental
departments to redress such issues as unclear responsibilities and obligations,
overlapping functions, multiple management and ineffective coordination, innovated
supervision mechanism and improvement of working efficacy. Laws, regulations and
inspection standards on food safety should be further perfected so that administrative
supervision has laws to abide by and blankness and dead zones of food safety laws
can be totally rooted out. Law-breaking companies and members that sell and produce
counterfeit and shoddy food should be violently stricken against with increased
law-violating costs so that law breakers would not breach laws ever. Suo Fang (2011)
holds that the key of intensification of food safety supervision lies on perfection of
legal system on food safety supervision in China. To start with, it should perfect
horizontal coordination of legal system on food safety and redress problems of legal
departmentalization; it requires perfection of vertical coordination to redress
homogenization problems of laws; it needs completion of administrative punishment
and reward mechanism to redress the issue on lenient punishment; it requires
improvement of mechanism on risk evaluation, traceability and callback of food
safety to redress of problem of ineffective operability. Secondly, set-up of food safety
institutions should be completed, dispersive-type supervision model dominated by
category supervision and seconded by main subsection supervision be set up, blank
for supervision be conquered, coordination between departments be reinforced and
smooth governmental decree be guaranteed. responsibilities and obligations of various
supervision organizations should be specified, supervision organizations and
governmental responsibilities be enhanced and dereliction of duty of the government
and department be addressed; third, standard system on food safety should be
completed, unification between food safety rules and standards be set up, industrial
standards and corporate standards be reasonably prepared, application of HACCP
system be promoted, certification system be properly launched, and inspection
mechanism on food safety be perfected. Finally, environmental construction on food
safety supervision should be enhanced to focus on redressing of such problems as
information

asymmetry,

backward

self-regulation

of

food

industry,

low

rights-maintaining capacities in consumers and improper social supervision so as to
create a good external environment for safety supervision. Liu Yaping (2011) holds
that to solve the quagmire of food safety supervision in China requires transformation
to reconstruction of the relationship between government and marketplace from
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repatching reform to address problems on information asymmetry so that consumers
would initiatively choose consumed food and claim responsibility for their choice
under the premise that information is fully seized. To counter against counterfeit and
shoddy food requires switching to risk regulation from movement-style ratification by
putting emphasis on evaluation and controlling on possibilities of dangers or hazards;
managers are required to anticipate and evaluate possible risks in the future to seek for
the most valuable risk aggregation spots before properly applying limited supervision
resources to evaluations of big risks and laying controlling focuses on food safety and
people’s health. Food safety supervision requires implementation of open-ended
discussions, expansion of public participation degree, and finding of most-cared risk
source by consumers so as to share cares and burdens of governmental supervision
and form an overall resultant force for ratification of food safety. Liu Xinyu (2012)
holds that perfection of food safety supervision requires re-construction of
governmental supervision mechanism, intensification of comprehensive supervision
capacities, and implementation of responsibility system and intensification of
responsibility investigation. Capacities of supervision departments should be
comprehensively improved by moving down cores of supervision, aggravating
supervision powers and putting emphasis on supervision and management of small
and medium-sized food companies. Diversified participation for supervision should
be intensified by establishing a management pattern guided by the government,
coordinated by the whole society and participated by the public so as to improve
governmental credibility and reduce administrative costs. Wan Yali (2012) holds that
intensification on food safety supervision during the circulation round requires
perfection supporting rules and regulations of Food Safety Law by regulating the
inspection standards, plugging up loopholes and dead zones and perfecting the legal
mechanism and system; it requires perfection of legal responsibility assigning
mechanism; punishment degree should be enhanced and accountability mechanism be
established to effectively constrain operational behaviors of food safety; supervision
method should be worked on, inter-departmental coordination should be focused on
and such aspects as source prevention, subsection of areas, assigning jobs to
individuals, implementation of networked supervision, seamless coverage and no
dead angle allowed should be emphasized; inspection mechanism on food safety
should be further perfected, legal force of inspection supervision should be improved
and formation of traceability mechanism for food safety be boosted. Education and
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training on food operators should be reinforced and controlling on food stock, sales
and delisting should be guaranteed before self-discipline mechanism of food operators
can be formed. Hu Ri Dunhu (2012) holds that to reinforce food safety supervision in
rural areas requires further perfection of implemented stipulations in Food Safety Law,
and invigorated degree on legal punishment so that law-breaking companies won’t
break the law against. It requires sorting-out of food safety supervision mechanism,
clarification of responsibilities in each department, intensification of administrative
accountability and forming of flexible and efficient supervision mechanism. Local
protectionism should be removed, supervision on rent-seeking behaviors be enhanced
and supervision responsibilities of local government be put into force. Promotion on
food safety knowledge should be reinforced and education and training on food safety
from three perspectives of producers, operators and consumers be strengthened, and
credit system on food safety be established before a good atmosphere on food safety
can be formed. With intensification on social supervision, establishment on tip-off
incentive mechanism, mechanism of press supervision and perfection of supervision
mechanisms of various societies, a good pattern of joint administration can be formed.
Li Peng (2012) holds that to beef up food safety supervision needs reasonable
borrowing of overseas advanced management concept and experience by first
implementing inside responsibilities of food-producing industry, vigorously
improving qualities of food industry, and focusing on forging of ‘integrity and
reassured company’. It requires perfection of laws and regulations and detection
standards on food safety supervision, improvement of law-enforcing equipped level,
and promotion of modernized high-tech monitoring means and improving of
supervision efficiency. We should stick to the supervision principle of combining ad
hoc ratification with risk prevention by addressing highlighted problems on food
safety in the marketplace and evaluating potential food safety risks before establishing
a long-term mechanism for ratification. We should sort out the supervision
mechanism, implement supervision responsibilities, strictly assess accountability and
establish an incentive and constraint mechanism. By paying attention on displaying
the diversified role, we should mobilize enthusiasm of all parties to deal with food
safety matters and form a shared governance pattern of the whole society such as
establishment of tip-off incentive mechanism, shared mechanism of all parties,
continuously enhanced training and education, and promotion of demonstration
construction work before forming a resultant form with concerted efforts. Liu
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Xingxing and Jia Chengang (2013) hold that prevention of food safety crimes requires
intensification on routine inspection on food safety, switch to supervision with risk
controlling instead of events as the core, and establishment of long-basis mechanism
for supervision. It requires establishment and perfection of intermediary organizations
of various societies and associations of consumers to make up for the insufficient
governmental supervision power. We should heighten degree on social supervision by
intensifying industrial self-discipline and supervision by consumers, increase the
punishment degree for companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy good,
establish tip-off incentive mechanism, drastically raising costs for law violation and
effectively check the occurrence of producing and selling of counterfeit. We should
vigorously promote knowledge on food safety, popularize food safety knowledge and
improve supervision levels in consumers. He Xiang (2013) holds that we should
further perfect national standards on food safety to chase leaks and supply deficiency,
and put emphasis on perfection of seven major standards on pollutant and
microorganism, quota of food additives, label and nutrition labeling, food products
(including particular diet food), food-related products, production and operation
standards, and detection approach so as to provide scientific basis for fortifying
management on food management. Xia Yahua (2012) holds that redressing of food
safety issue requires establishment of exposure and disclosure mechanism on food
safety information, extend consumers’ rights to be informed and propel consumers for
expenditure more reasonably. We should raise governmental financial input, beef up
development on detection technologies on food safety, enrich detection teams for food
safety, set up a systematic detection network for food safety, perfect food safety
supervision system, set up emergency disposal system for food safety, complete
emergency pre-arranged plans, intensify supervision on incidents and try bringing
losses to the minimum. We should stick to perfection of constructing supervision
system on food safety, implementing supervision responsibilities by observing the law,
strictly disposing with food safety incidents and maintaining seriousness of laws. Liu
Yaping (2013) holds that food safety supervision requires a switch-over to putting
people’s health instead of production as the center, increased supervision degree on
certificate-winning factories, in particular large-sized companies, awareness of food
safety management by big companies, and displaying of model effects with
reasonable behaviors in big companies to drive force the sound development of
smaller companies. We should reinforce risk evaluation on the whole food chain with
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being

undertaken

by

intermediary

comprehensive

management

department on food safety. The evaluation result would be taken as a scientific
reliance to draw upon for determining the detection objects and frequency to
implement supervision responsibilities of relevant departments and construct
supervision network for food safety. We should change the situation on difficult proof
by consumers by giving them more say and improving their capacities for maintaining
rights to make up for supervision deficiencies of the government. We should integrate
inspection and detection resources and set up a neutral scientific research institute. We
should assume detection application from government, companies and individuals,
provide scientific detection and inspection reports and avoid such things as waste of
inspection and detection resources and bucker-passing. The self-discipline role of
industrial associations should be displayed to crack down on law-violating companies
with the power of societies so as to boost the sound development of food industry. Wu
Jiahui (2014) holds that increased governmental supervision capacity on food safety is
an valid measure for checking rampant counterfeit and shoddy good. To start with, we
should change the supervision tenet on food safety by optimizing integration of
supervision resources of food safety, improving supervision quality and efficiency and
realizing the organic integration of supervision means and effects of food safety; we
should refer to constraining of rights and optimized allocation of service goals to
control rent-seeking behaviors of food-controlling institutions and avoid disturbance
of normal food marketing orders due to offside, absent or dislocated supervision; we
should integrate set-up and category of responsibilities and obligations of
governmental supervision organizations on food safety, sort out working relations,
harmonize participation of the public and intermediate organization of the society
before a diversified and overall resultant force can take shape. Secondly, we should
regulate governmental supervision behaviors on food safety, fully improve
responsibility awareness, legal quality and morality qualities of governmental
supervision members, and quicken fostering of professional talents on food safety
supervision. We should re-construct fundamental departments on food safety and their
labor division, perfect supervision functions for comprehensive coordination,
implement

joint

supervision

by food

safety organizations,

sort

out

the

authority-responsibility relationship on food safety supervision and realize no
overlapping in horizontal responsibilities and obligations between departments and no
neutral position in vertical responsibilities and obligations between intermediary
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agents and local governments. By perfecting governmental evaluation system on
supervision, we should integrate comprehensive evaluation on food safety to the
government performance examination system, optimize performance evaluation
mechanism in supervision departments in charge of food safety, and set up the reward
and punishment mechanism. Thirdly, we should innovate governmental supervision
mechanism on food safety. We should further set up and perfect supervision laws and
regulations on food safety, accelerate law-enforcing degree on supervision of food
safety, intensifying valid supervision on regulators and propel law-enforcing members
to administer by law. We should implement traceability and callback mechanism on
food safety by perfecting traceability and callback mechanism on food safety,
clarifying methods and measures for operability, establishing national supervision
organizations on traceability and callback of food and setting up insurance and
compensation organizations for food callback. We should fortify pre-warning and
emergency system of food safety, set up the early-warning system for food safety,
perfecting the emergency system on food safety and constructing the response system
for food safety. We should perfect standard system on food safety supervision, stick to
the principles of whole-process monitoring, dynamic upgrading and connection to the
international standard, adopt departments with clearly-prepared standards, refer to
such measures as advanced standards, preparation of reasonable industrial standards
and so on, implement HACCP system and food certification mechanism, and put into
force performance evaluation on proof safety and monitoring. Fourth, we should
improve food safety supervision and management mechanism by setting up a unified
mechanism to collect and distribute information on food safety to redress the issue of
information asymmetry, constructing the mechanism on evaluation and detection of
food safety, improving capacities to analyze risks concerning food safety, making
marketing access mechanism of food safety and supervision of food production,
import and export process stringent, putting a ban on rollout, export and import of
disqualified goods, perfecting credit standards on food safety and evaluation
mechanism on collection system and information exposure mechanism, setting up the
reward and punishment system, and constructing credit management mechanism on
food safety. Fifth, we should complete social participation mechanism on food safety
by implementing tip-off incentive mechanism through popularizing food safety
knowledge, taking part in preparation of policies, reduction of costs for
rights-maintaining, encouraging consumers to be a part of food safety supervision,
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encouraging non-governmental organizations and industrial self-discipline institutions
to join food safety supervision, innovating participation mechanism of social
organizations, beefing up back-up degree on scientific organizations of food safety,
setting up the mechanism for scientific research institutions to join food supervision
and guiding social opinion to join food safety supervision by displaying the active
role of watchdog.
(4) Measures to deal with production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies and buying of counterfeit by consumers
Yue Zhonggang (2006) holds that to address the frequent occurrence of food safety
events requires exposure of food information and conscientious accepting of
supervision from consumers. Production companies should adhere to national
standards on food safety, intensify supervision on food quality and timely dispose
with or destroy by melting or burning all products in violation of requirements in such
laws on national safety and health environmental measurement and so on without
allowing them to access the market. Companies on food storage, transportation and
package should strictly implement national regulations on food storage, transportation
and package, strictly implement take-over inspection mechanism, and clarify
responsibilities on qualities. Relevant responsible party should hold accountability for
food quality issues concerning transportation, storage and package. Activities on
evaluation of production companies by consumers should be launched and credit
system for food companies should be set up. Consumers should learn to grasp
knowledge on food safety to improve capacities for identifying and countering against
the counterfeit. Consumers should bear the guts to fight against counterfeit and
shoddy food and maintain their lawful rights by referring to laws. Yi Heng (2007)
holds that to redress behaviors on producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy
goods should start from price that is the most powerful weapons against counterfeits.
Proper reduction of price of genuine goods would inspire purchase desires in
consumers and raise costs of counterfeit-producing members, driving counterfeits out
of the marketplace. According to the principle of ‘beforehand controlling’, factories
producing genuine goods should improve qualities of goods, set up technological
barriers, raise difficulty for being shammed, increase selling and making costs of
counterfeits before the phenomenon of counterfeits can be checked as counterfeits are
charged similar to genuine goods. Vigorous degree on public promotion,
popularization of food safety knowledge, bringing hidden information into the open
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an reduction of selection costs in consumers would help drive counterfeit out of the
marketplace. A three-party operation mechanism on ‘cracking down upon
counterfeit’can take into shape by establishing a subject alliance of companies,
consumers and supervisors and eliminating information asymmetry.
(5) Measures to deal with production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy products by
companies and failure of governmental supervisors
Wang Wenjie (1994) holds that to address counterfeit and shoddy good should start
with intensified education and promotion, vigorous implementation of activities
against counterfeit, encouragement on lawful operation for operators, abiding by laws
for disposing with behaviors on producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy good,
and serious investigation on principals in breach of laws and change of the traditional
matter on ‘emphasis on counterfeit and lenient on people’. Regarding strategies on
‘countering against the counterfeit’, the principle of ‘continuous and oftentimes
strikes’ should be followed and a highly intensive momentum on ‘countering against
the counterfeit’ should take shape. A network supervision system should be perfected
and capacities on identifying counterfeit and shoddy good and their self-protection
awareness should be improved, protection awareness should be improved on the
companies ‘part, and striking blow should be enhanced by supervision organization so
that all parties can be joined to protect the lawful rights of lawful goods. Ye Xia (1994)
holds that to solve rampant counterfeit and shoddy good requires seizure of primary
contradiction by focusing on improvement of risk costs of producing and selling of
counterfeits, lowering the costs for maintaining rights inc consumers and looking into
favoritism in governmental supervision members who serve as protection umbrellas.
Ye Bolin (1997) holds that we should intensify source treatment and remove the soil
for their breeding. We should set up a comprehensively coordinated mechanism on
food safety supervision, and form the overall resultant force on striking against the
counterfeit and shoddy food. We should stringently follow quality management of
company products, and put a ban on roll-out and sales of counterfeit and shoddy
goods. Chai Baoguo (2003) holds that we should further specify work responsibilities
on countering against the counterfeit by governments and departments at all levels,
break through the disturbance of local and departmental protectionism, claim for
responsibilities on leaders with lenient efforts and reverse the working pattern within
a limited term. We should perfect and complete laws and regulations, increase
punishment degree on unlawful behaviors, increase costs and risks for selling and
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making of counterfeits to the maximum and fully display the constraining and
deterrent force of laws. We should sort out the law-enforcing mechanism, specify
law-enforcing standards, integrate law-enforcing resources and form law-enforcing
resultant force. By combining collective ratification with intensification on routine
management, we should complete the management mechanism on ‘economic
registered permanent residence’ and intensify dynamic monitoring on operators. We
should also quicken construction of company credit system, constrain integrity
operations of companies and set up a self-discipline mechanism to fight against the
occurrence of selling and making of counterfeit and shoddy goods. We should
emphasize promotions on laws, educate consumers on identifying and rejecting of
counterfeits and improve their rights-maintaining awareness. Jiang Xu (2005) holds
that ethical and moral construction of companies should be intensified. By sticking to
the principle that consumers are gods, setting satisfaction of consumers as their own
mission, and putting emphasis on intensification of ethnic and moral education on
corporate operators and employees, we should adopt such approaches as infusing,
demonstration by example, environmental edification and so on to improve their
ethics. We should establish the operation concept on ‘integrity, honesty’ and serving
of the society. We should perfect the legal system on fair marketing competition, set
up a supervision team for fair law enforcement, set up samples for ‘abiding by
contract and integrity’, punish companies and principals selling and making
counterfeits and form a sound pattern on observation of law for operation as glory and
violation of laws for operation as shame. Jiang Xu (2006) holds that we should fortify
morality construction in companies. To start with, the government should create a
morality environment conductive to development of companies by establishing sound
laws and regulations concerning a specific industry, increasing punishment degree on
wrong conducts of companies, regulating marketing orders, creating a marketing
environment for fair competition, intensifying governmental construction and creating
a government featuring high efficiency, honesty and integrity; setting up a mechanism
on morality supervision and evaluation, intensifying morality education on managers
and employees and forging integrity-abiding companies. Lin Bin (2009) holds that to
deal with issues on breach of law concerning food safety requires preparation and
perfection on laws and regulations on breach of laws, specification on supervision
responsibilities by the government, intensification on punishment degree on food
safety crimes, establishment of a judicial punishment mechanism for dishonesty
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behavior; establishment of national SA800 certification standards, intensification of
social responsibility awareness of companies, reinforcement of social supervision and
forging of an atmosphere on morality for law-abiding operation by food-based
companies. Meng Fei (2009) holds that we should reinforce regulations on food safety.
by perfecting laws and regulations on food safety controlling, and eradicating blank
and dead zones of legal supervision, rigorously following management mechanism on
safety of food quality without allowing access of disqualified food to the market,
perfecting the system on food safety standard to guarantee that food qualities have
rules to follow; improving punishment standards for law-breaking concerning food
safety and allowing the pubic to witness the punishment power of laws. We should set
up a callback mechanism for flawed food and establish an image of integrity in
companies. We should set up food traceability system, promote “risk analysis” on
food safety, establish feedforward control of risk assessment mechanism and food
safety information issuring system by government for unified collection, management
and issuing to solve the problem of food information asymmetry, perfect food safety
management system, establish a relatively independent food safety management
institution, and implement a professional vertical management mechanism, quicken
the promotion of HACCP management system on food safety, improve food safety
supervision and management standards, implement accountability system on liability
accidents concerning food safety, ensure overall implementation of supervision
measures on food safety, set up and perfecting administrative orders concerning
management of food safety and correct and revoke administrative acts for breaking
regulations. We should pay attention on displaying of the roles by self-discipline
organizations, boosting the displaying of relevant interest organizations in supervision
of food safety, intensify backup on public participation and food safety supervision,
and fully display the role of consumers on supervision; we should set up the credit
system on food safety and create good orders on food safety with the power of
morality. We should add more research and development input to detection
technologies concerning food safety and improve national detection levels on food
safety. We should work on international cooperation concerning food safety
supervision by improving supervision level on food safety in our country by drawing
example from experience on food safety management in the overseas. We should
intensify regulations on regulation-makers, regulate local governments, departments
and law-enforcing members to act by laws and maintain authoritativeness and validity
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of laws and regulations on food safety supervision. Chen Qingquan (2010) holds that
to redress expansion of counterfeit and shoddy good requires intensified supervision
degree on food quality to prevent access of disqualified goods to the marketplace; we
should send up punishment degree on law-breaking behaviors and deter them from
engaging in counterfeits-related behaviors; we should put a ban on local protectionism
and maintain dignity of laws and unification of government decree; we should
severely punish those bending the law for personal gains and improve qualities of
governmental supervision members; we should beef up supervision of social force
and form an overall resultant force for countering against the counterfeit and shoddy
goods; we should set up a punishment mechanism for breaking integrity and
consolidate credit system construction of companies. Wang Lijie and Wang Jiezhi
(2013) hold that we should intensify management on food safety, establish and
complete an exposure system on food safety information and redress the matter on
information asymmetry; we should work on access system and standard system of
food safety, impose restrictions on tendency of opportunism in producers, reform
performance appraisal system of local government, and perfect accountability system
for delinquency concerning food safety; we should increase input on scientific
research and development and practically improve detection technologies on food
safety. Li Weihui (2013) holds that to address the issue on failure of food safety
market and the government requires establishment of a release system on food safety
to redress the problem on information asymmetry; we should sort out the supervision
mechanism on food safety and address such problems as unclear responsibilities and
obligations and bucker-passing; we should sent up punishment degree on
law-breaking behaviors concerning food safety and improve law enforcement and
deterrent force of laws; we should innovate supervision measures on food safety and
improve administrative efficiency of governmental supervision; we should set up a
traceability system on food supply chain and unified certification, prevent
opportunistic behaviors of food making companies, set up a credit system for
food-running companies and foster the market management orders for observing
integrity and honesty. Xu Qian (2013) holds that to beef up food safety management
requires rationalization of a supervision mechanism and formation of a relatively
concentrated supervision model; we should increase accountability degree on
law-breaking food companies and claiming for criminal responsibility for serious
cases; we must perfect laws and regulations on food safety supervision to redress the
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problem concerning laws to draw upon in real life. We should work on education and
management of law-enforcing members to address the problem on unfair and slack
law enforcement; we should fully display the supervision role of social consensus to
form a pattern with concerted efforts; we should set up a traceability mechanism on
food safety in an attempt to address food safety issues from the very source.
(6) Measures to deal with production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies, buying of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers and malfunction of
governmental supervisors
Dou Fengying and Liao Ping (2002) hold that to address the behaviors of counterfeit
and shoddy good requires persistent joint counterfeit-striking model integrating
companies, consumers and governmental supervisors to form a find atmosphere to
crack down on counterfeits on the society basis. Genuine companies should be brave
enough to fight against companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food
and maintain their lawful rights by abiding by laws, timely deliver positive
information on food to consumers and lowers risks for buying of counterfeit and
shoddy food. Genuine companies should establish an alliance for cracking down on
counterfeit to lower cracking costs, averting ‘hiking’ behaviors. Consumers should
attach importance to accumulation of common knowledge on food safety, improve
their capacities on identifying counterfeit and shoddy food, and maintain their lawful
rights by observing the laws so that companies producing and selling counterfeits
would be penalized. We should set up and perfect incentive mechanism on tip-off by
consumers and producers and form a resultant force for jointly cracking down upon
counterfeit. The governmental supervisors should foster legal construction, perfect
existing laws and regulations, intensify marketing supervision, enhance law-enforcing
degree, regulate law-enforcing behaviors, severely punish jobbery, remove local
protectionism and claim for joint and several obligations by serving as ‘protection
umbrella’. We should increase media supervision potency and forge a find
atmosphere for striking a blow on counterfeit. Li Chunhua, Gao Haisheng and Cai
Jinxing (2003) hold that to redress counterfeit and shoddy food requires specification
on responsibilities and obligations of companies, stringent punishment on companies
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food, and claiming of responsibilities on
relevant members. We should further perfect relevant laws and regulations, strictly
observe quality management of food companies, and regulate production and sales
behaviors from the very source; we should sort out administration and supervision
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system, put into force regulatory responsibilities and form a supervision system on
striking against the counterfeit. We should reinforce supervision on the media public
opinions and force a marketing environment with integrity. We should intensify
rights-maintaining awareness of consumers and improve their abilities to identify
counterfeits and shoddy food. Wang Xiaodong (2004) holds that to redress rampant
counterfeit and shoddy food requires intensified degree on regulation and ratification
of marketing orders through administrative means, and perfection of marketing access
mechanism, trading management mechanism and marketing credit mechanism so as
to put enough efforts on effecting a permanent cure; we should strictly follow
supervision on circulation of goods, establish an orderly and law-abiding system on
circulation of goods, further perfect existing laws and regulations, and maintain
lawful rights of the marketing subjects; we should intensify supervision on public
consensus and propel law-abiding administration of the government. By popularizing
knowledge on food safety, we should improve consumers’ abilities on identifying
rampant counterfeit and shoddy goods. We should also reinforce construction of
consumers’ associations, expand self-protection powers in consumers, intensify
rights-maintaining behaviors in consumers and guarantee no hiding place for
producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy goods. Chen Xuejuan (2004) holds
that to deal with the rampant counterfeit and shoddy goods requires persistent
observation of the method combining law-abiding and morality-abiding approach,
education of companies on observation of occupational morality, observe laws for
running companies, and set up a correct business-running tenet. We should further
perfect existing laws and regulations, and address the matter on no laws to rest upon.
We should stress the key points, severely punish printing companies printing and
making packages for counterfeit and shoddy goods, entirely remove production dens
for counterfeit and shoddy goods, regulate standards and channels on regulations of
goods and check production of counterfeit and shoddy goods from the source. We
should increase financial input, improve devices on subversion technologies, raise
qualities of law-enforcing members and intensify degree on striking a blow on
counterfeit and shoddy goods. By adopting various valid forms, we should improve
consumers’ abilities to identify counterfeit and shoddy goods; by establishing the
tip-off incentive mechanism, the atmosphere of cracking down upon the counterfeit
and shoddy goods should be formed; by profoundly launching of activity on ‘no
counterfeit in 10,000 stores of 100 cities’, we are aimed at forging a marketing
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environment featuring honesty and integrity. Diao Ping (2004) holds that to redress
counterfeit and shoddy foods requires that victim companies bear the guts to apply the
weapon of laws to maintain their lawful rights. Consumers should learn laws,
regulations and knowledge on cracking down upon the counterfeit and have their
self-protection capacities improved. We should set up and perfect responsibility
mechanism on cracking down upon the counterfeit, severely punish law-enforcing
members who bend the law for personal gains, and remove local protectionism. Such
matters on no observation of laws and slack law enforcement can be redressed by
intensifying degree on enforcing laws. By mobilizing the social power to take part in
cracking down upon the counterfeit and shoddy good, an overall resultant force with
concerted efforts can be formed; We should stick to combination of cracking down
upon counterfeit and back-up of genuine goods and reflect the law-enforcing concept
on awarding the genuine and penalizing the inferior. We should increase financial
input degree, improve capacities for guarantee on counterfeit-fighting, quicken
construction of credit system of companies and set up a morality precaution system of
honesty and trustworthiness. Liu Gang, Yang Licheng and Zhang Xiaoyu (2006) hold
that to deal with rampant counterfeit and shoddy food requires strengthening of legal
promotions, intensification of self-protection awareness of consumers and companies,
perfection on laws and regulations concerning food safety, improvement of legal
operability and constraining force, classification of management mechanism on food
safety and solving of such matters as on weak leadership and hindered governmental
decree; we should put into force responsibility system on cracking down upon
counterfeit, violently set against local protectionism, strictly intensify supervision on
marketing competition, establish fair and just orders of the market economy, ensure
that the correct orientation is maintained in public opinion, and energetically expose
counterfeit and shoddy food to reveal companies producing and selling counterfeit
and shoddy good to the broad day light. We should improve qualities of law-enforcing
members and set up a team with qualified law-enforcing members. Cheng Yanqing
(2006) holds that to redress food safety issue, we should prepare and perfect standards
on food quality safety and improve orderly food marketing competition. We should
establish responsibility mechanism on food, implement traceability and callback
accountability system on food safety, raise punishment and compensation standards
on companies selling and making counterfeit and shoddy good, and increase risk costs
in counterfeit makers. We should reinforce management on the industrial chain from
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production to sales, form a profit mechanism on shared risks, beef up credit system
construction, on food industry and form a self-constrained reputation management
mechanism. Sun Yanhua and Ying Ruiyao (2006) hold that the key on food safety
work lies on establishment and perfection of the legislation system on food safety,
construction of law-enforcing teams on food health and supervision at a unified level,
establishment and perfection of food safety management system, construction of the
traceability and callback institutional system on food safety and increased degree on
claiming for responsibilities of companies selling and making counterfeit and shoddy
food. Zhu Zhenfeng (2006) holds that to address the rampant counterfeit and shoddy
food, we should put companies as the primary subjects for property rights and
marketing operation and implement companies’ responsibility in food safety. We
must beef up governmental investigation and punishment degree on counterfeit and
shoddy food, leaving no room for gaining profits for making counterfeit. We must
reinforce awareness on supporting the genuine and maintaining rights in consumers so
as to guarantee sound development of outstanding companies and no place for
counterfeit-making companies. Cao Ping and Yang Yilong (2007) hold that to
stipulate behaviors on producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food requires
enforcement of legal system construction on food safety and quality, intensified
construction of law-enforcing members, legally dispose with the misconduct of no
observation of laws and slack law enforcement, establishment of food safety
responsibility system of government at each level, and enlarge responsibility
investigation on dereliction of duty and jobbery. We should set up the credit system
on awarding the genuine and punishing the inferior and force a sound order of the
market economy. We should intensify promotions and education on consumers,
improve their self-protection awareness. We should encourage genuine companies to
quicken development so as to compress living space for counterfeit and shoddy food.
Liu Weijun, Pan Jiarong and Ding Wenfeng (2007) hold that to solve the problem on
food safety requires establishment of a legal system on food system as soon as
possible, unification and coordination of a supervision system on food safety with
clear responsibility and duties and emergency disposal mechanism on food safety, and
perfection of nine systems covering a unified system on food safety standards and
detection and inspection, risk evaluation system on food safety, credit system on food
safety, network system on detection, notification and issuing of food safety
information and promotion system on intermediary and research organ and so on so as
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to boost the overall improvement of management level on food safety. Regarding
governmental regulation and supervision, we should increase degree for
administrative law enforcement, severely punish behaviors on selling and making of
counterfeit and shoddy good, raise risk costs on law violation to prohibit
counterfeit-making companies to engage in the older business, intensify knowledge
and education on food safety, and improve self-protection capacities of companies
and consumers; we should consolidate construction of food safety controlling model
of the supply chain and set up an all-inclusive supervision system on food system
covering several rounds from ‘cropland to the dining table’ in an attempt to nip food
safety problem in the bud. Hu Junchao (2008) holds that to address counterfeit and
shoddy good, an overall triune resultant force covering companies, consumers and the
government must take shape and the interest chain of counterfeit and shoddy good
must be cut broken. Companies should seek for interests for themselves without
imposing infliction on others, consumers should protect themselves and supervise
others, the government should maintain the national interests and safeguard interests
of consumers. Rules on integrity in companies should be put into force, a social
system of honesty should be set up and social costs on producing and selling of
counterfeit and shoddy food should be worked on. We should improve awareness on
countering against and identifying the counterfeits in consumers and reducing their
costs for cracking down upon counterfeits and maintaining rights. We should increase
degree on administrative enforcement of laws, firmly defend lawful rights of genuine
companies and consumers, send up degree to striking against rent-seeking and
rent-setting behaviors and resolutely removing local protectionism. Xu Chengming,
Zhu Shaocheng and Yang Yu (2008) hold that to reinforce supervision on food safety
requires perfection of laws and regulations on food safety, provision of legal basis for
legal administration, further straightening of food safety supervision system,
establishment of a unified, coordinated, flexible and highly efficient supervision
mechanism on food safety, increased degree on supervision of administrative law
enforcement, improved legal constraining power and governmental execution,
establishment of a smooth exposure mechanism on food safety information and
addressing of such matters as on information asymmetry; we must increase
punishment potency on selling and making of counterfeit and shoddy goods, and raise
risk costs of unlawful factories. Just as Montesquieu puts it: “though desires might
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propel them to be evildoers, yet interests would stop them to do so.33 We should set
up a relatively completed emergency disposal system on food safety to decrease
harms brought about by food safety incidents. Ren Rui (2009) holds that to redress
counterfeit and shoddy food requires establishment of tip-off incentive mechanism
and check motives of companies producing counterfeit and shoddy good by raising
their risks costs. We should intensify promotion and education and improve
consumers’ abilities to maintain their rights by applying the weapon of laws through
various means. We should set up the judicial assistance mechanism for maintaining
rights, vigorously reducing their costs for maintaining rights, clarify responsibility
mechanism on countering against counterfeit by local governments and departments
and removes institutional barriers for striking against producing and selling of
counterfeit and shoddy good. We should strengthen the intensify of punishment on
dereliction of duty and misconduct of administrative law enforcement to maintain
dignity of laws and purify the law-enforcing environment. Xie Qinghong (2009) holds
that to address rampant counterfeit and shoddy food demands concerted efforts of
producers (sellers), consumers and government to form a model for joint management
before achieving splendid results. Seen from the perspective of producers (sellers), we
should guidance companies to set up a reputation mechanism and form a mechanism
to motivate and constrain behaviors of factories. Good reputations would propel sales
of companies, establish good credit and constrain companies to avert opportunism
tendency, violation of rights and rent-seeking behaviors other than drawing attention
from talents, investment and the press. To address purchase of counterfeits by
consumers, we should constrain consumers’ behaviors on initiative purchase of
counterfeit, intensify influences of genuine goods, reinforce ethical awareness of
consumption and change the social assessment system. Meanwhile, we should apply
social gauge theory by Colman to notify consumers on actions that are traditional or
correct. Through punishing selfish and egoistic behaviors and awarding selfless
actions, it requires that individuals let of their interests and observe public interests for
performing things.34 We should also reinforce education on harms brought about by
counterfeit and shoddy food and morality of consumers who purchase counterfeit and
shoddy goods so as to cut down their purposeful willingness to purse counterfeit and
shoddy goods. To constrain behaviors on purchase of counterfeits without being
33
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acknowledged requires intensified education on the awareness concerning food
quality and safety and rights-maintaining of consumers so as to improve consumers'
abilities to distinguish food qualities and lower their rights-maintaining costs. From
the perspective of governmental supervision, we should set up and perfect systematic,
integrated and coordinated laws and regulations concerning food safety and
effectively integrate regulations and structures on food safety. We should address
such problems on existing laws and regulations as bucker-passing, unreasonable
evidence obtaining, lenient punishment and difficult operation, realize the transition
from administrative-law-dominating behaviors to behaviors dominated by civil and
criminal laws on cracking down upon counterfeits so as to truly establish a sound
mechanism for governing the marketplace by observing laws. We should clarify and
sort out supervision functions of each regulation organization, and avert emergence of
supervision vacuum zone, multi-headed supervision and bucker-passing. We should
put into force governmental and departmental supervision responsibilities and set up
accountability mechanism and system concerning administrative law enforcement.
People’s Congress at all levels should intensify supervision and inspect on cases
concerning administrative law enforcement, listen to people’s voice, severely punish
behaviors concerning dereliction of duty and misconduct during the process of
administrative law enforcement, boost administrative organs and law-enforcing
members to perform their duties and maintain sound orders of fair marketing
competition. Governmental departments should establish a rigorous quality
supervision mechanism and force companies to reveal real information by abiding the
law; governmental departments should set up a mechanism for regularly issuing
information on products qualities of companies to leave no room for existence of
counterfeit and shoddy goods. We should increase responsibility punishment potency
on counterfeit and shoddy food and charge unlawful factories with penalties that
outweigh unlawful profits they gain; and criminal punishment should carry sufficient
deterrent force. Meanwhile, we should stringently punish behaviors concerning
dereliction of duties in administrative organs to put a ban on unlawful gaining of
enormous profits and address corruption issues existing in the administrative organs.
We should quicken establishment and perfection of corporate and social credit system
and implement ‘blacklist’ mechanism for companies failing to abide by honesty so as
to leave no space for existence of these companies and bring fame to integrity-abiding
companies. We should enhance construction of self-discipline organizations of the
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food sector, and maintain fair competition and construction of credit system in an
attempt to forge an environment of integrity on ‘no profit for no observation of
integrity and profit for observation of integrity.’ Zhang Huchen and Zhou Yan (2010)
hold that to address rampant counterfeit and shoddy food requires intensified degree
on punishment of companies producing and selling counterfeits so as to increase
law-breaking costs. By putting government in the dominating position and with joint
participation by consumers and companies, a sound social atmosphere for cracking
down upon counterfeit and shoddy good can be formed. We should alter the
movement-type model on striking against the counterfeits and establish a long-term
mechanism for countering against the counterfeits. We must increase degree on
promotion and education, improve awareness on maintaining rights in consumers and
genuine companies, conduct institutional innovation on fight against counterfeit and
inspire all economic entities to actively take part in fights against the counterfeits.
Zhang Senfu and Zhao Ting (2010) hold that to solve food safety issues requires
establishment and perfection of legal system related with food safety so that we have
laws to rest upon and observe on food safety and food safety can be thus guaranteed.
We should work on supervision and management model on food safety, accelerate
technical backup for food safety and improve the supervision standard. By increasing
input on labor force, material resources and finance, we must build a professional
team on administrative law enforcement and supervision and improve supervision
efficiency. We must intensify self-discipline in food sector, improve consumers’
awareness on food safety and improve their rights-maintaining abilities. We should
also establish an active and effective exposure platform on food safety information to
address the issue on information asymmetry on food safety information and improve
consumers’ abilities to identify food quality.
Du Hong (2011) holds that to address the rampant counterfeit and shoddy food
requires intensified efforts on punishment of companies producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food with high charges and looking into criminal
responsibility of relevant persons in charge, for only by doing so can guarantee that
costs for producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy goods outweigh profits,
deterrent role of laws be displayed and rampant counterfeit and shoddy food in the
marketplace be effectively checked. We must set up an effective award and
punishment mechanism to fight back counterfeit and shoddy food, remove local
protectionism and jobbery, award the genuine and punish the inferior and improve
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working quality and efficiency of work on cracking down upon the counterfeits. We
should intensify promotion and education on knowledge concerning food safety,
improve consumers’ abilitiess to counter against the counterfeits and lower costs for
maintaining rights. Zeng Hui (2012) holds that to fight against counterfeit and shoddy
good requires intensified degree on caution and legal promotion, and improvement of
consumers’ abilities to fight back counterfeits and maintain their rights; we must set
up tip-off incentive mechanism, mobilize consumers’ enthusiasm to counter against
the counterfeits, encourage companies to improve the technical level and increase
protection capacities on intellectual property rights. We must put more efforts on
governmental supervision to leave no space for counterfeit and shoddy food and
regulate orders for marketing trade. We must raise risk costs and criminal
responsibilities on companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy good so
that speculative enterprises dare not to break the law; we must intensify supervision of
social strength and form an overall resultant force on fighting back counterfeit and
shoddy food. Chen Xuemei and Xue Quanzhong (2012) hod that to solve food safety
issue requires vigorous promotion of ecological agricultural model and reduction of
costs on controlling of food safety during production and operation process. We must
sort out supervision mechanism on food safety, set up the assessment and
accountability mechanism and mobilize working enthusiasm of governmental
supervision department. We must perfect laws and regulations on food safety, increase
punishment efforts on law violation and crimes on food safety and indirectly
improve law-breaking costs for producing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy
good so as to check the speculative behaviors of companies producing and selling
counterfeit food. We must reinforce training and education on circulation companies
and individual proprietors, enhance their responsibility awareness on food safety,
and raises comprehensive qualities and skills of production-line producers for
fighting back counterfeits so as to guarantee qualities of food safety. Xu Xin (2013)
hold that to correct the issue on counterfeit and shoddy food, we need to establish
and perfect laws and regulations on food safety, establish an inspection and
evaluation mechanism on food risks, perfect and unify system on food safety
standards and solve the matter concerning laws to abide by. We must intensify
Zeng Hui, On Improvement of Market Regulation System from the View of Features of Production and Sales
ofCounterfeit Goods, Forward Position, Issue 15, 2012
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independence of supervision organizations, address dead zones caused by unclear
supervision boundary, expand supervision degree and set up a joint supervision
mechanism by social powers. We must popularize knowledge on food safety, enhance
consumers’ awareness on food safety and improve their rights-maintaining abilities.
Kong Weiwei (2014) hols that to redress food safety issue, we must clarify
compensation standards, implementation and supervision concerning mental damage
of consumers and raise risk costs on selling and making of counterfeit and shoddy
good. We must sort out supervision mechanism on food safety, address problems on
multi-head

administration

and

bucker-passing,

and

improve

efficiency

of

administrative supervision. We must increase punishment potency on food safety
events and claim for joint liabilities due to dereliction of duty and misconduct of
administrative supervision. We must consolidate construction of self-discipline
organization of the industry and address the matter on slack internal supervision of the
field. We should set up and perfect inspection and detection system on food safety
standards and guarantee authority and fairness of inspection and detection. We must
establish tip-off incentive mechanism and encourage public participation to deal with
counterfeit and shoddy food. We must set up a pre-warning mechanism on food safety,
timely limit dangers to the minimum scope, enlarge supervision on supervision by
public opinions and forge a sound atmosphere for countering against counterfeit and
shoddy food. Zou Miao (2014) holds that to address food safety issue requires taking
of mental superstructure as an inevitable factor to lower trading costs for
organizational operation. First, we should establish a coordinated and unified food
safety management institution by borrowing example from national regulation mode
on food safety in advanced foreign countries, intensify inter-departmental
coordination and concentration, focus on monitoring of production and sales process
of food safety, emphasize institutional innovation of supervision system, intensify
unification of inspection and detection standards and pay attention on displaying of
socialized regulations. Secondly, we must intensify construction of mental
superstructure and intensify constraining powers of morality and quality. Nors pointed
out that ‘all social stability demand a mental superstructure to legalize chapters of the
race.’
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Mao Yushi once said: ‘marketing economy needs moral restraint and morality

is more important than laws, for morality inspires upbeat powers in people and
propels people to care for others, but laws serve as negative sanction on behaviors
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violating other interest.’

36

So, it can be said that construction of mental superstructure

serves as an inevitable premise for sustainable development of economy. Thirdly, we
should intensify self-discipline education on companies against the marketing
economy, form a self-constraining mental foundation and remove soils triggering
emergence of counterfeit and shoddy goods. We must stick to the marketing swap
principles featuring fairness and justice, and no marketing objects can do things to
harm other to benefit themselves and will ‘no do to others what they can’t do to
themselves.’37 We must forge a fair and just marketing economic environment by
intensifying cultivation of social norms and responsibilities so as to provide
possibilities for sustainable development of China’s economy.
2.3.3 Literature reviews on literature reviews
According to literature reviews, analysis on causes giving rise to unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic experts and scholars mainly is centered upon
six perspectives. Causes include practice, profoundness and defects. Reviews are
summarized as:
(1) Seen from the causes of counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective of
companies, studies focus on suppliers in the market. Researchers agree that puisuit of
maximum profit is the purpose of companies existing and the root cause of producing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food. Studies also point out that main reasons for
unchecked producing and selling of counterfeit food include irregular market, low
productivity, low food concentration and differentiation, mixing the false with the
genuine, cheating on workmanship and materials, seizing a change to seek private
gain, pursuit of short-term profit, cheating consumers by advantages of controlling
information, disregard on morality and integrity, not performing their social
responsibilities, bribery, weak legal consciousness, “take a ride” and so on.
The author holds that issues pointed out in analysis above are objective existence, but
not essence. Main problems existing include: first, blaming all responsibilities of
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food to companies is not practical.
Because company as an organization is only a production and sales carrier, but not the
decision-making subject. Business operator who makes production and sales action is
the real decision maker of producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food, but not
36
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the company. Therefore, such analysis is classical way of thinking of seeing things
but not people, which shall be pointed out definitely. Second, the goal and goal value
orientation of companies is pursuit of maximum profits, which is considered as
one-sided and not practical. It is one-sides or diversified, which is a significant theory
and real issue that this thesis focues on.
Theoretical model for studies on causes of producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food by domestic scholars:

Failure of supervision
counterfeit and shoddy food

Producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies

on

Purchase
of
counterfeit and
shoddy food by
consumers

Getting
illegal profits
by companies

Causes of deciding to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies

Pretending to be others’ brands

Disregard on morality
Disregard on integrity

Not genuine

Irregular market

Cheating on workmanship and materials

Low production level

Controlling food information

Bribery

Speculation

Lacking of legal consciousness

Short-term action

Default on social responsibilities

Pursuit of maximum profits

Figure 10: Theoretical model for studies on causes of producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic scholars
Data source: Author summary
(2) Viewed from analysis on the cause of counterfeit and shoddy food from the
perspective of purchase of consumers, studies start from consumers, and deeply
analyze the cause for formation of counterfeit and shoddy food from such aspects as
consumers, especially rural consumers, lacking of food safety consciousness, not
knowledge, pursuit for lower price, low income, and limited selection. Consumers
would purchase counterfeit goods, save money, blindly worship famous brands,
conduct flaunt consumption and comparison consumption, conformity consumption
under environment pressure and even are deceived due to ignorance. Consumers have
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weak legal consciousness, weak self-protection consciousness and are incapable of
maintaining rights and have difficult in maintaining rights.
The author holds that purchase of counterfeit goods by consumers is resulted by
objective reasons and also subjective reasons. From objective reasons, just as Hegel
said, “there are no accidents”.38 Pursuit of inexpensive goods by consumers is
superficial, and low income and living needs are real. From subjective reasons, the
real thing is companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food to deceive
consumers and consumers purchase counterfeit food on purpose. It is worthy to point
out that consumers need genuine food not counterfeit and shoddy food. Companies
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food not only invade consumers and
genuine companies’ profits, but also put consumers at an unequal market subject
status. Especially, the problem of difficulty for consumers to maintain their rights
after infringed is prominent, resulting in giving up to maintain their rights by many
consumers. This shows that consumers’ weak status is prominent, and consumer
sovereignty status is not implemented, which is market competition that deviates from
the rules.
Theoretical model for cause of purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers:
Failure of supervision
counterfeit and shoddy food

on

Producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies

Purchase
of
counterfeit and
shoddy food by
consumers

Getting
illegal
profits by
companies

Causes of purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers

Pursuit of inexpensiveness

Comparison consumption
Being deceived due to ignorance

Limited selection, without substitute

Conformity consumption

Lack of food safety consciousness

Weak legal consciousness

Blindly worship famous brands

Weak self-protection of rights

Save money

Difficult in protection of rights

No knowledge

Causes of purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers
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Figure 11: Theoretical model for cause of purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers
Data source: Author summary
(3) Seen from analysis on cause of counterfeit and shoddy food from the perspective
of governmental supervision, studies would prioritize governance supervisors by
holding that malfunction of governmental supervision is the root for unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food. Specially speaking, it covers the following aspects: 1.
Unsound laws and regulations on food safety, backward inspection and detection
standards, no laws and standards to follow; 2. Unreasonable food safety supervisory
institutions setting, unclear responsibilities, multiple departments responsible for
supervision, and buck-passing; 3. Inspection-type and movement-type behaviors of
food safety supervision, omission and misconduct of supervision department and
personnel, lack of routinized and institutionalized arrangement, dereliction of duty; 4.
Segmentation of trap and block of supervision, some local governments serve as the
“umbrella” of companies, with serious local protectionism; 5. Information asymmetry
of food safety supervision information, and serious high costs of supervision; 6.
General existence of replacing management and punishment with penalty in food
safety management, with light punishment on illegal action and low costs; 7. Serious
insufficient government investment, and serious lack of equipment, technology and
talents in supervision; 8. Insufficient laws and regulations in food safety and
promotion of professional knowledge, more than 95% of peasants are utterly ignorant
in food safety knowledge; 9. Imperfect food safety traceability and recall system, and
weak traceability and recall supporting system; 10. Unsound food safety emergency
preparation and response system, unfinished collaborative prevention and controlling
mechanism at each level and each department; 11. Low limitation to access to food
industry, backward technology and equipment, and low quality of employees; 12.
Unsound self-discipline mechanism of food safety industry, and weak industrial
self-discipline capacity; 13. Participation in supervision by the public and the media
not in place, and insufficient governmental support and guidance.
The author holds that causes of failure in supervising counterfeit and shoddy food by
supervisors obtained after analysis are comprehensive and specific, therefore the
treatment will receive certain effects. However, it has to point out that general
existence of replacing management and punishment with penalty results in prominent
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issue of weak judicial supervision. Judicial supervision is a powerful weapon to strike
food crime, and its weakening is an important cause of unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food.
Theoretical model for studies on supervision failure of counterfeit and shoddy food by
supervisors:

Failure
supervision
counterfeit
shoddy food

of
on
and

Producing
and
selling counterfeit
and shoddy food
by companies

Purchase
counterfeit
shoddy
food
consumers
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and
by

Getting
profits
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Causes of supervision failure of

counterfeit and shoddy food
by supervisors

1. Unsound laws and regulations, backward test and detection standards
2. Unreasonable supervision mechanism, unclear responsibilities

3. Inspection-type and movement-type supervision, omission and
misconduct of supervisors
4. Segmentation of trap and block of supervision, serious local
protectionism
5. Information asymmetry, high costs of supervision
6. General existence of replacing management and punishment with
penalty
7. No security of supervision funds, materials and talents investment
8. Insufficient promotion of food safety regulations
9. Backward food traceability and recall system
10. Backward food safety emergency preparation system
11. Low limitation to access to food industry, low quality of employees
12. Unsound food safety credit system
13. Unsound self-discipline mechanism of food safety industry
14. Participation in supervision by the public and the media not in
place
Figure 12: Theoretical model for studies on supervision failure of counterfeit and
shoddy food by supervisors
Data source: Author summary
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(4) Comprehensive assessment
In general, the analysis on causes of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food by
domestic scholars from perspectives of companies, consumers and supervisors is both
profound and effective yet it also features obvious deficiencies that are reflected in the
following aspects:
First, it is improper to blame companies for the essence cause on producing and
selling of counterfeit and shoddy food. Companies considered as decision-makers is
the way of thinking of seeing things not people, since they are economic entities and
executers of decisions. As we all known, people play a determinative role in
companies, not things. Operator is the core of a company, so research on people
especially operators for how they decide producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy
food is the root cause of problems.
Second, it is improper to insist in the goal and goal value orientation is pursuit of
maximum profits. Companies as legal entities established legally bear legal
responsibilities and obligations for not only maximum profits, but maximum
consumer utility and others. That is, the goal and goal value orientation is not
one-sided (pursuit of maximum profits), but diversified, which is the responsibility of
companies conferred by law, and not alternative in terms of individual will.
Third, the inferior position of consumers is obvious. Consumers purchase counterfeit
food on purpose due to low income or no alternative, consumers are deceived to
purchase counterfeit food due to ignorance, and consumers are capable of maintaining
their rights after infringed. Both consumers and companies are subjects of market
economy, but consumers are in infringed and subordinate status, which violates the
principle of justice and equity of market economy. Therefore, implementation of
consumer sovereignty and establishment of subject status of consumers in market
economy is urgent to be solved.
Fourth, the effect of judicial supervision against counterfeit and shoddy food is
serious lack. Through analysis on the essence cause of occurrence of counterfeit and
shoddy food in all literature shows that lack of practice of judicial supervision and no
effect of judicial supervision, prominent replacement of penalty by management and
punishment and serious issue of weak judicial supervision. Therefore, it is necessary
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and urgent to strengthen the position and the effect of judicial supervision in treatment
of counterfeit and shoddy food.
2.3.4 Literature reviews on strategies to deal with unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
food by domestic scholars
According to literature reviews, studies on strategies to cope with unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic experts and scholars are mainly concentrated
in three aspects as follows:
(1) Seen from the measures to address producing and selling of counterfeit and
shoddy food, studies focus on companies. It requires food companies to abide by food
safety laws and regulations, determine to do business in accordance with the law;
insist on food safety inspection and detection standards, ensure the production of
qualified food; strengthen the internal management and control of food quality, and
ensure unqualified food not delivered; comprehensively publicize food safety
information, and consciously accept the supervision of consumers and the society;
strictly carry out food storage, transportation and packing stipulations, and ensure
legal operation and marketing; carry out activities of evaluation on consumer
trustworthy companies, and establish food enterprise credit system; improve technical
barriers of regular food companies, and guarantee the quality and credibility of food
production. Genuine companies shall be brave to strike counterfeit products and
maintain their legitimate rights and interests; companies shall establish the alliance for
cracking down on counterfeit goods, stop “free-rider”, and decrease the cost of
cracking down; companies shall establish the system of anti-counterfeit reward,
encourage employees to participate in and form joined force; strengthen the
construction of corporate ethics and performance of professional norms and social
responsibility of companies; reinforce companies’ culture construction, and set up the
business philosophy of people-oriented.
The author holds that these measures for dealing with producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food by companies are active and meaningful. But why the
situation of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food is not changed? According to the
author’s investigation, the reason is that most treatment measures are not implemented,
and many measures are still in the suggestion or research stage. More important
reason is such treatment measures are not fundamental measures. Because producing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies is superficial, but the real fhief
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criminal is business operator not company. During the literature research, such
treatment measures are all aiming at companies, not at business operators. So research
on measures for dealing with business operators are fundamental measures and also
the key of the research.
Theoretical model for studies on addressing producing and selling of counterfeit and
shoddy food by domestic scholars:
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morality

Obtaining illegal profits by companies

Strengthen internal management and control of
food quality

Purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers

Insist in food safety test and detection standards

Producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies

Measures for dealing with producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies

Failure of supervision of counterfeit and shoddy food

Abide by food safety laws and regulations

Figure 13: Theoretical model for studies on addressing producing and selling of
counterfeit and shoddy food by domestic scholars
Data source: Author summary
(2) Seen from measures on addressing purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by
consumers, studies lay emphasis on consumers by demanding that consumers learn
knowledge on food safety and enhance their self-protection capacities; by enhancing
the degree of supporting the poor, and improving the income level of poor consumers;
by adjusting food production standards and increasing the supply of genuine and
attractive food in price and quality; by carrying out activities on selecting ‘companies
of integrity’ and ‘honest brand’ in consumers, we should enhance supervision of
consumers on the food market; we must extend channels for consumers to resolve the
conflict of information asymmetry; consumers should be brave enough to claim
complaints on counterfeit and shoddy food and maintain their lawful rights.
Strengthen ethical and moral education to consumers, improve the consciousness of
maintaining social morality and establish reward system for reporting by consumers
to form the jointed force of “striking counterfeit products”; to carry out education on
hazards of counterfeit and shoddy food, and reduce the willingness of consumers to
purchase counterfeit and shoddy food; give full play to the role of consumers’
association and maintain consumers’ legitimate rights and interests.
The author holds that these measures for dealing with producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food by companies are active and meaningful. However, in
practical market transaction, the action of purchase of counterfeit food by consumers
is not stopped effectively, for which the main reason is that such treatment measures
are not implemented effectively, and some are still in the research and preparation
stage. Especially consumer sovereignty is not implemented, the income of poor
consumers is not improved, production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies is not cracked down, infringed consumers are not protected, and the low
status of consumers is not changed. Such issues provoke the “currency vote right” of
consumers, and violate the principle of justice and equity of market economy. This is
an important topic of the research.
Theoretical model for studies on dealing with purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food
by consumers:
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Obtaining illegal profits by companies

Improve the income of poor consumers

Purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers

Suggestions and measures for dealing with purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers

Producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies

Failure of supervision of counterfeit and shoddy food

Strengthen education and publicity of food safety
knowledge to consumers

Figure 14: Theoretical model for studies on dealing with purchase of counterfeit and
shoddy food by consumers
Data source: Author summary
(3) Seen from the measures to address malfunction of governmental supervision on
counterfeit and shoddy food, studies prioritize the perspective of governmental
supervisors, focus on perfecting laws and regulations on food safety to address the
matter on laws for abiding by concerning food safety; they should perfect system on
inspection and detection standards and address the matter on no standards or not
unified standards on food management; they should sort out supervision mechanism
on food safety to address matters on unclear responsibilities and bucker-passing; they
should also practically enhance law-enforcing supervision on food safety to solve the
problem on dereliction of duty and misconduct concerning supervision; by increasing
financial, labor-force and manpower input on food safety supervision, they should
redress the problem on weak supervision guarantee. We should establish and perfect
information exposure mechanism on food safety to solve the matter regarding
information asymmetry, increase punishment degree on breach of laws, and resolve
problems of replacing management and punishment with penalty; we must remove
local and governmental protectionism to destroy the “umbrella” of companies
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food; by sticking to normalized and
regulated management, we should address ‘movement-style’ and “inspection-style”
short-term supervision behaviors; we should also enhance promotion on food safety
knowledge so that the information would be known to each household and individual;
we must reinforce detection and assessment on risks concerning food safety to address
problem concerning backward food safety management; and by setting up the
traceability and callback mechanism, we can guarantee the mental and physical health
of our consumers. We should set up pre-warning mechanism on food safety to timely
resolve risks on food safety, improve threshold of food to address problems
concerning bad technical devices and low qualities of employees, try to establish a
quality credit system of the food market, establish a mechanism on users’ evaluations
and consumers’ guarantee, build and perfect associations of food industry and form a
self-discipline mechanism on food safety; by establishing tip-off incentive mechanism,
we are aimed at mobilizing enthusiasm to counter against the counterfeits; and by
enhancing social supervision dominated by the press, a powerful atmosphere on food
safety management can take shape.
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It can be said that measures to deal with failure of governmental supervision on
counterfeit and shoddy food by governmental supervisors are comprehensive and
pertinent with actual effects. However, according to the author’s investigation, most
of such treatment measures are not implemented, many of them are still in the
suggestion and research stage, and only few have been implemented. So counterfeit
and shoddy food are unchecked. In particular, in numerous treatment measures, issues
in judicial supervision of judicial authority are still not paid great attention to, which
fully reveals the serious problem of preferring ruling by person to ruling by law in
routine supervision, which is also a key cause of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
food.
Theoretical model for studies on addressing failure of governmental supervision on
counterfeit and shoddy food:
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Figure 15: Theoretical model for studies on addressing failure of governmental
supervision on counterfeit and shoddy food
Data source: Author summary
(4) Comprehensive review
In general, the treatment measures proposed by domestic researchers for dealing with
counterfeit and shoddy food, especially those proposed for consumers and supervisors,
have bright and intense pertinence, and stringent and practical operability. For this
end, well implementation of these measures will obtain obvious treatment effect.
However, many of them are still in the suggestion and research stage and not
implemented, the treatment against counterfeit and shoddy food has not achieved
predicted effects. In a deep sense, there are some problems as follows since
counterfeit and shoddy food has been treated but unchecked:
(1) Measures on dealing with producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies put emphasis on the treatment against companies, not the existence of
company decision-makers. Such stopgap measures are classical way of thinking that
only see things but not people. According to the principle on relationship between
internal causes and eternal causes of materialistic dialectics, in companies, decisions
of people are internal causes, while company production is external cause, and
external cause works through internal cause. So operators are real decision-makers of
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies. Why company
operators produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food? How to deal with the wrong
decision of operators? These problems shall be researched for fundamental measures.
(2) Measures on dealing with producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies focus on improvement of product quality and management level of
companies, but neglect the selection of the goal and goal value orientation of
companies, and still take pursuit of maximum profits as the sole purpose of companies,
which does not conform to company practice. Companies as legal entities established
by laws have responsibilities and obligations conferred by law, which not only refer to
maximum profits of companies, but also maximum consumer utility and other social
responsibilities. Therefore, the goal and goal value orientation of companies shall not
be one-sided but diversified, and measures on dealing with unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food shall also be diversified.
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(3) Measures on dealing with purchase of counterfeit and shoddy food by consumers
are discovered with many problems, such as neglecting low income of consumers,
supply of genuine and cheap food, and protection of consumers’ rights and interests,
no proposal of changing the weak status of consumers as a prominent problem under
the situation that consumers are deceived and have no guarantee for protection of
rights and interests, and all these problems reflect the ignorance of domestic scholars
to consumer sovereignty. This is a problem that needs be researched and solved
seriously.
(4) Measures on dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food show weak judicial
supervision. In real operation, governmental supervision instead of judicial
supervision is widespread, and replacing management and punishment with penalty is
prominent, which seriously weaken judicial supervision and make judicial supervision
become formalistic. This is an important cause of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy
food.
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Chapter III Conceptual Model and Research Hypothesis
Subject to the literature review with respect to the related theories stated in the
previous chapter and the researches on the problems of counterfeit and shoddy food
domestically and internationally, this research constructs the mechanisms and
theoretical models against counterfeit and shoddy food in the aspect of production
(sales) enterprises, customers, regulators, and social climate. According to the related
theories, it causes hypothesis and deduction against the relationships among variables
and transfers the research into specific operable and testable relationships among
variables.
3.1 Construction of theoretical models
This research introduces the Yin and Yang theory, theory of materialist dialectics
internal and external relations, cognitive behavior theory, and dynamic field theory as
the theoretical basis of research model to construct the interrelation among variables
based on the hypothesis of the relationships among variables in reference to the
related theories. This research suggests that managers are true decision makers for
making and selling counterfeit and shoddy food and the owners of small and
micro-sized business corporations are the main causes.
3.1.1 Theoretical basis of the integrated framework conception
This study suggests that when production and sales enterprises are facing stimulation
of counterfeit and shoddy food, their recognition and reaction processes are traceable,
based

on

cognitive

behavior

process

princes

of

“environment

(external

information)-stimulation-sense-brain (perceptual information processing)-accesslocomotive organ (instruction)-reaction (behavior) and forming an enterprise
cognitive behavior process of “counterfeit and shoddy food is made and sold in the
market

(external

environment

information)-stimulates

enterprises

managers-enterprises organize risk assessment about making and selling counterfeit
food-enterprise managers comprehensively make decisions-enterprises managers
issue instructions about making and selling counterfeit food-enterprises perform
behavior of making and selling counterfeit food.” This is the basic theoretical model
of this thesis. The theory of research integrated framework conception is sourced from
classical theory of psychology---cognitive behavior theory, dynamic field theory and
materialistic dialectics inside and outside relations principles.
Cognitive behavior theory is the integration between behaviorism and cognitive
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theory. Despite of different theory origins between the two theories, after integration,
they provide more effective means of service for the people in practice. Behaviorism
psychology is established on the basis of Pavlov’s theory of conditioned reflex
proposed

by

American

psychologist

John

Broadus.

He

established

the

stimulation-reaction theoretical model (hereinafter referred to as the S-R theoretical
model) and developed it into the area of human behavior, emphasizing the direct
relationship between the stimulation and reaction. This theory advocates that human
behavior can be divided into stimulation and reaction two parts, the latter representing
along with the former. Behavior is the reaction of stimulation. Based on this theory,
One of Neo-behaviorism representatives, Skinner, by researching the mediate process
of individual cognition between stimulation and reaction, established the
stimulation-reaction-strengthening theoretical model, i.e. adding O (organism) or C
(cognition) into the S-R model to form an S-O-R or S-C-R theoretical model. This
study adopts the latter. This is an operational conditioned reflex model and
stimulation causes behavior changes. Skinner thought that operational conditioned
reflex is that people judge the meaning of stimulation based on cognition, then react
and implement on behavior. Cognitive behavior process that stimulation acts on
organism is:
Environment (external information)-stimulation-sense-brain (perceptual information
processing)-access- locomotive organ (instruction)-reaction (behavior)
Reaction is a response variable. As an indicator for individual performance or
complexity of internal information process, it changes with various individual factors.
The core of cognitive psychology is to reveal internal psychological mechanism of the
organism. American psychologist Bandura thought that human cognitive behavior is
the result of interaction between internal factors (organism), environment and
behaviors. Cognition is internal factor of human (organism); environment is the
external conditions of behavior (including stimulation); behavior is the result of
interaction of cognition and environment. Bandura also thought human (organism)
have principal ability or intentional ability and are positive shaper instead of negative
responder of environment (stimulation). Human can accept information in a symbolic
mode, set goals based on objectives, rethink, adjust and study in accordance with
needs. Adler, an Austrian psychologist, thought human behavior (result) is affected by
human

(organism)

cognitive

competence

(including

self-cognition,

beliefs,

expectation and thoughts) and environment factors (observations and explanation
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about environment) and interaction. Therefore, for the change of people's behavior,
the first thing is to change people's cognition and to correctly understand the influence
of environment factors. Cognitive behavioral theory thinks, in general, that behavior
is accompanied by cognition. Cognition may change behavior, and vice versa.
Cognition interprets personal conduct which directly impacts on individual's final
action. Cognitive behavior theory uses cognition in behavior modification,
emphasizes the importance of cognition in the problem solving process, focuses on
the interaction between inner cognition and external environment, and thinks that both
external behavior change and internal cognition change may eventually affect the
change in individual behavior.
The dynamic field theory proposed by German psychologist Kurt Lewin regards the
interaction of human psychological needs and the environment as inner psychological
dynamic field based on the concept of "field" in physics. The tension of internal force
is generated when human’s needs are unmet. The environment plays the role of a
triggering factor. People's behavior orientation depends on the interaction of internal
force field and environmental force field. Its main deciding factor is the tension of
internal force. Therefore, Lewin puts forward the well-known behavior formula, B = f
(PE) = f (LS). In which, B refers to behavior; P is personal features, E is environment,
LS represents living space, and f is function. This formula shows that human behavior
is the function relationships or results between the interactions or results between
personal features and the environment. This research adopts (stimulus) - cognition reaction model, namely, S - C - R model. In which, stimulus refers to the objective
existence of sensory information; cognition is the process of observation, organization,
and interpretation of the objective existence sense of information by the organism,
human; cognition theory focuses on source of cognition, the internal or external
stimulation. The conclusion of stimulation is directly affected by the source of
cognition. Human judges the meanings of stimulus subject to the resource of stimulus,
then reacts on the subsequent behavior. According to the dynamic field theory of
social psychologist Kurt Lewin, individual behavior is the results of interaction
between person (P) and environment (E), namely B = F (PE). Internal and external
cause’s relationship principles of materialistic dialectics tell us that internal cause is
the reaction basis of things changes while external cause is the condition. External
cause works through internal cause. The generation process of human behavior is
actually the interaction process of internal and external causes. Internal cause is the
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cognitive process of human (the organism); external cause is the influence of external
stimulus and other environmental factors; their interaction makes the generation of
human behavior (result). As it were, internal and external cause’s relationship
principles of materialistic dialectics are similar to Kurt Lewin’s human and
environment interaction theory, the fundamental theoretical basis of this thesis.
3.1.2 Deduction and form of theoretical models
In accordance with the above mentioned cognitive behavior theory mode, "stimulus"
→ cognition → reaction, and the dynamic field theory, person and environment
interaction model and internal and external cause’s relationship principles of
materialistic dialectics, counterfeit and shoddy food constitutes the stimulus factor in
this research. This factor is from the external market outside of the enterprise. On the
one hand, food costs reduction is needed to enhance competitiveness so as to gain
profits; on the other hand, making counterfeit and shoddy food is the best way to
reduce food costs. In addition, there are other stimulus as customers’ purchasing
demand, failure of government monitors and other external environmental factors.
Speaking from enterprises’ internal stimulus, enterprise managers’ desire for
maximum profits is the essential source. Based on cognitive behavior theory,
objective perception (awareness against the income from the production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food) triggered by stimulus of counterfeit and shoddy food
shoddy is a process of observation, organization, interpretation, and process course by
human against the objective reality. In this study, the production (sales) enterprise
should organize evaluation and judgment against the counterfeit and shoddy food
produced and sold by it in the aspect of sales prospects and possible benefits in the
market. Due to the specific behavioral response caused by the combined action
between person and environment, the enterprise judges and weighs the level of law
enforcement of the government regulators based on his ability to produce counterfeit
and shoddy food, the judgment of ability to response environment change, the
analysis of consumer purchasing power and loss of opportunity cost; makes the most
favorable behavioral response (to produce or not to produce counterfeit and shoddy
food); and generates different reaction results (to produce or not to produce
counterfeit and shoddy food).
According to the dynamic field theory, human psychology and behavior are
determined by the interaction of internal needs and environment. When the enterprise
receives the sensory information, counterfeit and shoddy food, from the actual society,
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it may perceive that it is a risk and profit-making business, and form the hypothesis of
“what the current stimulus is”. The cognitive process consists with the construction
course of hypothesis testing. While realizes the profit-making by producing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food, the enterprise must take into consideration of the
risks of being reported, fined, and punished together with the loss of opportunity costs
and external costs due to the failure of production of qualified foods. However, when
the producer (seller) realizes certain loss and risk of production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food, especially when revenue is greater than the risk of loss,
he may proceed without hesitation to make the decisions in producing and selling
such food. Accordingly, the corresponding production and sales behavior are
generated. It is in line with the principle of the relationship of internal and external
cause of materialist dialectics. It means that, enterprise production (sales) is
determined subject to the cognition of risk in production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food which is not only the result but also the internal cause; then, the
production and sales behavior is initiated, forming the external cause. In this way, the
contact and changes between cognition and behavior, internal and external have taken
place. Therefore, based on the cognitive behavior process, this study suggests that the
cognition and reaction process of production and sales enterprise, in the face of
stimulus of counterfeit and shoddy food, is traceable and will represent the following
cognitive behavior process: counterfeit and shoddy food is made and sold in the
market (external environment information)-stimulate enterprises managers-enterprises
organize risk assessment about making and selling counterfeit food-enterprise
managers comprehensively make decisions-enterprises managers issue instructions
about making and selling counterfeit food-enterprises perform behavior of making
and selling counterfeit food. That is the theoretical model of this research:
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Figure 16: Theoretical model of enterprises’ cognitive behavior process of producing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food
Data source: Author summary
The theoretical model indicates that the external information may be quickly passed to
production (sales) enterprise and their managers once such information comes into
being in the market; after the operator of production (sales) enterprise receives the
information stimulus shoddy, they may immediately survey the economic benefits
from production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food; when they know that it’s
profitable, enterprise managers may firstly organize and evaluate the risk of
profit-making of production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food (mainly
including whether formal enterprises do well in cracking down on counterfeit goods,
whether consumers purchase, administrative supervision and management is
regularized, judicial supervision is strict, loss of opportunity cost is effective). After
such evaluation, comparison of income will be caused. When managers knows that
the income is larger than risk, they will be driven by benefits and make a decision
accordingly; then develop plans for production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy
food, issue constructions; finally execute such plans and formally carry out counterfeit
and shoddy food in the market (results of behavior). Theoretical model of enterprises
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food deduced from applying cognitive
behavior theory, dynamic field theory, and internal and external relationship’s
principles of materialistic dialectics happens to coincide with current situation of
Chinese food industry. The theoretical model shows that stimulation of counterfeit
and shoddy food information in the market raise special attention of enterprise
managers. By cognition process of information processing, enterprises managers
make effective behavior reaction and finally realize desires and goals-to acquire
illegal earnings.
The cognitive behavior process of enterprises to produce and sell counterfeit and
shoddy food clearly show that managers are the real decision makers of counterfeit
and shoddy food production (sales) and the basic factor for repeated production, while
the enterprise is only a carrier to perform decisions. The main reason for repeated
counterfeit and shoddy food is caused by consumers’ knowing-and-buying behavior
and being deceived together with the neglect of duty and failure of administrative,
judicial, and societal monitoring. Managers’ decision is the external causes of
repeated production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food while the internal causes
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are enterprise managers’ quality. Accordingly, those factors may determine the
relationship between the variables of this research. The research makes the production
and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food as independent variables; the income of
counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales enterprise as the dependent variable;
the consumer purchase and administrative, judicial, and societal monitoring as the
control variable. It should be pointed out that the production and sales of counterfeit
and shoddy food is the enterprise behavior but not its decision. The real decision
maker is the enterprise manager. The making of such decision by the enterprise
manager is determined by the quality of such manager. According to this logic
reasoning, the quality of enterprise manager of the production and sales enterprise
acts as the independent variable; the decision of the manager in producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food is the dependent variable; the enterprise manager’s
decision in producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food is the independent
variable; and the enterprise production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food is the
dependent variable. These variables may form the following links: Relationships
between the quality of enterprise manager and the manager’s decision in producing
and selling counterfeit goods; the Relationships between enterprise manager’s
decision in producing and selling counterfeit goods and enterprise production and
sales of counterfeit and shoddy food; Relationships between consumer purchase of
counterfeit and shoddy food and repeated counterfeit and shoddy food; Relationships
between administrative, judicial, and social supervision and repeated counterfeit and
shoddy food.
3.2 Manager’s influence mechanism and relation hypothesis against production
and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
This study suggests that manager’s quality has a positive correlation with their
decisions. Causal relationship exists between enterprise managers’ decisions and the
products produced. Enterprises production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food is
the direct result of manager’s decision.
3.2.1 Why operator sets up enterprise
Before the study of influence mechanism of manager’s quality against his decision,
we should firstly make clear the generation of enterprise and why operator set up
enterprise.
Judging from the study of the history of changes in economic and social development,
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enterprise is generated along with the social division of labor and the emergence of
private ownership and state, and the gradually separation from self-sufficiency
production mode. In primitive society, due to the practice of free supply system
economy, craftsman labor is allocated by the state in a unified manner without private
and business exchange. However, after access into the later period of slavery society,
handicraft industry was separated from the agriculture and animal husbandry, forming
a relatively independent production division to provide instruments of labor and daily
necessities. After the occurrence of private ownership and state, family-based
craftsmen and enterprise workshop have begun to appear. Since such craftsmen are
professional and technical personnel of the primitive society, they refuse to participate
in agricultural industry. Their clothing, food, shelter, and transportation are provided
and managed by the primitive tribe. In the slavery society, those craftsmen are
separated from state institutions and become freelancers in handicraft industry. Their
living is changed from supply-based into self-sufficiency system. In order to feed
their families, they have to live on their skills in providing handicraft services to the
rulers, noble, and other people in demand. In the period of Xi Zhou feudal system,
along with the maturity of market development, folk handcraft industry developed
rapidly, and the amount of individual craftsman population and the industries they
were engaged were enlarged sharply. Main types of work in the craft industry referred
in anthology of hundred schools of thought include light industry, carpentry,
bricklayers, leather industry, potter, metallurgy industry, textile, embroidery, shoes
and hats industry, etc. Smaller individual craftsman mainly sold products at home or
stores while some run around. For example, Complete Works of Han Fei Tzu, Volume
I recorded “A famous craftsman in Lu state is good at knitting shoes and his wife is
good at weaving fine grey silk cloth. They went to Yue state on foot to make a
livelihood.39” Many craftsmen then made a living in such way. For example, a man
named Zhou Bo in Qin (a state in the Zhou Dynasty) “making a living by making
Boqu (a kind of Chinese containers to breed silkworm) and by playing Xiao (a kind of
Chinese musical instrument looking like a vertical bamboo flute) in the funeral.40” In
addition to turnover of craftsmen, professional handicraft workshops (factories) had
covered in cities and villages of various vassal states and took certain amount of
national taxes. For example, during Qin and Han dynasty, craftsmen in Chang’an
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settled in nine eastern and western markets. Most of their products were
self-production and sales and they were called “handicrafts sellers”. The scale of
leather workshops, weaving workshops, pottery workshops, and wine workshops had
expanded to hundreds of people. However, due to the existence of state-owned
handicraft industry, tools, weapons, luxury goods and daily necessities used by royal
and noble ruling classes were produced by governmental crafts workshops. Individual
crafts workshops can only play a supplementary role. Even so, from the aspect of the
history of production of freelancer craftsmen and enterprises, with the development of
productivity and the progress of the society, the freelancer handicrafts-men and
enterprises experience gradually development in order to meet the needs of
self-livelihood, society and the market development but not to the pursuit of profit
maximization and. History is the fact to prove it.
From the point of the current status of Chinese enterprises, as of 2013, there are 8.208
million legal enterprise persons, including 1.682 million limited liability companies,
accounted for 20.5%; 5.604 million private enterprises, accounting for 68.3%; 13.035
million institutional units; 32.791 million licensed individual businesses and 7.85
million small and micro-sized business corporations, accounting for 95.6% of all
corporate units; among them, including 2.342 million industrial enterprises, account
for about 28.5% of business corporation; 1.698 million wholesale industries,
accounting for 20.7%; 1.031 million retail industries, accounting for 12.6%; 147.304
million people in small and micro-sized corporations, accounting for 50.4% of total
employees; 90.134 million people licensed self-employed professionals, with the total
number of 237.438 million, accounting for 66.7% of the employees in national
business corporation 41 . From the industry profits and assets, the high-tech
manufacturing industry, mining industry, finance industry, information, aerospace,
tobacco, and other industries rank top. These industries are large concentrated
industries and mainly centralized in state-owned enterprises. The industries and
enterprises with relative lower profit and poor assets contribution rate mainly include
small and medium-sized enterprises and individual businesses. In recent years, some
preferential policies have been released by the state council in a continuous way to
support small and medium-sized and small micro enterprises and the policies to
reduce the taxes and administrative charges against individual businesses. All those
are aimed to stable the development of small and medium-sized and micro enterprises
41
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and to give full play to the roles of employment “pooling”. Objectively, the
profit-making industries include those featured by higher access threshold, larger
business scale, and strong monopoly. On the other hand, the small and medium-sized
and small micro enterprises and individual business merely engage in supporting their
family and in maintaining their living. In this case, nobody has the energy to pursue
profit maximization. Nevertheless, why nearly 70% employees go after it? The reason
goes to the purpose and objective value-orientation of enterprise existence. From the
perspective of the reality of China, an obvious fact is that the vast majority of micro
enterprises, especially small and micro enterprises and individual businesses, are
firstly aimed to survive and employment. The second thing is to meet the needs of
society. The last factor is to earn money. For particular under the background of
difficult employment in China presently, the real purpose of running an enterprise for
profit-making is just a very few. We see more persons who are striving and engaged to
make self-inflicted setbacks. Of course, there are many people who may correctly
select the items, seize the opportunity, and make money.
From a theoretical point and based on the Yin and Yang theory, the enterprise, as the
main body of product producer and seller in the market (while the consumers as the
main body of product user and buyers in the market), should put his products in the
market and cause transaction with the consumers in order to achieve profits. No
profits will be obtained before the delivery between both parties. Such transaction
relationships between the enterprise and consumers are the unity of opposites of Yin
and Yang theory. Subject to the Yin and Yang theory, we know purchase is Yang and
sales are Yin; purchase is made by consumers and consumers accordingly form Yang;
sales are the producer (seller) who forms Yin. According to Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory,
there are five kinds of relationships between consumers (Yin, similarly hereinafter)
and enterprises (Yang, similarly hereinafter):
First, consumers and enterprises are interactive, i.e. they are correlative and
interactive. This kind of role means that consumers and enterprises as buyers and
sellers have realized their respective demand for each other prior to access to the
market. They made relative trades in the market. Purchase of buyers and selling of
enterprise are interactive process of dyadic interaction, reaction and exchange, and
also the precondition of transformation between consumers and enterprises.
Second, consumers and enterprises are antagonistic, i.e. they are opposed,
contradictory, mutually gambling and restricted. Due to the benefits competition,
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buyers (consumers, Yin) want to purchase at a lower price and realize maximum
effect; sellers (enterprises, Yang) want to sell at a high price and realize maximum
profits. Therefore, the opposed, contradictory, mutually gambling relationship forms
between purchase (consumers, Yin) and sales (enterprises, Yang). Since consumers
only buy the right instead of the expensive, while the enterprise only sell the
expensive instead of cheap. Thus, a mutually restricted relationship forms between
purchase (consumers, Yin) and sales (enterprises, Yang).
Third, consumers and enterprises are mutual rooting, i.e. consumers and enterprises
can’t go alone, but they are mutually supported and applied. The ancients thought
Yang is based on and used by Yang. That’s the foundation of their interdependency,
just like the relationship between purchase (consumers, Yin) and sales (enterprises,
Yang). In the market, this relationship reflects that enterprises’ sales can’t exist
without consumers’ purchase, vice versa. Sellers (enterprise, Yang) are based on
buyers (consumers, Yin) to produce (sell) food while buyers (consumers, Yin) apply
sellers (enterprises, Yang) to purchase food, forming a dependent and mutually
applied pattern.
Forth, consumers and enterprise grow and decline jointly, i.e. ancient ideologists
summarize the motion and variation between them with the words “growth and
decline.” The increase and decrease of goods bought by consumers and supplied by
enterprises is dynamic. Generally speaking, the enterprises supply increases and
decreases along with the increase and decrease of consumer’s demand. There are
certainly abnormal conditions. Enterprises supply doesn’t change along with the
change of customers’ demand. That is to say while consumer’s demand is increasing,
enterprise supply decreases, resulting that demand exceeds supply and price increases.
On the contrary, while consumer’s demand is decreasing, enterprise supply increases,
resulting that supply exceeds demand and price decreases. Under the mechanism of
market, the growth and decline of supply and demand changes from demand
exceeding supply or supply exceeding demand to phasic balance between them. New
balance will be caused in case of the change of consumers’ demand or enterprise
supply. That is a natural law of balance between growth and decline of purchase
(consumers, Yin) and sales (enterprises, Yang).
Fifth, consumers and enterprises are mutually transformational, including gradual
change and abrupt change two styles. The so-called gradual change means that there
is a process between growth and decline of consumers and enterprises changes, while
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the so-called abrupt change means that there is no process between these changes.
Taking the business relationship between consumers and enterprises as an example,
the so-called gradual change means that there is a process for consumers to gradually
accept a certain kind of commodity including food, i.e. the increasing amount of
consumption. There is also a process for enterprises to produce and supply a certain
kind of commodity including food, i.e. the increasing amount of supply. For example,
when Mcdonald’s entering into the Chinese market and being enlarged from one store
to several to chain stores, there is a gradual process for consumers to accept it and
enterprises to increase supply. The so-called abrupt change means that consumers
suddenly stop their demand for enterprises suddenly stop the supply of a certain kind
of commodity including food. For example, on April 26, 2015, CCTV reported a
piece of news that multiple plantations and markets bought 38 strawberry samples, of
which 8 samples was found by testing including excessive acetochlor (a cancerigenic
pesticide). Upon the news was on the air, consumer was in commotion. No consumers
would like to buy strawberry and the strawberry became poisonous food overnight.
Strawberry growers (enterprises) and distributors were suffered from a huge loss. That
is a typical case of abrupt change of consumers and enterprises.
In brief, according to the Yin and Yang theory, the business relationship between
consumers and enterprises is just the unity of opposites of Yin and Yang. Consumers
and enterprises have realized their respective demand (interaction) for each other prior
to access to the market. Consumers are the foundation for the existence of enterprises,
while the enterprises are the dependence for the existence of consumers. Enterprise of
course cannot create value without consumers or even realize the maximum profits,
while consumers cannot make consumption without enterprises or even to realize
maximum effectiveness. Due to the benefits competition, the mutually restricted and
gambling relationship forms between consumers and enterprises. With the balance
between growth and decline and transformation of consumers and enterprises, they
two realize the unity. The mutual, interactive and unity of opposites relationship is the
basic interpretation in Yin and Yang theory of business relationship between
consumers and enterprises, The Yin and Yang theory can also be called unity of
opposites theory between consumers and enterprises.
This theory shows that the goal and target of the existence of enterprises is to realize
the unity of maximum effectiveness of consumers and maximum profits of enterprises,
indicating that enterprises goals are not unique but polybasic. To regard pursuing
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maximum profits as the sole goal of enterprises is not practical, but also violates the
Yin and Yang law of unity of opposites between consumers and enterprises. Yin and
Yang theoryFrom the perspective of producing products, the enterprise shall take
consideration of the type of products to be produced and the objective of such
products in order to sell out the products than to achieve profit in a maximum manner.
According to Lao Zi, the founder of Yin and Yang theory, giving is the prerequisite of
receiving42. If an enterprise wants to obtain something from the consumers, it must
prepare what it could provide to the consumers. Giving must go before receiving. This
also is the key law of causality to business. “Giving” is altruism, and “receiving”
means egoism. In this sense, the first important thing for enterprise is to sell the
products to consumers before receiving from them. “Giving” behavior may bring in
“receiving”
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. It forms a key economic thought of Samuelson, the Nobel laureate in

economics. He points out the three economic problems that must be faced and solved
by economic organizations – what to produce, how to produce, and for whom to
produce. The settlement of these three problems requires consideration of producing
what products by what resource, of producing what products by what technology
(technique), and of for whom to produce. The last problem is exactly the issue of
“giving”. Here, it is particularly noteworthy that the economic organizations must
face and solve the problem why it fails to pursue the profit maximization among the
three economic problems. This clearly states that the pursuit of maximum profit is not
regarded as the only objective by Samuelson. The biggest aim of enterprise lies in
“form whom” and “giving” – the altruistic behavior, namely the achievement of
maximum of utility by the consumers. Therefore, the relationship between consumers
(Yin) and enterprises (Yang), selling and buying, “giving” and “receiving”, is the
unity of opposite and mutually complementary. To achieve the maximum
effectiveness of consumers (Yin) and maximum profits of enterprises is the ideal and
pursuit of consumers (Yin) and enterprises (Yang).
It’s well known that the theoretical premise of market economy is hypothesis of
economic man. From the concept of economic man of Adam Smith, it has been
forming the basic premise of economics. Smith stresses that market economy must
follow morality and love others just like you. Smith believes that it is immoral to
infringe on another person's right and interests and even life in order to achieve the
individual self-interest and it must be abandoned. He claims that the market economy
42
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should encourage and protect the behavior without damage the interests of others
while pursuing the maximization of self-interest, and always ready to make some
compromise of self-interest behavior in order to improve personal interests and the
interests of others44. Therefore, the author thinks that the moral criterion of market
economy lies in “don't do unto others what you don't want others do unto you”

45

. As

the main body of market economy, the core and essence of enterprise is person. The
quality of people especially the quality of business operator (economic man, similarly
hereinafter) constitutes the core factor and nature conditions of enterprise behavior.
The motivation of enterprise operator directly decides the business direction and
purpose. Abraham Maslow writes in the book named A Theory of Human Motivation
Psychological Review that human motivation is the cause of behavior. The demand
hierarchy theory emphasizes that person's motivation is determined by people need46,
while the grasp of demand is determined by people quality. Therefore, Maslow
divides human motivation into two parts by introducing the demand hierarchy theory,
including shortage motivation and vegetative motivation. Each motivation has
different needs. The motivation is classified into five layers from high to low subject
to its order of precedence. Maslow believes that most of the time and energy to people
are used to achieve the most basic needs but have not been met. When these needs are
met, people can pay more attention to the needs of a higher level. The use of Maslow's
theory on human motivation in analyzing enterprise food safety motivation has
important practical significances and values. From human motivation theory,
enterprise is expected to develop from small to large, from weak to strong, and grow
to take the leading in the industry and even a famous world-class enterprise. From the
perspective of the hierarchy theory needs of enterprise, enterprises are bound to
experience a continuous grow process from lower survival needs, development needs
to advanced social respect, and self-realization. In the process, the pursuit of survival
goal of food enterprise in early period is correspondent to the physiological and safety
needs of the hierarchy of needs; with the constant growing of enterprise, enterprise
enters a stage of rapid growth. In this phase, enterprise may put more efforts in
pursuing higher recognition from consumers and society which is correspondent to
the esteem and love and belonging needs; as the stability of production quality and
management of food enterprise, it begins to manifest the development direction of
44
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self-worth which is correspondent to the self-actualization hierarchy. American
management scientists, Cyert R．M．and March J．G．, think that “enterprise behavior
theory is the general theory of the determination process of enterprise economic
decisions and of the verification.”
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The theory emphasizes the adherence to the

operation procedure of the decision making and standard of rules. They believe that
the goal of an enterprise is the determination of manager subject to the rules,
experience, and wishes. The value orientation of goal is diverse, but not the only one.
The observation of laws and rules is the moral bottom line of an enterprise. Moral
theory is the credibility mark of an enterprise to perform its social responsibilities. All
of this must be guaranteed by enterprise operators’ quality and only those with good
quality may achieve. Sidney Winter puts this theory as a model of "behavioral
revolution". For traditional profit maximization theory, it is a head-on blow with stick.
It is a carefully crafted unorthodox theory and can stand the test of any testing and
causality testing48. We can see from the above that maximum satisfaction of an
enterprise, especially business manager, is to achieve unify between the enterprise
profit maximization and the maximization of utility of consumers under the premise
of abiding by the laws and rules, which is not only the purpose of enterprise existence
but also the inevitable choice for enterprise to follow the Yin and Yang theory.
3.2.2 Enterprise manager’s relationships construction against production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food
The production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food is the behavior of enterprise.
The decision on producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food is made by
enterprise but by decision maker. The practical management of enterprise is operator
because it is person who decides enterprise production behavior but no things.
According to the theory of materialist dialectics internal and external relations,
operator is the decision maker of an enterprise, forming the internal cause – the
independent variable; the enterprise that produces and sells food is a practitioner,
forming the external cause – the dependent variable. Compared with operator
decisions, of course, the quality of operator is the internal cause; however, the
scientific and technological level, the market demands, operation risk, supervision and
management and social atmosphere form the external cause. The results of mutual
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blending function between intrinsic and extrinsic factors are operator's decision.
Enterprise operator is responsible for the determination of what to produce; after the
determination, the carrier, enterprise, bears the mission of food production. The
internal factor determines the external one and the later plays the roles by virtue of
extrinsic factors. Under certain conditions, of course, external factor may speed up or
delay the change of internal cause. For example, making Chinese Steamed Buns, the
well done depends on the temperature. The higher temperature is, the early done is. It
is the conclusion of theory of materialist dialectics internal and external relations.
Since the operator forms the deciding factor in determining what to produce, generally,
as rational economic man, operator should decide the satisfied quality and the normal
taste of products and why to produce counterfeit and shoddy food. It’s learned from
literature review at home and abroad that the lower threshold, small cost, low risk,
difficult inspection, short time, and rapid effect of producing and selling counterfeit
and shoddy food just fit in exactly with the wishes of those who seek for profit
maximization. In order to maximize the profits, some food business operators may
ignore the laws and regulations in food safety, the constraints of food safety quality
standards, the health and life safety of consumers, and the supervision of
administrative enforcement and public opinion to take a risk in producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food. It is purely subjective intent. For this kind of illegal and
rule-breaking behavior and selfish decision, people cannot help but ask what kind of
operator is to make such decision? For this, the author makes an inspection.
CCTV released, on April 16, 2012, the fraud behavior of “China's Industrial Gelatin
Base” of Gucheng Town, Fucheng County, Hebei Province. The information released
by local authorities show that there are more than 200 industrial gelatin enterprises in
this area and appropriate 3,000 employees are hired. Almost every family in Qiansong
Village is engaged in gelatin production. The annual output reaches 45,000 tons,
accounting for 60% of the country's total figure. However, such a huge industry keeps
the extensive development model. Song Haixin, a farmer, has established a workshop
in Qiansong Village early. Because of low technical content and less startup capital,
most of farmers clean up vacant land to set several large pots and construct stands to
dry glue. According to local business owners, in few years ago, gelatin workshop may
use good qualified pigskin and cowhide to make glue. But, they gradually use leather
scraps due to the low cost and high profit, becoming the general mood. Song’s
workshop has established business cooperation with food companies, capsule plants,
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and other food and medicine enterprises. The industrial gelatin flows into the food and
medicine fields which should not be. Its harmful scope is beyond the imagination.
On December 8, 2014, according to China News Service, Hainan Province conducted
reorganization of the food market to check 9,950 food production enterprises,
including 6,576 small-size workshops. The results showed that there are 441 food
cases that do not accord with the standards of food safety. Of which, 4 cases were
filed to judicial organs and 61 small counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales
workshops were destroyed, 133 business operators without license were crack down
and food production and operation license of 3 enterprises were revoked. 3,384.2 kg
of infringing and counterfeit food and 155,986.5 kg of shoddy food were checked and
detained.
Sichuan Daily reported on February 5, 2015 that 2,731 illegal food cases were
inspected in three months in Sichuan Province and 68,498.5 kg counterfeit and
shoddy food were seized. The inspection also identified 200 pieces small workshops
where production of counterfeit or pirated goods and 1,659 shoddy food cases. 48 of
them were filed to the judicial organs and 82 small counterfeit and shoddy food
production and sales workshops were destroyed. The typical cases include a hotel
uses nitrite to soak pork ribs and raw duck; a hot-pot restaurant adds 20% of "old "oil
in lipa; a company sales counterfeit yak meat and expired meat; a cold storage plant
has 3,186.8 kilograms sick and dead meat; and a boutique sells 47 bottles of
counterfeit Wu Liang Ye (a very famous Chinese liquor).
Guangxi News reported on December 17, 2014 that Guangxi selectively examined
2,517 batch foods, inspected 514 cases of illegal small food workshops, filed 10 cases
to judicial organs, seized 276.17 million kilograms counterfeit and shoddy food;
destroyed 17 small counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales workshops and
banned according to law 120 enterprises without operation license.
On January 21, 2015, China New Ji’nan reported that in 2014 Shandong province
carried out a special political activity for food safety, totally investigated and treated
8,523 illegal food safety cases, with a value of RMB 526.785 million Yuan and a fine
of RMB 23.08 million Yuan, banned 604 enterprises without operation licenses,
cracked down 785 “black workshops”, “black factories”, “black markets” and “black
dens”, cracked down 237 criminal gangs and captured 2,691 criminal suspects.
The above surveys show that the direct motivations of producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food include low threshold, small investment, low technical
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content and easily making use of a fault. The basic reason of production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food under the decision made by the business manager is to
make money fast. “Black workshops”, “black factories”, “black markets” and “black
dens” and other small and micro-sized businesses is the main force to produce and sell
counterfeit and shoddy food. Small owners of small and micro-sized enterprises is the
main causes, who have common characteristics of strong profit-seeking desires, poor
moral consciousness, low educational level, weak legal consciousness, bold
speculation and low decision-making capability. Their congenital quality is the
essential reason for production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food. According to
the author’s surveys, more than 95% enterprises engaged in the production and sales
of counterfeit and shoddy food are small-sized one and above 60% is “black
workshops”, “black factories”, “black markets” and “black dens” who don’t have an
operation license. 85% of managers have the education level lower than junior middle
school, and even illiterate owners. They have lower culture level and lack of legal
knowledge or even law-ignorant person. Nevertheless, their pursuit consciousness and
courage of speculation behavior is above the standard rather than the person who
knows law culture. Especially, small owners lack basic common moral sense. They
have very poor moral quality, which increases the probability to make decisions to
produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food. The subjective intent of owners of
small and micro-sized enterprises shows that owners of small and micro-sized
enterprises is the main cause for production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food,
forming a hypothesis: the quality of owners of small and micro-sized enterprises is the
independent variable of decision making and the owner’s decision is the dependent
variable; the decisions of owners of small and micro-sized enterprises is the
independent variable of the production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food, the
production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food is the dependent variable. The
theoretical model of the production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food of small
and micro-sized enterprises:
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Figure 17: The theoretical model of the production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food of small and micro-sized enterprises
Data source: Author summary
The theoretical model shows that the quality of the owner of small and micro-sized
enterprises is positively related to his decision. The lower the quality of the owner is,
the lower level of the owner’s decision-making is; on the contrary, the higher the
quality of the owner is, the higher of the level of decision making is. The business
owner’s decision has a causal relationship to the products manufactured which is
called as you sow, so you reap. The owner produces the products as his
decision-making. Therefore, the production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
of small and micro-sized enterprises is the direct result of the owner’s decision.
3.3 Consumers’ influence mechanism and relationship hypothesis against
counterfeit and shoddy food of the enterprise
It’s an objective fact that consumers purchase counterfeit and shoddy food, but the
reasons are complicated and the purchase types are diverse. To sum up, there are
totally

three

types,

i.e.

knowing-and-buying;

buying-without-knowing

and

knowing-and-passive buying. Due to different reasons and behaviors of consumers to
purchase counterfeit products, the influence mechanism and relation hypothesis of
enterprises to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food also defers.
3.3.1 Consumer is the beneficiary or victim of buying counterfeit and shoddy food
It can be identified from the domestic and foreign literature review that the previous
research on the reasons of counterfeit and shoddy food are mainly start from the
supplier (producing enterprise) and on subjective deliberately deceptive counterfeit
behavior, namely making the consumers as victim. Only a few literatures present the
fact that the consumers take the initiative to purchase counterfeit and shoddy food.
This study argues that the leading role of counterfeit and shoddy food is the
production enterprise. However, the consumer can hardly absolve himself from the
blame to buy-with-knowing and the failure of government administrative regulation
cannot be ignored. This research focuses on the consumer’s buying of counterfeit
products.
Rational behavior theory (TRA) tells us that intention forms the motivation factor for
behavior influence. The framework structure of the theory is: person's attitude and
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subjective norm decide the intention, and intention guidance brings in behavior. This
shows that people's behavior is dominated by intention and the latter is determined by
attitude and subjective norm. Attitude is the attitude toward behavior, and subjective
norm is the social pressure perceived by behavior, despite that the theory of rational
behavior can explain the intention and behavior. Many behaviors, in a certain sense,
depend on objective factors such as opportunities and resources. Ajzen (1985)
expanded this theory by increasing the control factor of perceived behavior to predict
the willingness and behavior, forming the theory of planned behavior (TPB) model.
Human attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control the willingness of
decision maker and human intention decides people's behavior. Perceived behavioral
control refers to the adjustment of the difficult and easy of certain behavior interested
by person. Starting from this meaning, consumers' buying behavior can be predicted
through consumer’s attitude towards counterfeit goods and willingness. According to
the utility theory of economics, we can understand the utility as the subjective
enjoyment or usefulness obtained by person from buying of a kind of product or from
service. In the demand theory, persons are maximizing their utility. Its basic meaning
is that consumer always chooses their preferable goods combination, forming the
theoretical basis of consumers to buy counterfeit products.
The types of purchasing counterfeit products are classified into three categories,
including knowing-and-buying counterfeit products, buying-without-knowing of
counterfeit products, and knowing-and- passive buying. The knowing-and-buying
type means that the consumer purchases the counterfeit and shoddy food knowing that
the products are counterfeit one; the buying-without-knowing refers that the consumer
is being deceived to purchase under the condition of asymmetric information; the
knowing-and- passive buying type is that the consumer clearly knows that the product
is a counterfeit one; however, influenced by substitution effect, herd mentality, and
snob effect, they have to purchase such product in order to satisfy the demands of life.
Knowing-and-buying is an active consumption behavior knowingly and willfully. In
terms of the relationship between supply and demand information from the market,
knowing-and-buying behavior is conducive to the sales of counterfeit and shoddy
food and has positive correlation with the relationship. This means that if the
consumer purchases more counterfeit goods, the enthusiasm of enterprises to produce
and sell of such food is higher. On the contrary, if the consumer purchases fewer
counterfeit goods, the enthusiasm of enterprises to produce and sell of such food is
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lower. Such behavior is mainly caused by: first, consumer’s lower income. The
biggest advantage of counterfeit and shoddy food is the low price, especially for
low-income people. China's poverty is mainly centralized in rural areas with the
estimated figure of 100 to 200 million. Quite number of rural consumers' income is
too low, even has difficulties in maintaining adequate food and clothing. Therefore, it
is normal for them to buy counterfeit and shoddy food since they are unable to buy
formal food at a same price. The counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales
enterprise is certain about this, which generally produces and sells in the rural and
urban junction. The countryside has become a major disaster area of counterfeit and
shoddy food. Second, the consumer seeks for cheap. Some consumers refuse
expensive things because of the influence of consumption habits. They think that
expensive is waste. It is good if the price is low. Third, the consumer perceives risk.
The perceived risks include the risk in performance, security, investment, society,
opportunity and other factors, playing a remarkable role in buying counterfeit goods.
The empirical finds that if consumer perceives great risk in buying counterfeit and
shoddy food, the willingness to buy is low. On the contrary, if they perceive great risk
in buying counterfeit and shoddy food, the willingness to buy is high. Forth,
consumer’s individual psychological factors, such as show-off, enjoyment, imitate,
novelty, resistance, and other psychological factors, may affect them to purchase
counterfeit and shoddy foods. “Face-based” show-off type consumer pays attention to
brand. Due to embarrassingly short of money, they have to buy counterfeit products.
In order to satisfy his pleasure enjoyment, the hedonic model consumer may go with
his feeling. Purchase may be caused if only meeting the product he is interested in,
whether or not true or false. Imitation-based consumer purchases counterfeit product
is only aimed to imitate his idols (such as singers, movie stars, stars, etc). The
purchase of counterfeit products by consumer who seeks novelty is to meet the
curiosity of costume psychology. They may purchase the product only if it is unusual.
Resistant-typed consumer purchases counterfeit product because that he does not
agree with market monopoly against brand goods and refuses to make contributions
for profit increase of real product. Fifth, the value orientation of consumer. Affected
by moral orientation, nationalism, religious faith, and patriotism, consumers have
more emotional against native and religious products and home (hometown) products
and are willing to consume. Research shows that a stronger person's value orientation
may not be constrained by specifications and may do what he likes. In this case,
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buying counterfeit products is understandable.
Buying-without-knowing refers to a kind of fraud behavior that the consumers don't
know the information that the production and sales enterprise controls the counterfeit
and shoddy food due to the asymmetric information. "Ignorance" cheated is the main
reason. Researches show that the degree of information symmetry is negatively
related to consumer’s buying of counterfeit product, namely if the consumer knows
less information on counterfeit and shoddy food, it may have greater possibility to
purchase counterfeit one; if the consumer knows more information on counterfeit and
shoddy food, it may have smaller possibility to purchase.
Knowing-and-passive buying is a kind of kidnapped consumption behavior which is
classified into two types: firstly rigid consumption demand what has no alternative,
mainly dominated by food. For example, in face of vegetables, fruits, grain, fish, and
meat with excessive amounts of pesticide, due to the less and expensive real goods, or
even no goods in the market, general consumer is forced to consume counterfeit and
shoddy food due to no other choices; secondly, affected by the purchasing
environment, conformist consumption orientation may be generated, for example, if
you travel and are accompanied by your friends, the buying behavior by your donkey
friend or your friends may cause your willingness to buy counterfeit goods and join in
the team. In this case, you are unconsciously became a counterfeit buyer.
Coleman's "rational man" hypothesis theory tells us that individual actor always
adhere to the principle of getting maximum benefit to make purposeful selection
between things and activities.
He thinks that rational action is a social action expressed through human
communication or social exchange for the purpose of achieving a certain purpose.
Such action is in need of consideration (or calculation) in a rational manner of all
kinds of factors that have an impact on its purpose49. According to the analysis of this
theory, consumer’s counterfeit buying behavior is also a kind of rational action with
purpose. Therefore, one cannot simply evaluate the right and wrong of counterfeit
buying behavior, nor simply define whether the consumer is a beneficiary or a victim.
Objectively, for knowing-and-buying consumer with low-income, such action is a
kind of demand. When genuine article is unable to meet the needs, low-income
consumer may select a kind of helpless choice, or even the choice of unfair. If the
49

(A) Coleman, James Samuel, Foundations of Social Theory (M), translated by Deng Fang. Beijing Social
Science Academic Press, 1999, P20
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formal enterprise can produce genuine article that may meet the needs of low-income
consumers, they don’t have a need to buy counterfeit one. Those who ignore the
economic situation of low-income consumers but blame them for buying counterfeit
goods at a low price are immoral. For buying-without-knowing purchaser, it is a kind
of harm. Asymmetric information causes consumer’s deceived by enterprises’ fake
and shoddy goods. It is a sign of loss of ethics by business operator and the
representation of government regulation failure. For knowing-and-passive buying user,
it is a kind of spiritual victory (comfort). Consumers with a rigid demand have no
choice but to consume counterfeit products when no genuine ones exist. Through
being harmed, they would also get comforted. Due to conformist mentality and snob
effect,

in

wish

of

consumption

of

famous

brand

or

fashion

goods,

knowing-and-buying behavior becomes a rational choice since such customer can't
afford to buy the genuine famous brand or fashion goods. It is in need of point out that
the sales of counterfeit products means infringement on the interests of formal
manufacturer. From the perspective of market equilibrium, the amount of income
from the production and sales of counterfeit products is equal to the amount of loss of
such formal manufacturer, forming the extrinsic problem of counterfeit buying.
Therefore, it may be reasonable from the aspect of consumer in buying counterfeit
product; it may be of normal or even of a little grievance. But from the scope of the
whole society, consumer’s counterfeit buying is obviously a kind of unreasonable
behavior damaging the interests of formal manufacturer (France has developed a
regulation to punish consumers who purchase counterfeit products). Such situation is
in need of attack or even completely elimination. This perhaps is the paradox of
consumer’s counterfeit buying.
According to the consumer sovereignty theory, only if enterprises produce such
products that can meet consumers’ willingness and preference, can consumers’ need
be met. Enterprises may gain customers’ “currency votes” only by respecting
consumers, paying special attention to their choice and maintaining their rights and
interests. However, at present, the existence of a huge amount of counterfeit and
shoddy goods greatly violates consumer’s legal rights and interests, deeply hurts their
feelings, destroys consumers-oriented economic pattern and violates the operation law
of market-oriented economy, which shouldn’t happen but should be prohibited under
the market-oriented economy and society with the rule of law. Therefore, to perform
consumer sovereignty theory, counterfeit and shoddy behavior is necessary to be
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cracked down and consumers’ rights and interests must be protected from any
violation.
3.3.2 Hypothesis on the relationship between consumer’s counterfeit buying and
enterprises’ production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
From the point of view of market transactions, counterfeit and shoddy food
production and sales enterprise is the transaction supplier in the market; consumer’s
counterfeit and shoddy food buying forms the demand of market transaction.
Counterfeit and shoddy food is the subjective intent of production and sales enterprise,
forming fraud and damage against consumer’s interest. It is unfair and should be
banned uncompromisingly. But why such situation occurs repeatedly? The very
important reason is demand. According to Leukippos, the founder of ancient Greek
materialism, he says “Naught happens for nothing, but everything from a ground and
of necessity”
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. In this case, what exactly the relationship between the counterfeit and

shoddy food and consumer’s counterfeit buying behavior. I think there are at least
three kinds of relationships:
Knowing-and-buying.

According

to

the

above

analysis,

consumer’s

knowing-and-buying behavior is caused by the following five demands. First, the
needs of consumers. The low economic income and difficult family life make the
consumer unable to buy genuine products or foods without quality defects. I
remembered goods purchase at purchasing cooperative before Spring Festival when I
was a child. My mother bought me a frozen pear at the price of RMB 1 Yuan. The
price tag said the bigger pear is priced RMB 0.30 Yuan per Jin; the small one is RMB
0.20 Yuan; and the bad pear is RMB 0.50 Yuan. I judged and weighed for a while and
decided to buy the bad pear for 20-Jin due to my large family. In the spring festival,
all my families were very happy to more pears although they are of a bit bad and my
mother praised me and said that I am good at handling affairs. I felt particularly happy
at that time – I did a satisfied thing for my families. My child often buys expired food
at supermarket during their study life in order to save money. This kind of thing is
very common in society. Second, the price demands of consumer. Some consumers
are naturally stingy, like Grandet and Agbagun, who may divide a penny into several
parts. They are eating and wearing beyond such acts only in order to save money.
They buy every cheap thing. One of my neighbors refuses to buy soybean oil but to
50

(B) Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy, translated by He Zhaowu and Li Yuese, Taibei Leftcoast
Press, 2005, P99
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buy lard oil because of cheap price. He always say no to his child who wants to eat
flat cake because make flat cake means wasting of oil. He just eat Chinese bread bun.
I saw in the countryside that a dead chicken is dig out by Mr. Li only after it is being
buried by Mr. Zhang. Such a thing is in common in the rural areas. Third, consumers
demands for perceived risk. These risks include social punishment for this behavior,
and economic losses or quality defects caused by defects of product function. From an
economic point of view, these risks belong to cost of consumer counterfeit behavior.
If the perceived risk of the counterfeit and shoddy food is greater, the consumers'
willingness to buy such food is smaller; on the contrary, if the perceived risk of the
counterfeit and shoddy food is smaller, the consumers' willingness to buy such food is
larger. For example, children who eat fruits with early maturing agent will become
mature early. Thus, parents will not buy their children with such fruit. If fruit may
store a few more days by using antistaling agent, most consumers won't feel any risk.
Perceived risk is associated with consumer’s counterfeit behavior negatively. Forth,
consumer’s needs in individual psychological satisfaction. Some poor consumers
prefer to show-off to purchase counterfeit and shoddy food; some rich consumers like
enjoyment to purchase counterfeit and shoddy food; some poor and rich consumers
like to imitate stars. They wear what stars do and eat what stars eat to purchase
counterfeit and shoddy food; some poor and rich consumers like seeking novelty to
purchase counterfeit and shoddy food; some poor and rich consumers are against
brand monopoly, and would rather buy counterfeit and shoddy food than genuine
brand. Fifth, the value orientation of customer’s demand, for example, the moral
sympathy consciousness against the weak may make a consumer to eat at a small
restaurant for several years; the love to the motherland and hometown makes
consumers to consume the products with hometown (country) characteristics
frequently; religion makes consumer only to buy the products meet the requirements
of national commodity consumption. Value orientation makes consumer to buy
genuine products or counterfeit one. The stronger the value orientation is, the greater
possibility to buy counterfeit goods is. The two factors are positively related.
Buying-without-knowing. The customer buying-without-knowing is caused by
asymmetric information. If consumers master more control information on counterfeit
and shoddy food production and sales enterprise, they may have less information on
consumption, and the opportunity to be cheated would be more; conversely, if
consumers master lee counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales enterprise,
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they may have more information on consumption, and the opportunity to be cheated
would be less. The master of information on counterfeit and shoddy food is negatively
related to consumer counterfeit behavior.
Knowing-and-passive buying. Such behavior is divided into two types: first, rigid
consumables have no substitute, such as food. Such behavior is not voluntary, but a
kind of helpless. No spending, no survive. Consumer demand is positively related to
consumer counterfeit behavior. Second, conformity consumer behavior. Some
scholars call it situational factor. When a person finds that his friend or companion
and sometimes a group of people are engaged in a consumption behavior, he may
participant in such behavior unconsciously. In this case, few persons care about the
genuine or counterfeit of the goods. They think that if it is pitfall, everybody is
defeated; if it is a loss, everyone may experience it. Conformity behavior may make
consumer to buy counterfeit goods. The two factors are positively related. The person
who has stronger conformity (willingness) is possibility to buy counterfeit goods; the
person who has week conformity (willingness) has the lower probability to buy
counterfeit goods. Therefore, consumers’ conformity attitude and their behavior to
buy counterfeit products are positively related.
The relation model of consumer’s purchase and enterprises’ production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food:
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Figure 18: The relation model of consumer’s purchase and enterprises’ production and
sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
Data source: Author summary
3.4 Regulator’s influence mechanism and relationship hypothesis against
enterprises’ production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
Regulators are the guardians for market-oriented economy. A market without
supervision and regulation is disordered. It’s especially true for food safety regulation.
Only when regulators perform in place, counterfeit and shoddy food can be prohibited
from breeding and spreading. If not, counterfeit and shoddy food can’t be prohibited
from breeding and spreading but happen repeatedly. It can thus be seen that
regulator’s supervision and regulation and enterprise’s production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy goods are negatively related. How to make regulators play an
effective role in treating repeated counterfeit and shoddy food is the core problem of
this thesis.
3.4.1 Analysis on influential factors to regulator’s supervision on enterprises’
production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
Food safety regulation is a sacred duty endowed by laws and regulations. Depending
on the different purposes and means, the laws and regulations, in general, can be
divided into two parts, namely direct regulation and indirect regulation. The former is
directly regulated by the government and relevant departments (including propaganda
department) in order to prevent asymmetric information, external economy, natural
monopoly, and other behavior not conducive to fair competition in the market. It
mainly includes two categories: economic regulation and social regulation. Economic
regulation usually refers to various forced restrictions levied by the government
against enterprise decisions in the aspect of price, output, entry, and exit, mainly
aiming to prevent low resource allocation efficiency and unfair use. Social regulation
is aimed to protect the workers and consumers' safety, health, sanitation, to safeguard
the environment, and to prevent disasters by formulating industry standard for the
quality of products and services. Indirect regulation is conducted by judicial organ
through judicial process in order to maintain the market economic order based on the
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civil law, commercial law, and anti-monopoly law and to give play to the roles of
market mechanism. It is not directly access into the decision scope and activities field
of the economic subject.
Food safety regulation is the main body to regulate counterfeit and shoddy food.
Whether to play a good or bad role by regulators directly relates the success and
failure of supervision and regulation. Since regulators live in the real society, all kinds
of reasons may affect regulator’s regulation behavior and effectiveness. So, what are
the main reasons that can influence regulators? What are the relationships between
them?
(1) Objective factors that can influence regulators in food safety regulation
Food safety supervision has three main factors: first, economic externality. Due to the
upstream and downstream longitudinal relationship between food manufacturers, if
the middle-product manufactured by upstream manufacturer is supplied to
downstream vendors and one company identifies quality problem and requests to
return the product for control and to select a new qualified upstream manufacturer,
this will certainly bring in damage to enterprise benefit. Other food enterprises using
the product manufactured by such upstream manufacturer take no measures but
produce qualified food directly in reference to the production method. Such
“hitchhike” behavior is called economic externality. Another externality is to pretend
to be famous brand product in order to obtain illegal profits. The externality problem
belongs to the social problem and it cannot be solved by enterprise itself. It must rely
on supervision according to law to resolve contradictions. Second, asymmetric
information. Food safety asymmetric information mainly includes sensory quality
information about the food, experience quality information and trust quality
information. Sensory quality information refers to external information, including
trademark, labels, packing, price, product composition, production time, and internal
information, including size, color, fat and lean, degree, old and new. Such information
is obtained through senses. Quality information experience refers to the flavor and
taste, fresh, and other information which could be confirmed by consumer experience.
Trust quality is composed by food nutrients, pesticides and fertilizer residues, and the
contents of other ignorance which can only be obtained through test and inspection
instead of being determined through senses and experience. Due to insufficient
information, asymmetric information is generated in the food supply. Agricultural
essential productive factor supplier hides information to agricultural producer, and the
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later does the same to food processor who hides to vendors. And vendors hide
information to consumers. Information is lost layer upon layer. Consumers can grasp
very limited information and most of them are basically in a state of no information. If
the food safety risk is gradually greater, the security level is gradually lower,
increasing the costs of food safety supervision. Third, higher transaction cost make
the consumer difficult to restrict the unsafe food. Due to asymmetric information, the
probability of customers to be cheated is increased as well as the cost for maintaining
their rights and interests; consumer has difficulties to protect his rights because of the
litigation principle of “he who is affirming must prove”. Therefore, if food security
configuration cannot be achieved in the market mechanism, the intervention of the
government, the judicial, and social regulatory into counterfeit and shoddy food
production and sales enterprise will become inevitable. The implementation of
regulations may reduce economic externality, resolve the contradiction resulting from
asymmetric information and protect the legitimate rights and interests of consumers in
informational disadvantage. This is the essential meaning of food safety regulation.
The relation model of asymmetric information between producers, distributors, and
consumers:

Food
processor
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Figure 19: The relation model of asymmetric information between producers,
distributors, and consumers
Data source: Author summary
(2) Standardization factors that can influence regulators in food safety regulation
Food safety regulation is the holly responsibility given by laws and regulations.
Standardization refers to the laws and regulations formulated and executed direct
intervention of market or indirectly changes of enterprise and consumer demand and
supply behaviors. According to the different targets and methods of food safety
regulation, such laws and regulations can be divided into three parts, i.e. direct
standardization, economic standardization and social standardization. Direct
standardization should be organized and implemented by administrative department,
for the purpose of avoiding asymmetric information, external economy, natural
monopoly and other competitive behaviors adverse to market equity. Economic
standardization mainly aims to achieve effective resources allocation and maintain
social justice, strictly restricting enterprises behavior by taking administrative
measures in price, output, entry and exit. Social standardization is industrial standard
developed for the product and service quality and aims to protect the safety and health
of labors and consumers protect the environment and prevent disasters. The targets
and means of food safety regulation will directly influence regulator’s behavior and
effectiveness. They are legal basis for regulation. Any food enterprises which go
against consumer’s health and safety and the improvement of environment quality
will be regulated by the government, The core of food safety regulatory system is to
implement the laws and regulations of food safety. Its significance lies in that ethics is
not enough to eliminate the risk in the field of food safety. The good market order
could only be constructed through regulation. Firstly, standardization requirements for
enterprise equipment and products are favorable to the promotion of the concentration
degree of food industry, increase of enterprise production capacity, enhancement of
the threshold of access into the food industry, increase of the production cost; and
small and micro-sized enterprises, without scale benefit, exiting the food market. This
is helpful to improve the quality of food safety. Second, standardization implements
food traceability and recall system to enhance constrains to responsibility from the
upstream enterprises to the downstream one, beneficial to food safety problem
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management from the source. Third, standardization urges enterprises to form a
interests community, beneficial to food enterprises in realizing a vertical cooperation
model of operation integration; Forth, standardization improves the safety regulation
of food supply system, beneficial to the promotion of reputation and recognition of
food in the market, and of competitiveness of food in the market at home and abroad.
(3) Material and spiritual factors that can influence regulators in food safety
regulation
The so-called material factor is materialized energy and power factor, mainly
including power, financial factors and tools. Power refers to market intervention
granted by laws and regulations to supervisor, power of maintenance order, providing
mandatory regulation guarantee and directly constitution the core of government
supervisory ability. To prevent power alienation and occurrence of rent seeking and
corruption phenomenon, we must strengthen the supervision of administrative
enforcement; limit and constrain in accordance with laws the abuse of power and
ineffective use; and improve the quality and efficiency of power application. Financial
factor means that financial input shall ensure the expense of regulatory fess to ensure
the effective implementation of regulation work. In addition to the normal cost, efforts
shall be made to enhance equipment technical expenditure security and to practically
increase food safety regulation ability. Tools refer to government regulatory
organizations and means. From the aspect of organization, it is to improve the
organization, smooth the functions, clear the responsibility, and coordinate the
consistency. From the point of means, it is to use regulative tool, marketability tool,
administrative tool, technical tool, trade self-discipline, and public opinion tool; to
play to their respective advantages; to mutually cooperate in use; to improve the
overall supervision efficiency, and to achieve food security goals.
The so-called spiritual factors mean disembodied energy, and power factor, including
culture, information and authority factor. Culture refers to administrative culture. It
includes supervision organ and personnel related supervision behavior, working
attitude, mental state, psychological tendency, emotional pursuit, value orientation,
and other rich connotation. The essence of cultural factors is to regulate the
well-established internal regulatory habits and atmosphere. The good regulatory
habits and atmosphere will promote the regulation ability. On the contrary, it would
hinder the improvement of regulation ability. Information factor means that the
administrative supervision authority controls all kinds of food safety information. At
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present, asymmetric information has been a bottleneck factor for management of
counterfeit and shoddy food. Authority factor means that the government regulators
must set up supervision power and prestige through management of counterfeit and
shoddy food and play the deterrence against illegal food production enterprises and
managers, creating a fair and just market competition environment and own trust from
food enterprises and consumers.
3.4.2 Hypothesis on relationship between regulation and production and sales of
counterfeit and shoddy food
Currently, the market development in China is not mature; the behavior of the market
main body is not sound; and the market order is severely damaged. The main reason is
that the government cannot effectively play a role of regulation after exit the market,
disordering the market supervision. Off side and absence is quite serious in food
safety regulation as is the case with the failure of regulators. Judging from the food
industry, enterprise production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food occurs
repeatedly. Therefore, it is to make sense of the relationship between regulation
(refers to government regulation, judicial regulation, and social regulation, hereinafter
the same) and production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food; first clarify the
reasons of regulator’s failure; further explore deeply the relationship between
regulation and production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food; and thus clear and
strengthen and improve the direction and goals of regulatory efforts.
(1) The chaos and imperfection of food safety regulation system is the standardization
reason for failure of administrative regulation. First, the food safety regulation lacks
of systematicness and compatibility. Discrete method is introduced by China in the
aspect of food legislation, artificially separated the unity and coherence of food safety
industry chain. For example, the Food Hygiene Law specifies food production,
excluded planting and breeding; the Product Quality Standard specifies the product
production and sales activities, excluded planting and breeding; the Agriculture Act
specifies agricultural planting, breeding industry, circulation of agricultural products,
and agricultural resources protection, excluded food industry management. Overall,
food safety regulation does not cover the whole process from farm to table, lacks of
the provisions of laws and regulations on different kinds of food, especially for
planting and breeding industries. Because of the system reason, the department rules
lack of unity, such as the penalties for sales of pork without quarantine. The regulation
of Animal Epidemic Prevention Law says: illegal gains from “the sold pork” shall be
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seized; the unsold should be inspected. All qualified product may be sold further and
unqualified one must be destroyed. The Law on Food Hygiene regulates that “all pork
failed to be inspected shall be recovered and ordered to be destroyed. All illegal gains
shall be seized and one to five times of punishment shall be levied; if there no illegal
gains, RMB 1,000 Yuan to 50,000 Yuan punishment shall be levied. ” Regulation on
Pig Slaughtering regulates that: “cancellation of slaughter points, confiscation of
illegal slaughtering port products and illegal gains, and punishment of three times of
illegal income.” The different illegal phenomenon of the same food have three various
provisions. This is a typical representative of legislation coordination and systemic
defects. Law has not been involved in food safety risk assessment, early warning,
crisis management, credit system, information release system, and other new
situations and new problems. Second, food safety standard system is chaotic and there
are several blank spots. Food quality standards are duplication and confusion, lacking
of authority. The food quality standards, food hygiene standards, food industry
standards, local standards, and enterprise standards are mutually crossover and refuse
to recognize the others, losing the authority and unity of such standards and making
food enterprises confused about what to do. For example, the Calcium L-threonate
case in November 2004, the inspection result from the Ministry of Agriculture is that
hydrogen peroxide content exceeds bid. However, the Ministry of Health inspected of
it a qualified product. According to the reporter’s investigation, the standard
formulated by the enterprise was applied. This inspection results made the enterprises
confused on how to produce and made consumers confuses on how to consume. In
China, over 20,000 standards were released. There are appropriate 10% standards for
agriculture industry. Among 89 kinds of vegetables, there are less than 20 kinds of
standards. For meat products, bean products, flour products, and aquatic products,
there is only one safety requirements issued by the State Bureau of Quality and
Technical Supervision in 2001, lacking of legislation standard currently. Such gap of
food safety standard also exists in food circulation. In addition, the food quality
standards are of general and difficult to be implemented since many of them have no
risk assessment, lack specificity and scientific nature. For example, the Food Safety
Law cancels “inspection-free system”. The law enforcement agency cannot conduct
inspection against all cases. The coordination of sampling and the general sampling
lacks specific regulations, so disconnection problem is inevitable in practical work.
The Food Safety Law regulates that the actual operation difficulties are caused
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because the food production vendors and small workshops cover throughout urban
and rural area. For particular, the large free decision of illegal punishment rules lacks
strict punishment standard restriction and creates conditions for law enforcers
rent-seeking. In addition, some food quality standards have not been connected with
international standards and cannot be implemented, such as pesticide residue control
index is only 12.5% of that in the international food code, significant higher than the
international average level. At present, the internationally accepted food safety
standard is CAC. It is issued by the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization, containing a total number of about 8,000 food related standards. Most
of countries in the world adopt the international standards. However, in China, only
about 40% of the standards are adopted. The coverage is far from enough. Third, the
punishment standard for violation of food safety laws is low, resulting that the illegal
costs are lower than the estimated income. The Food Safety Law regulates that “for
the food disqualified with the production and business operation hygiene standards
and causes food poisoning or other food-borne diseases, the illegal income is
confiscated and a fine with the range of more than one times and less than five times
of the illegal income will be imposed; if no illegal income is obtained, RMB 1,000 to
50,000 Yuan fine will be imposed; for those causing serious harm to human body
health shall be investigated for criminal responsibility according to law”. In European
and American market economy countries, in addition to sky-high compensation, the
business qualification is canceled. In South Korea, “one illegal behavior means
lifelong ban”. In contrast, Chinese food illegal punishment is too light without
deterrence. The compensation standard is too low. The Food Safety Law also regulates
the compensation principle of ten times of punishment for damage in order to protect
consumers of their direct economic loss. Indirect loss is beyond the support scope,
making the compensation for food safety law in China lower in the world. This
compensation rules cannot protect consumers' rights and interests, and on the other
hand encourage the offender's wrongdoing. Thus, it can be seen that the absence of
food safety standardization leads to weak food safety regulation and further leads to
repeated counterfeit and shoddy food. Therefore, it’s the standardization reason for
breeding and spreading counterfeit and shoddy food. Food safety regulation is
positively related to production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food.
(2) The food safety management institutions are set up unreasonably, with unsmooth
relationship, crossover functions and unclear responsibility, which is the systematic
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reasons of the failure of administrative regulation. There are various food
management institutions in China. The functions are crossover and pass the buck,
having difficult to coordinate. For food market management, we have several
departments, including industry and commerce, business, quality inspection, health,
food and drug, ministry of industry and information, agriculture, animal husbandry,
public security, court, and food security; for food quality, include quality inspection,
ministry of industry and information, and food and drug; for food supervision, include
industry and commerce, business, food and drug, and food security. It is not clear that
which department is the main regulator and which is the support one. The regulators
overstep the boundary and strive for power. On the other hand, no department bears
the relevant responsibilities in face of problems. For particular, the same kind of food
of the same enterprise is regulated by several regulators. Each department does things
in his way and makes the enterprises suffering unspeakably, including livestock and
poultry. The health, agriculture, commerce, courts, industry and commerce, and other
several regulators jointly regulate the market. However, dead pig and chicken flow
into the market which can be seen everywhere but is administered by no body.
Crossover and repeated regulation results in grabbing of interests but avoidance of
responsibility. Thus, it can be seen that the unreasonable food safety management
system leads to weak food safety regulation and further leads to repeated counterfeit
and shoddy food. Therefore, the unreasonable setup of food safety management
institutions is the systematic reasons for spreading counterfeit and shoddy food. Food
safety regulation system is positively related to production and sales of counterfeit
and shoddy food.
(3) Food safety regulation fails to observe and strictly enforce the law, which is the
subjective reason for failure of administrative regulation. First, the food safety
regulatory behavior is not standard and lacks of normalization. China's food safety
regulation is mostly exercised in unconventional ways instead of following the law.
The modes of “strike-hard”, “specific rectification”, “one- hundred-day battle”, and
others are introduced in a sudden and movement manner. For particular, for cracking
down on counterfeit and shoddy food, basically the higher levels organize the
implementation uniformly after major food safety incidents. This movement type
weakens the authority and seriousness of law and induces the occurrence of the
opportunism behavior; on the other hand, it issues notice to illegal food enterprises to
avoid risks. After the movement, the counterfeit and shoddy food production will be
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back. The illegal behavior cannot be effectively curbed. Second, food safety
regulators are inaction and absence of dereliction of duty. Some regulatory
departments and personnel hold bureaucratic style of work and have serious
bureaucracy; refuse to go to the market in-depth; fail to carry out supervision and
inspection at enterprise side; just wait at the office for customer complaints; and keep
blind eyes and ears to counterfeit and shoddy food. They are delinquent and slack in
work. The absence of negligence is common. Third, food safety supervision is
malpractice and seriously dereliction of duty. Some regulatory departments and
personnel take advantage of their office to eat, to take cards, to take bribes, and to
open the door widely for offenders who produce and sell of counterfeit and shoddy
food. Thus, we see more food safety crimes and less investigation; more punishment
and less supervision, and less criminal recourse; and more probation and less confess.
Forth, Food safety regulatory is divided into several segmentations featured by serious
local protectionism. The wrong GDP achievement assessment mechanism makes the
local government to illegally protect counterfeit and shoddy food production and sales
enterprise in order to protect their own interests and maintain their performance. They
prevent the regulators from supervision and inspection and help the counterfeit and
shoddy food companies to escape legal liability, resulting more disordered regulation.
Fifth, financial investment is insufficient for food safety regulation, lacking in
guarantee strength. Regulation office expense lack guarantee and regulators’ expense
depends on penalty; there is no money to buy regulation equipment; regulatory means
lack technologies, especially for on-site regulation; regulators feel at a loss when
facing counterfeit and shoddy food. Thus, it can be seen that weak food safety
regulation leads to failure of food safety regulation and further leads to repeated
counterfeit and shoddy food. Therefore, weak food safety regulation is the subjective
(non-action and arbitrary action) reasons for spreading counterfeit and shoddy food.
Food safety regulation is positively related to production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food.
(4) Asymmetric food safety information and blocked delivery channel is the objective
reason for the failure of administrative regulation. From the countryside to the
dining-table, food safety information is reducing layer upon layer, while very few
information is obtained by regulators. The reason is that food safety information lack
unified management. The scattered food safety management authorities lead to
scattered information control; the failure of unified information channels lead to
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scattered information release subject. Due to asymmetric information, the acquisition
of food safety information costs high, but regulatory authorities have no financial
guarantee, bringing in great difficulties to effective regulation. This is also the main
reason for low efficiency. In this case, we can conclude that asymmetric information
leads to weal food safety regulation and further leads to repeated counterfeit and
shoddy food. Therefore, asymmetric food safety information is negatively related to
counterfeit and shoddy food.
(5) The food safety risk monitoring is backward and crisis handling capacity is low,
which is the basic reason for the failure of administrative regulation. Presently, there
are 10% of the cities and 53% of the counties in China have not yet set up food safety
risk monitoring points. Due to the lack of testing equipment and professional and
technical personnel at the areas that have already set up monitoring points, the
detection ability still woefully inadequate, existing in name only. Rural food safety
problems and agricultural products risk monitoring are especially weak. The current
rural residents generally have less risk prevention capacity and almost blank against
the education on food safety risk. The Book of Rites Doctrine of the Mean said:
“Preparedness ensures success, unpreparedness spells failure.”51 Lessons from food
safety accidents show that backward risk monitoring is the main reason for frequent
occurrence of food safety accident, and also the basic reason for unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food. In this case, it can be seen that the food safety risk
monitoring work is positively related to counterfeit and shoddy food.
(6) The food security judicial supervision is weak and we see more substitution
administrative for legal penalties. Little criminal penalties is the main reason for the
failure of judicial supervision. At present, food safety regulatory relies too much on
the government. And the government almost takes unlimited responsibilities. It’s very
common to see to replace management and punishment with penalty; it not only kills
the fairness and justice, but stoops the dignity and prestige of laws and regulations,
resulting that judicial ministration exists in name only, counterfeit and shoddy food
goes rampant and overwhelming, consumers’ rights and interests are violated without
any reasons. Regrettably, consumers only know that the government is responsible for
rights protection, and do not know to solve the problems by the courts and lawyers.
This is a severe consequence of weak judicial supervision. In this case, it can be seen
that food safety legal regulation is positively related to counterfeit and shoddy food.
51

The Book of Rites Doctrine of the Mean, annotated and interpreted by Ai Zhong and Guo Wenju, Dalian
Publishing House, P469
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(7) Public, public opinion and social supervision behaviors about food safety lack
standardization. Weak supervision is the external reason for weak regulation of
regulators. First, public participation and supervision is not highly motivated and
lacks system guarantee. At present, public supervision is a conscious activity of
citizens, without system guarantee and incentive mechanism. Especially, no uniform
incentive system is established to reward public informers. The public, as a main body
for food consumption, lacks motivation of participation in supervision. This is the
main reason why the public is unwilling to participate in food safety supervision.
Second, supervision by public opinions is not perfect and lacks legal protection. Due
to intervention of various interest body and temptation by practical interests, the
public dare not honestly report counterfeit and shoddy food. Especially, when
supervision by public opinions may threaten life security but without any legal
protection, it seems feeble and futile. Therefore, it’s no wonder that the public would
turn a blind eye and deaf ear to counterfeit and shoddy food. Third, the social credit
system is incomplete and food enterprises are not credible. Since no entire social
credit system is established, food safety credit system lacks a foundation for
establishment; currently, except administrative supervision authorities can understand
and grasp certain credit information of some food enterprises, the industry and society
has no channel to collect credit information of food enterprises. Meanwhile, the credit
evaluation system of food safety lacks uniform regulations, and evaluation lacks
justice and authority. The collection of food safety credit seems difficult since it lacks
a legal ground. Especially, under the circumstance when credit-breaking cost is lower
than credit-keeping cost, the collection channel is difficult to be unblocked. In this
case, it can be seen that the lack of standardization of public, public opinion and
social supervision about food safety leads to weak regulation of regulators and further
leads to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Thus, the public, public opinion and
social supervision are positively related to production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food.
In conclusion, regulator’s failure in food safety regulation is caused by multiple
reasons, including both objective and subjective reasons, external and internal reasons,
leading to unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food. Therefore, regulator’s regulation in
food safety regulation is positively related to production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food.
Relation model of regulator’s regulation and enterprise’s production and sales of
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counterfeit and shoddy food

The food safety standardization lacks systematicness
and compatibility.
The food safety standard system is chaotic and there are
several blank spots.
The penalty standard for violation of food safety laws is
low.

2. The food safety regulation system is unreasonable.
The setup of food safety regulatory authorities is
unreasonable.
The relations of food safety regulatory authorities are

Consumers purchase counterfeit and shoddy food

contents are correct.

Enterprises’ production and sales of counterfeit nad shoddy food

Reasons for failure of regulators in regulation

1. The food safety standardization system is chaotic,

unsmooth.
The functions of food safety regulatory authorities are
not divided specifically.

3. Food safety regulation doesn’t follow and strictly
execute the laws.
Food safety regulation behaviors are not normative.
Food safety regulators are inaction and absence of
dereliction of duty.
Food safety regulators are malpractice and seriously
dereliction of duty.
Local protection for food safety regulation is serious.
Food safety regulation investment is insufficient,
guarantee is weak.

4. Food safety regulation information is asymmetric.

5. Food safety risk monitoring is backward.

6. Food safety judicial supervision is weak.

7. Public public opinion and social supervision about
food safety is not normative.

Figure 20: Relation model of regulator’s regulation and enterprise’s production and
sales of counterfeit and shoddy food
Data source: Author summary
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Chapter IV Research Assumption, Survey Methods and
Data Analysis
The research design of this Chapter, on the basis of literature review and research
hypothesis, lied in the implementation of research assumption into practical operation
process, making a good preparation for data analysis and result discussion. To
conclude true, accurate, and reliable results, scientific and rigorous research
assumption forms a key point for the whole research process. First, the author make a
comparative analysis, depth interview and questionnaire survey; then check the
reliability and validity of samples; finally, make a mathematical analysis, i.e. relevant
analysis and regression analysis of survey data, to reveal the action mechanism of
mutual relations between variables; analyze and discuss whether the conclusion of
results will support the original hypothesis.
4.1 Operational definition and measurement of variables
Operational definition refers to specific demarcation and explanation for variables and
indexes by perceivable and measurable items, events, phenomenon and methods. The
most prominent characteristic of operational definition is its observable nature; the
process of making operational definition is the process that transforms the abstract
statement of variables or indexes into specific operational statement. Measurement is
to represent the nature or character of a certain item or phenomena in figures or
symbols. All measurement belongs to a social one; physical measurement is also for
the purpose of the society. The measurement in this thesis is measurement of social
phenomenon.
4.1.1 Operational definition of variables
Variable 1 quality of business operators - refers to enterprise operator’s degree of
education, goals and pursuit, moral accomplishment, concept of rule of law, operation
pattern and decision-making model.
Variable 2 business decision-making - business operators decide enterprise production
and management goals as well as tactics and strategies, methods and measures in
order to achieve the goals of production and management, namely make decisions on
what to do and how to do.
Variable 3 production and sales of counterfeit and inferior food - refers to business
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operators make the decision to produce or sell other brand products for fake inferior
quality of the food. Counterfeit food refers to the use of untruth producer name and
address, trade mark, food name, logo, etc., so that the consumers are under the illusion
that the product is genuine food. Inferior food refers to the food of inferior quality or
loss of operational performance.
Variable 4 consumers - refers to an aspect of food chain. They represent the creature
that cannot produce but to achieve his living by consuming other organisms. Legally,
consumer refers to social member who buys aiming at life consumption or uses
products and accepts services. The essential characteristic of consumer is that the
purpose of purchasing goods is to meet the needs of individual or family but not for
operation or sales. Consumers in this thesis refer to individuals for the purpose of
living consumption.
Variable 5 regulator - mainly refers to functions of food safety supervision and
administration against food production and circulation enterprises by national
government authorities. They are specifically responsible for day-to-day supervision
against food production and processing and circulation of food safety; implementation
of production license; compulsory inspection of food quality and safety market access
system; investigation and punishment those who produce and sell substandard food
and other quality violations. Regulators in a broad sense refer to judicial supervision
of food safety criminal case, the public, public opinion and social supervision.
4.1.2 Measurement instruments for variables
According to the literature at home and abroad, based on the actual condition of
Chinese food safety management, the measurement scale of all variables is formed:
(1) Quality of business operators. The measurement of quality of business operators is
mainly initiated from the physicial conditions of the food enterprise operator in China
aiming at those who produce and sell counterfeit and inferior food. 95% of counterfeit
and inferior food production and sales enterprises in China are small enterprises. The
quality of their operators is extremely low. In this case, the measurement index and
methods used in this research is relative simple. It is mainly studied from five aspects,
including goal pursuit, morality, and degree of education, legal concept, risk taking
and decision-making model.
(2) Business operator’s decision-making. It is divided into three types: first, operator
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independent decision which is more suitable for small and micro-sized enterprises;
second, group board collective discussion of majority rule to make decisions,
applicable for listing companies or limited liability companies; third enterprise
management team collectively discusses issues to put forward two or more sets of
decision schemes before making decision by business operators (chairman), suitable
for medium-sized or above solely state-owned and general limited liability companies.
In this paper, the first type is introduced. The measurement of this type of
decision-making is mainly embodied in enterprise production target (profit target),
(investigation) market demand, the production (sales) of counterfeit and inferior food
costs, and how to produce (sell) food (punishment risk costs). If the production cost
plus risk cost is smaller than production target (profit), especially under the
circumstance that the production cost and risk cost are relative fixed, the operator may
decide to produce the counterfeit and inferior food without the slightest hesitation.
(3) Production and sales of counterfeit and inferior food. The production and sales of
counterfeit and inferior food means the production and sales behavior that the
enterprise passes fake imitations for genuine and sells seconds at best quality prices.
Its measurement index is passing fake imitations for genuine and selling seconds at
best quality prices.
(4) Consumer. Consumer counterfeit buying behavior consists three circumstances:
first,

knowing-and-buying;

second

buying-without-knowing;

and

third

knowing-and-passive buying. The measurement index of knowing-and-buying
includes that customer has lower income, pursue cheap goods, perceived risks,
personal psychological factors, and individual value orientation. The measurement
index of buying-without-knowing refers to asymmetric information. That of
knowing-and-passive buying mainly includes the two influential factors, consumer’s
rigid need to purchase (not alternatives) and environmental purchase factor.
(5) Regulator. The regulator in this research mainly refers to government
administrative supervision, judicial supervision and the public, public opinion, and
social supervision. The measurement index of regulator mainly include seven aspects,
i.e. the integrity of supervision laws and regulations, the soundness of supervision
system, the effectiveness of regulation behaviors, the symmetry of food safety
information, the perfect of risk monitoring mechanism, well-placed of judicial
supervision, and the capability of the public, public opinion and social supervision.
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4.2 Survey methods and data analysis of study
This thesis mainly adopts comparative analysis, depth interview and questionnaire
survey as investination means, by checking the reliability and validity of samples and
taking scientific relevant analysis and regression analysis of data to ensure the validity
and scientificity of research results.
4.2.1 Comparative analysis in this research
Comparative analysis is to compare two correlated objective matters to understand
their nature and laws and make correct evaluation.
(1) Comparative analysis of production and operation of food enterprises under the
circumstance of planned economy and market-oriented economy.
① How do the enterprises produce and sell food under the circumstance of planned
economy?
A. State-owned and collectively-owned enterprises produce and sell food uniformly;
private enterprises or individual business does exist.
B. Raw materials for production of food are purchased by state-owned and
collectively-owned enterprises from other state-owned and collectively-owned ones
according to plans.
C. Food standard was uniform nationwide; food varieties are limited and deficient.
D. The profits and losses are determined by plans, unrelated to enterprise operation.
Enterprise has no autonomous right of management.
E. The income of employees has nothing to do with the profits of the enterprises; file
wages are implemented.
② How do the enterprises produce and sell food under the circumstance of
market-oriented economy?
A. Both enterprises with all forms of ownership and individual businesses may
produce and sell food.
B. Raw materials for production of food are purchased by enterprises in a
marketization manner, excluding those controlled by the nation and requiring
examination and approval.
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C. Food standards include not only nationwide uniform standards but also local and
enterprise standards. There are still numerous food products having no standards.
Food categories are various and complicated.
D. Enterprises have autonomous right of management, run their business
independently and assume sole responsibility for its profits or losses, having nothing
to do with the government.
E. The income of employees relates to the profits of the enterprises, breaking through
the file wages system and depended on benefits.
③ Through comparison of enterprises under the two kinds of systems, a conclusion
can be reached as follows:
A. The main body of food production and management enterprises is different. Under
the circumstance of planned economy, the main body of food production and
management is state-owned and collectively-owned enterprises, while under the
circumstance of market-oriented economy the main body is private enterprises and
individual business.
B. The purchase methods of raw materials for production of food are different. Under
the circumstance of planned economy, the raw materials applied by food enterprises
are purchased from raw materials production enterprises according to plans and the
channel is single; under the circumstance of market-oriented economy, the raw
materials are purchased by enterprises directly from the market as needed via multiple
channels.
C. The management of food standards is different. Under the circumstance of planned
economy, food standards are uniform and food varieties are single and deficient, easy
to manage; under the circumstance of market-oriented economy, food standards and
food varieties are various and there are still numerous food products having no
standards, making it quite difficult to manage.
D. The profits and losses methods are different. Under the circumstance of planned
economy, profits and losses are determined by the government, having nothing to do
with management, so enterprises often turn to the mayor; under the circumstance of
market-oriented economy, enterprises run their business independently and assume
sole responsibility for its profits or losses, having nothing to do with the government,
so enterprises turn to the market for surviving.
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E. The relationship between profits of the enterprise and the employees is different.
Under the circumstance of planned economy, profits of the enterprise have nothing to
do with employees and their performance, since file wages are implemented; under
the circumstance of market-oriented economy, profits of the enterprise are closely
related to employees, since their wages are based on benefits of enterprises and they
may gain more for more work.
④ Lessons:
Under the circumstance of planned economy, the operation and management of
enterprises should be in accordance with plans and its content and method is single,
stiff and rigid which is adverse to mobilizing the enthusiasm of managers and
employees and may kill the vitality and vigor of the enterprise. However, such kind of
strict and rules-following management concept worth learning and taking for
reference. Under the circumstance of market-oriented economy, enterprises run
business independently and assume sole responsibility for its profits or losses. The
operation and management method is flexible, which is beneficial to mobilizing the
enthusiasm of managers and employees and may bring vitality and vigor to
enterprises. However, it may cause enterprises to pursue maximum profits by any
kind of means and illegal business. According to surveys done by the author, 95% and
above of counterfeit and shoddy food is produced and sold by private enterprises and
individual businesses. This is the most practical evidence. Though both plans and
markets are means to adjust economy, China just experienced a short period of
market-oriented economy, the foundation of planned economy still exists, the
“threaten regulators with death” and “be in chaos without management” problems are
still not resolved yet. In the course of supervision, the government may inevitably fail
due to tolerance and softness, so the counterfeit and shoddy problems become
unchecked. In this case, it can be seen that regulators’ failure in regulation is the main
reason for unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food under the circumstance of
market-oriented economy. This is the real situation of China’s food industry.
(2) The comparison and analysis of legal persons of top 100 enterprises in 2011
national food industry and of the 105 small and micro-sized enterprises in food
industry from 2013 to 2015 can be seen in the following Table 1 and Table 2
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:

The information of legal persons of 2011 top 100 enterprises in domestic food industry and of the 105 small and
micro-sized enterprises in food industry from 2013 to 2015 is derived from Chinese Baidu Library and relevant
work statement and media reports provided by provincial and municipal food and drug supervision departments
and judicial authorities and sorted out by the author.
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Table 1 Questionnaire about legal persons of top 100 enterprises in 2011 domestic
food industry
Degree of education of legal

Goals and

representatives

pursuit

Enterprises
types

8

6

5

7

9

6

2

5

5

company
Private

3

enterprises
Joint venture
Foreign

4

founded

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 1: Questionnaire about legal persons 2011 top 100 enterprises in domestic food
industry
Data source: Market survey

Table 2 Questionnaire about legal persons of the 105 small and micro-sized
enterprises in food industry from 2013 to 2015

Enterprises
types

Degree of education of

Goals and

legal representatives

pursuit

Morality
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Economic

Operation

concept

philosophy

Decision-m
aking
methods

Personal decision

5

Overall decision

Joint-stock

Adventure business

1

holdings

king methods

Legal operation

4

Education of legal system

6

State-owned

Knowledge of law

3

enterprises

philosophy

Credit knowledge

5

Decision-ma

Moral knowledge

Master and above

9

Operation

Social responsibility

Bachelor

6

1

Operation concept

Economic benefits

Technical college

High school

Middle school

State-owned

Primary school and below

Projects

Morality

No

√

company

Personal decision

No

Overall decision

No

Adventure business

No

Legal operation

No

Education of legal

No

system

Knowledge of law

1

Credit knowledge

3

Moral knowledge

food

Social responsibility

Private

Economic benefits

5

Technical college

3

and

High school

school

Middle school

Primary

below
Projects

No
√

√

limited
Individual

9

5

3

2

No

No

No

No

No

No

√

foodstuffs

No
√

√

factory
Individual

33

17

2

2

No

No

No

No

No

No

√

foodstuffs

No
√

√

workshops
Individual

5

1

1

No

restaurant
Individual
foodstuffs

No

No

No

No

No

√
7

4

1

1

No
√

No

No

No

No

No

No

√

√
No

√

distributors

Table 2: Questionnaire about legal persons of the 105 small and micro-sized
enterprises in food industry from 2013 to 2015
Data source: Market survey
① Natural conditions comparison of these two types of enterprises
A. Judging from the enterprise nature and organization structures, among the top 100
enterprises in 2011 domestic food industry (hereinafter referred to as “Top 100 food
enterprises”), there are totally 34 state-owned enterprises and state-owned holdings,
accounting for 34%; 20 joint-stock companies, accounting for 20%; 30 private
enterprises, accounting for 30%; 16 foreign-founded and joint-venture enterprises,
accounting for 16%. These enterprises are commoned featured by their scale as
large-scale food enterprises under the limited liability company system and have
established a normative modern enterprise system. Among the 105 small and
micro-sized enterprises who produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food (hereinafter
referred to as “105 small and micro-sized food enterprises”), there are 12 private
limited liability companies, accounting for 11.4%; 19 individual foodstuffs factories,
accounting for 18.1%; 54 individual foodstuffs workshops, accounting for 51.4%; 7
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√

individual restaurants, accounting for 6.7%; 13 individual foodstuffs distributors,
accounting for 12.4%. The common character of these enterprises is that they are all
small and micro-sized food enterprises, implement individual responsibility system of
operators. They are purely private enterprises, especially, small and micro-sized food
enterprises account for 95% and above.
B. Among the top 100 food enterprises in the food industry, 90 persons have an
education degree of technical college and above, accounting for 90%; 6 persons have
an education degree of high school, only 4 persons with middle school. Through
continuing education, these ten employees have basically reached the technical
college and above education degree. Among the 105 small and micro-sized food
enterprises, 57 legal persons have primary school and below, accounting for 54.3%;
30 persons have middle school background, accounting for 28.5%; 12 persons have
high school ebackground, accounting for 11.4%; only 6 persons received technical
college education and above, accounting for 5.7%.
C. Judging from the goals and pursuit of the enterprise legal persons, among the top
100 food enterprises, these legal persons attach importance not only to economic
benefits, but also to enterprise’s social responsibilities. None of them produce and sell
counterfeit and shoddy food. However, among the 105 small and micro-sized food
enterprises, legal persons only pay attention to economic benefits instead of
enterprise’s social responsibility. They regard maximum benefits as the only pursuit
of the enterprise. For this purpose, they produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food
at any price, and breach and violate the laws.
D. Judging from the morality of the enterprise legal persons, among the top 100 food
enterprises, these legal persons have not only moral knowledge but also credit
knowledge and these enterprises enjoy well-deserved reputation. However, among the
105 small and micro-sized food enterprises, these legal persons neither have moral
sense nor credit awareness, with extremely bad moral accomplishment.
E. Judging from legal persons’ sense of rule of law, among the top 100 food
enterprises, these legal persons has not only knowledge of law but also accept
education about laws and they have a strong awareness of rule of law. However,
among the 105 small and micro-sized food enterprises, these legal persons neither
have knowledge of law nor accept education about laws and they are purely legal
illiterate.
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F. Judging from legal persons’ operation concept, among the top 100 food enterprises,
these legal persons can stick to operation according to laws, production according to
standards; they don’t produce counterfeit and shoddy food. However, among the 105
small and micro-sized food enterprises, these legal persons are keen on adventure and
all these enterprises produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food.
G. Judging from legal persons’ decision-making methods, almost of all the top 100
food enterprises carry out a general manager responsibility system under the guidance
of the board of directors, with not only collective decision made by the board of
directors but also supervision from the board of supervisors. They’ve all established
normative modern enterprise system. However, the 105 small and micro-sized food
enterprises have neither a board of directors nor a board of supervisors. All matters
shall be determined by the operator himself. He does what he wants and what brings
more profits. Therefore, when they find that production and sales of counterfeit and
shoddy food can make money, they would strive to be the first.
② Through comparison, a conclusion can be reached as follows:
A. Enterprises that have different scales have different internal governance structures.
The top 100 food enterprises have a large scale and a sound corporate governance
structure, carry out modern enterprise system and have normative and effective
management. However, the 105 small and micro-sized food enterprises generally have
a small scale and most are small workshops, haven’t established modern enterprise
system and carry out individual responsibility system in which the operators are only
persons who have a say and are arbitrary.
B. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different education
background. The legal persons of the top 100 food enterprises have higher level of
education and of whom 90% and above have technical college and above education
background. However, for the legal persons of the 105 small and micro-sized food
enterprises, 82.8% has middle school and below education background, among which
54.3% have primary school education background; only 16.1% have high school and
above education background. Overall, most of the legal persons of the 105 small and
micro-sized food enterprises are illiterate or semiliterate.
C. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different goals and
pursuit. For the legal persons of the top 100 food enterprises, their goals and pursuit
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comply with Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory; they attach importance not only to economic
benefits, but also to enterprise’s social responsibility; they are responsible for
themselves (egoism) and also consumers (altruism). This is the kind of food
enterprises required by the society. However, the legal persons of the 105 small and
micro-sized food enterprises attach importance only to economic benefits; they do
things that harm others to benefit themselves and don’t have any social
responsibilities at all.
D. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different moral
qualities. The legal persons of the top 100 food enterprises have not only moral
knowledge but also credit awareness; they produce quality-assured food stuffs.
However, the legal persons of the 105 small and micro-sized food enterprises have
neither moral knowledge nor credit awareness. They are neither conscientious nor
incredible and specialize in producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food.
E. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different legal
qualities. The legal persons of the top 100 food enterprises not only have knowledge
of law but also accept education about laws; they not only know and understand laws,
but also learn and observe laws. However, the legal persons of the 105 small and
micro-sized food enterprises neither have knowledge of law nor learn or observe laws.
F. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different operation
concept. In terms of operation concept, the legal persons of the top 100 food
enterprises pay attention to putting people first and operation according to laws.
However, the legal persons of the 105 small and micro-sized food enterprises just do
the opposite site; they are keen to drawing water to their mills and to adventure
business.
G. Enterprises that have different scales have legal persons with different
decision-making method. In terms of decision-making method, the legal persons of
the top 100 food enterprises carry out collective decision of the board of directors and
general manager take responsibility for implementation, to ensure the scientific nature
and validity of the decision systematically. However, the legal persons of the 105
small and micro-sized food enterprises carry out decisions determined by them
arbitrarily. In addition, they are illiterate and legal illiterate, have no moral principles,
specialize in adventure business. All these comprehensive qualities will certainly
drive them to make decisions to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food.
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In this case, it can be seen that to establish and develop large-scale food enterprises is
the development direction for food industry. Small and micro-sized enterprises
owners are the main source for production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food.
③ Lessons:
Food industry should strive to develop large-scale modern food enterprises, especially
to establish modern corporate governance structure, to ensure the scientific nature and
validity of the decision systematically. Small and micro-sized food enterprises must
be standardized and legalized. Resolutely ban unlicensed “black workshops”, “black
factories”, “black markets” and “black dens”; improve the overall qualities of legal
persons of small and micro-sized food enterprise; those who haven’t be educated or
trained professionally to gain legal qualification are prohibited to serve in the industry
for production and sales of food; reinforce the regulation of regulators to prevent
owners of small and micro-sized enterprises to produce and sell counterfeit and
shoddy food from the source.
3. Comparative analysis of investigation and treatment of illegal food and drug safety
cases in China
Cases summary
---As reported by Fujian TV on November 21, 2002, Fujian province announced the
first “clenbuterol” case. Due to sales of “clenbuterol”, the defendant, Ye Shouhua was
sentenced for 5 months in jail and fined for RMB 3,000 Yuan by People’s Court of
Yanping District, Nanping city, Fujian province, for his commit a crime of production
of poisonous food.
---As reported by Anhui TV in April 2004, more than 200 children in Fuyang city,
Anhui province, were suffered from disqualified and inferior milk powder, among
which 10 children died. Among the 22 persons of the concluded 15 cases, 8 persons
were sentenced for more than 5 years and less than 8 years in jail; 12 persons were
sentenced for more than 6 months and less than 4 years in jail; 2 persons were
sentenced to exempt from criminal punishment due to minor circumstances. In
addition, 18 defendants were respectively fined more than RMB 1,000 Yuan and less
than RMB 30,000 Yuan.
--- As reported by Chongqing TV on March 29, 2005, a lot of Chinese food, including
KFC and Hengdai Food, was found containing Sudan Red ingredient, but was leaving
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unsettled. Until August 24, 2007, Chinese first Sudan Red pepper case was placed on
file in Chongqing. People’s Procuratorate of Jiangbei District, Chongqing city,
initiated a public prosecution against the business operator, Song Debing, in Panxi
Agricultural Trade Market, for being a suspect in selling poisonous and harmful food.
Finally, Song Debing was sentenced for one and half years in jail and fined RMB
10,000 Yuan.
---As reported by China News on January 6, 2014, in 2013, the Chinese national
political and legal system frequently “hit hard” and cracked down 28,000 “black
factories”, “black dens” and “black markets” which was 2.6 times more than that in
2012 and cracked 32,000 food safety cases. The momentum and tendency of food
safety crimes was constrained. In addition, according to information gained from the
Supreme People’s Court by a journalist of China News, in 2013, Chinese national
political and legal system totally accepted and heard 2,366 food safety cases and
concluded 2082 cases; the number of sentenced persons increased to 2,641.
Calculated hereby, among the 32,000 food cases cracked by Chinese national political
and legal system, only 2,366 were transferred to people’s court, only accounting for
7.3% of the total.
---As reported by People’s Court Daily on May 3, 2013, from 2010 to 2012, people’s
court at all levels judged 1,533 food safety cases in total, the effective number of
sentenced persons increased to 2,088, among which, 119 cases were cracked in 2010
with an effective number of sentenced persons of 162; 333 cases were cracked in
2011 with an effective number of sentenced persons of 421; 1,081 cases were cracked
in 2012 an effective number of sentenced persons of 1,505 (100 more than that in
2013). According to the above mentioned 32,000 food cases cracked by Chinese
national political and legal system which is 2.6 times more than that in 2012, it can be
seen that in 2012, Chinese national political and legal system cracked 12,308 food
safety cases in total, among which only 1,081 were transferred to people’s court, only
accounting for 8.8% of the total.
---As reported by the Ministry of Public Security of the PRC on June 18, 2014, in
2013, Chinese police organs cracked 43,000 food and drug safety cases, transferred
5,515 cases to courts, accounting for 12.8% of the cracked cases. For details, see
Table 3 and Table 4:
Table 3 Investigation and treatment of illegal food cases in China from 2012 to
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the first half year of 2015
Unit
Project

Time

Shandong

November

province

2014

Number of illegal

Number

of

Economic punishment

Proportion of cases

Punishment of each

foodcases

cases transferred

against illegal food

transferred to police

illegalenterprises

topoliceorgans

cases

organs%

158

1426

5.1%

2046

0.47%

to

Datasourceandtime

ChinaNewsOnlineJinan
January21,2015

February2015
Jiangsu

2012

18794

245

3488

1.3%

0.1856

province
Suzhou

March9,2013
2013

2521

70

2595

2.77%

1.029

city
Hubei

PeoplesNetwork

XinhuaNewsOnline
March17,2014

2013

3194

16

1092

0.5%

0.3418

province

XinhuaNewsOnline
January24,2014

Donggua

From June to

ncity

Julyin2015

1161

86

310.08

7.4%

0.2670

Dongguan

Yangguang

Network
September20,2015

Shenzhen

2013

4684

120

1346.65

2.5%

0.2875

city

Shenzhen Special Zone
Daily
September9,2014

Guangxi(r

From March to

ural)

November in

514

10

156.5

1.9%

0.3045

GuangxiNewsOnline
December17,2014

2014
Sichuan

From March to

province

November in

(rural)

2014

Hainan

From March to

(rural)

November in

2731

48

714.8

1.7%

0.2617

Sichuan Daily February 5,
2015

441

4

92

0.9%

0.2086

ChinaNews
November8,2014

2014
Shaanxi

From March to

province

November in

Online

2014

September10,2014

Shanghai

2014

4500

8447

40

129

915.75

0.89%

5567.7

1.52%

0.2035

0.6591

city

China

Quality

News

ChinaBusinessTimes
February4,2015

Chongqin

From August to

gcity

November in

1371

46

578.2

3.35%

0.4217

HeilongNetwork
December29,2014

2014
Jiangxi

From January

province

toAprilin2014

Sichuan

The first half

province

yearof2015

Shandong

2014

1530

12

413.2

0.78%

0.2700

EastdayNetwork
June10,2014

277

7

13.95

2.5%

0.3515

SichuanNewsOnline
July10,2015

20550

1910

643.66

9.3%

province

0.3121

DazhongDaily
February9,2015
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China

Special

1604

Food and

examination of

Drug

edible oil in

Administr

2014

10

0.62%

ChinaNetwork
May13,2015

ation
Chinese

2014

84500

738

0.87%

XinhuaFood

food

January20,2015

system
Chinese

From August to

food

the end

system

Octoberin2014

16677

222

1.33%

XinhuaOnline

of

November18,2014

rural
special
treatment
Intotal

171856

3871

19353.49

2.25%

0.2802

Table 3: Investigation and treatment of illegal food cases in China from 2012 to the
first half year of 2015
Data source: Market survey

Table 4 Investigation and treatment of illegal food and drug cases in China from
2013 to 2015
Unit
Project

Sichuan province

Time

2014

Number of illegal

Number of cases

Economic

Proportion

foodcases

transferred

punishment about

cases transferred to

each

policeorgans

illegalfoodcases

policeorgans%

enterprises

358

14200

2.0%

0.8236

17240

to

of

Punishment

of
illegal

Data source and
time

China

News

Online
2015
Shaanxiprovince

2014

14498

123

2867.07

0.8%

0.1977

PeoplesNetwork
January12,2015

Guangdong

From January to

province

the end of May in

8232

74

819

0.9%

0.0995

CRI Online June
18,2015

2015
Shanxiprovince

2014

13957

141

4363

1.0%

0.3216

Shanxi

Food

Safety Network
June25,2015
Jilinprovince

The first half year

3929

98

437.09

of2015

2.5%

0.1105

China

Food

Network
July20,2015
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Shandong

From October to

province

December

4347

30

1349.4

0.7%

0.3104

in

PeoplesNetwork
June19,2014

2014
Jiangsuprovince

2014

5247

333

5897.02

6.3%

1.2139

China

Quality

NewsOnline
April16,2015
Anhuiprovince

2014

11436

63

2453

0.55%

0.2145

China

Anhui

Online
January21,2015
Yunnan province

2014

15736

45

5183.4

0.28%

0.3294

Xinhua

News

Online
April23,2015
Hebeiprovince

The first half year

5838

33

1967

0.56%

0.3369

of2015

China

News

Online
July3,2015

Ningxia

2014

736

2

207

0.27%

0.2815

China

Food

Autonomous

Safety Network

Region

March 19,2015

Fujianprovince

From November

2121

48

427.38

2.3%

0.2015

to December in

Dazhong Online
January14,2015

2014
Qinghaiprovince

From 2014 to

2581

7

737.1

0.27%

0.2586

June2015

Qinghai

news

Online
September

24,

2015
Hebeiprovince

From June to
September

3528

36

1068

1.0%

0.3027

in

China Food and
Drug

2014

Administration
October22,2014

Wuhan city

The first half year

881

8

1066.07

0.9%

1.2101

of2014
Yunnan province

The first half year

August9,2014
3871

35

2860

0.9%

0.7388

of2015
Hubeiprovince

2013

Wuhan Online

Baidu
April23,2015

8487

96

1772.1

1.13%

0.2088

Red Network
April1,2014

Chinese food and

2013

30000

33%

422665

4920

1.13%

April1,2014

drugsystem
In total

47673.63

1.16%

0.3886

Table 4: Investigation and treatment of illegal food and drug cases in Chinafrom 2013
to 2015
Data source: Market survey
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① Comparison of illegal food and drug cases transferred to police organs
A. According to statistic analysis, from 2012 to 2015, 171,856 China’s illegal food
cases were investigated and cracked, among which 3,871 cases were transferred to
police organs, only accounting for 2.25% of the total. That is to say, among 100
illegal cases, only 2 were transferred to police organs and the remaining was all
handled by administrative departments. According to Table 3, Shandong province
transferred the most illegal food cases to police organs, accounting for 9.3% of the
total; Hubei province transferred the least, only accounting for 0.5% of the total, i.e.
among the 200 illegal food safety cases, only 1 was transferred to police organs.
B. According to statistic analysis, from 2013 to 2015, 422,665 China’s illegal food
cases were investigated and cracked, among which 4,920 cases were transferred to
police organs, only accounting for 1.16% of total. That is to say, among 100 illegal
cases, only 1 was transferred to police organs and the remaining was all handled by
administrative departments. According to Table 4, Jiangsu province transferred the
most illegal food cases to police organs, accounting for 6.3% of the total; Ningxia
Autonomous Region transferred the least, only accounting for 0.27% of the total, i.e.
among the 400 illegal food safety cases, only 1 was transferred to police organs.
② Comparison of illegal food and drug cases punishment
A. According to statistic analysis, from 2012 to 2015, 171,856 China’s illegal food
cases were investigated and cracked, among which, 167,985 cases were disposed with
economic treatment, accounting for 97.75%, i.e. among 100 illegal cases, 98 were
treated with economic punishment and only 2 were transferred to police organs.
B. According to statistic analysis, from 2013 to 2015, 422,665 China’s illegal food
cases were investigated and cracked, among which, 417,742 cases were disposed with
economic treatment, accounting for 98.84%, i.e. among 100 illegal cases, 99 were
treated with economic punishment and only 1 was transferred to police organs.
③ Comparison of food and drug cases violating laws and regulations transferred to
courts after being filed and investigated
Judging from the judgment of food safety crime from the “clenbuterol” case, Fuyang
milk powder case to Sundan Red case, it can be seen that criminal punishment is
mitigated, economic punishment is less and the government may generally fail due to
tolerance and softness. Judging from the fact that police organs investigated and
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cracked cases and then transferred them to courts for investigation of criminal
responsibility, in 2012 and 2013, food safety crimes heard by courts respectively
account for 8.89% and 7.3% of cases cracked by the police; in 2013, food safety
crimes heard by courts account for 12.8% of cases cracked by the police. That is to
say, among supervision of law enforcement in food and drug by administrative
departments, only 1% to 2% of the cracked illegal cases was transferred to police
organs, while after cases were cracked by the police organs, only remaining 7.3%,
8.89% and 12.8% were transferred to courts for investigation of criminal
responsibility. In this case, it can be seen how serious it is for the administrative
authorities to replace management with penalty and police organs replace punishment
with penalty.
④ Through comparison, the conclusion can be reached as follows:
During supervision and regulation of food and drugs, relevant law-enforcement
department and supervisory institutions of the government pay attention to economic
punishment for illegal behaviors. Food and drugs administrative departments have
severe problems to replace management with penalty and police organs have severe
problems to replace punishment with penalty, exempting some criminal offenders
from punitive sanctions, objectively weakening the responsibility and capability of
judicial supervision, encouraging the criminals’ arrogance and leading to unchecked
production and sales of counterfeit and shoddy food. Therefore, it’s essential to
practically reinforce judicial supervision to treat with unchecked production and sales
of counterfeit and shoddy food.
⑤ Lessons:
To reinforce judicial supervision and treatment with unchecked production and sales
of counterfeit and shoddy food, regulators must strictly follow rules of fairness and
justice, act by laws, resolutely prevent the occurrence of breaking laws while in
charge of its enforcement and bending the law for personal gain i.e. replacing
management and punishment with penalty, effectively play the role and power of
judicial supervision, so as to maintain the authority and dignity of laws.
4.2.2 In-Depth interview and result analysis
In-depth interview, which is a method commonly used in qualitative researches for
collecting information, is a face-to-face conversation between the interviewer and the
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interviewee in separated and private manner, in order to exchange opinions and
construct concepts. In the conversation, the interviewee’s behavioral motivations,
believes, attitudes and perspectives shall be explored, analyzed and understood, the
diversification of information collected enhanced, issues clarified through interaction,
and true feelings and behavior cognition of the interviewee identified.
According to requirements of in-depth interview, an interview outline was developed
based on major purposes and contents of the interview, to collect information related
with interviewees’ perceptual knowledge and basic evaluation on small and micro
food enterprises, operators, decision-making, counterfeit and shoddy food products,
regulation failure and governance on counterfeit and shoddy food products, through
their practice as consumers. In order to minimize external influence and
apprehensions, and ensure an in-depth exploration on the psychological mechanisms
and factors of enterprise operators to make the decision to manufacture and sell
counterfeit and shoddy food products, and the administrative measures on counterfeit
and shoddy food products, a combination of personal in-depth interviews and
semi-structured interviews was applied in the research, so as to ensure quality and
efficiency of the interviews.
(1) Purposes
With subjects such as operators’ moral quality of small and micro-sized food
enterprises, decision-making, manufacture and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food
products, protection of legal rights by consumers who buy counterfeit and shoddy
food products, regulation failures, and administration on counterfeit and shoddy food
products, purposes and contents of the interviews were identified as follows: to
discuss on possible relations of variables in the study models; to examine and improve
the study models, so as to find principle reasons for enterprise operators to
manufacture and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products, and administration
failures, and to propose suggestions and advices on effective measure for the
administrations of counterfeit and shoddy food products.
(2) Methodology and description of samples
The in-depth interview shall begin from open-ended questions, followed by
exploratory questions to collect specific information. In case information collected is
consistent, it means that relatively adequate information on the subject has been
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collected. During the interactive interview, subjects including moral quality of
enterprise operators, decision to manufacture and sell counterfeit and shoddy food
products, protection of legal rights by consumers who buy counterfeit and shoddy
food products, regulation failures and administration on counterfeit and shoddy food
products shall be discussed deeply, specific questions shall be raised by the
interviewer to inspire the interviewee for more information and personal opinions.
Each interview shall be within 60 minutes. 13 employees or consumers from different
industries and posts were selected for interview. See Table 5.
Table 5 Objects of in-depth interview
Age Education

No

Name

Work Unit

1

Liu
Tingguo
Du
Yudong
Yu Bing

Discipline Inspection Commission of 42
Songyuan city
Food and Drug Administration of 43
Songyuan city
Jiyuan Brewery, Songyuan city
51

University

Wang
Xiaohang
Yuan Xu
Yu Lichao
Wang
Hong

Jilin Changbai Mountain Organic Food
Co., Ltd.
Jilin Dongyun Steel Structure Co., Ltd.
Jilin Chaozexin Wood Co., Ltd.
Jinlan Dog Restaurantm Qianguo
county

55

Post graduate

Head of department

42
36
45

CEO
Manager
Person in charge

Liangwei Law Firm, Songyuan city

61

Jilin Vigny Pizza Food Co., Ltd.

33

10

Teng
Zhenming
Cao
Jingquan
Li Jun

University
Junior college
Junior
middles
school
Polytechnic
school
University

11

Li Ying

12

Wu Liguo

13

Chen
Fucai

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Post
Director
of
regulation office
Section chief

Polytechnic
school
Senior middle Manager
school

Lawyer
Manager

Examination brigade of industrial and 41
commercial substation of Ningjiang
district
Yucai Book City, Qianguo county
35

Senior middle Brigade leader
school

Wuhan Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. 44
Songyuan city
Green Agricultural Product Plant, 59
Changling county

Junior middle Manager
school
Senior middle Legal person
school

Junior college

Table 5: Objects of in-depth interview
Data source: Market survey
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Legal person

(3) Process and design of interview
The process was designed according to the interview’s purposes, which were
introduced to the interviewees. See Table 6. The interview aimed at the interviewee’s
personal characteristics and began with open-ended questions which were easy to
answer without influence from the interviewer. After questions were enough for the
interviewer to collect information needed, the interviewee was guided to evaluate the
subjects such as moral quality of operators, decision-making, manufacture and selling
of counterfeit and shoddy food products, protection of consumers’ legal rights and
regulation failures. When designing the interview, 10-13 interviewees were arranged,
and after 10 interviewees, there were frequent same or similar expressions and
opinions, while the expected purposes of the interview was met, and the interview
was over.
Table 6 Phases of in-depth interview
Phases
Phase 0
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4

Purposes
Preparation
Introduction of the interview
Narration of the interviewee
Questions and answers
Conclusion

Table 6: Phases of in-depth interview
Data source: Author summary
Specific questions of the interview:
①What do you know about counterfeit and shoddy food products?
②In your opinion, who is responsible for counterfeit and shoddy food products,
enterprises or enterprise operators?
③What do you think are motivational factors for enterprise operators to decide to
manufacture and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products?
④ What factors do you think play a vital role in enterprise operators’
decision-making?
⑤What risks do you think enterprise operators would take for manufacturing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food products?
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⑥How do you think enterprise operator would do to get rid of risks of manufacturing
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food products?
⑦Why do you think consumers would by counterfeit and shoddy products?
⑧Why do you think legal rights of consumers are not protected?
⑨In your opinion, what are caused of government’s regulation failures?
⑩In your opinion, what is the primary cause why counterfeit and shoddy food
products can’t be stopped despite repeated prohibition?
Among the questions, is concerned with current situation of counterfeit and shoddy
food products, with the responsibility for counterfeit and shoddy food products, ③
④with reasons why operators of small and micro-sized enterprises decide to produce
and sell these products, ⑤⑥with risks and how to deal with risks due to produce and
selling the products, ⑦⑧with reasons for consumers to buy the products and the
protection of legal rights, ⑨with government’s regulation failures, and ⑩with the
governance of counterfeit and shoddy food products. During the interview, in order to
decrease interviewees’ mental pressure and eliminate their concerns, only what the
interviewees say shall be recorded, with no video and no comment, so as to ensure
that interviewees could say what they want to say. After the interview, based on
requirements of convergent interview, the process and content of the interview shall
be evaluated, and any problem in the interview, especially those related with designed
questions, shall be amended. Expression and sequence of questions shall be adjusted
to inspire interviewees to provide more information. At last, information obtained in
the interview shall be collated and analyzed.
(4) Analysis of interview
In the research, comparatively independent and complete sentences, as the smallest
analysis units with multiple attributes, shall be classified into the most proper category.
In order to ensure the consistency of classification, sentences were classified into
corresponding variables, and in this basis, essential factors in the sentences were
further extracted to refine the variables. It was reflected by the results that, except
some differences in the classification of some sentences, results of the two operations
were basically consistent. Under these circumstances, further discussions were
conducted for consensus as far as possible. See Table 7.
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Table 7 Interviewees’ opinions on variables of the research and factors extracted
Variable
Original representation
Factors extracted
Selling of counterfeit and shoddy alcohol and tobacco as famous
brands
Selling of shoddy milk powder and drinks as qualified ones
Selling shoddy products
Selling of swill-cooked dirty oil as edible oil
as good quality
Current situation of Selling of pork from pigs which die from diseases as edible pork
Selling of suck and blue fox as mutton`
counterfeit and
Selling counterfeit
shoddy food
Abuse of illegal additives such as Tony Red and clenbulterol products as genuine ones
products
Abuse of illegal agents, such as early-maturing agent and
Cheating and harming
preservative, on vegetables and fruits
people
Small and micro-sized enterprises are the subject for
manufacturing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food products,
with small owners main causes
On the surface, it’s enterprises’ responsibility. Actually, it’s the
responsibility of operators, especially owners of small and
Responsibilities for
micro-sized enterprises
manufacturing and
selling counterfeit People, not anything else, are the decisive factor, and operators
Operator
and shoddy food
take the responsibility
Internal cause
products
Operators who make decisions for the enterprises are chief
External cause
criminals
Decisive factor
The external cause is determined by the internal cause. In an
enterprise, operators are the internal case and the determiner,
while the enterprise is the vehicle and external cause. All
decisions are made by operators.
Operators of small and micro-sized food enterprises have little
moral consciousness and knowledge.
Little moral education and restraint from regulators.
In the small and micro-sized food industry, there are large number
of workshops and privately-owned business, many operators of
Reasons why
which are law ignorant
operators of small
Low morality
Most
operators
of
small
and
micro-sized
food
enterprises
high
or
and micro-sized
Low culture
primary
school
graduates,
and
even
illiterates.
enterprises decide
Law-ignorant
The operators lack law education and knowledge
to produce and sell
Gambling
counterfeit and
Pursuit of profits
The operators lack legal education
shoddy food
Key factors
The operators always want to take advantage of loopholes in laws
products
and make easy money
The operators compare with each other, and consider it a loss not
to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy products
The operators dare to do anything for money
The operators would take any risk for money
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The operators have no baseline of morality and dare to do
anything
The operators lack moral restraints and clear moral principles
The risk of accusation

Accusation

The risk of economic punishment
The risk of criminal penalty
Loss of consumers
Reputation may be ruined
The enterprises may go bankrupt
Escape from administrative regulation by a fluke

Punishment
Market
Reputation

Risks and how to
get rid of risks due
Bankrupt
Manufacturing and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food
to manufacturing
products is under no administrative regulation
and selling
Fluke
If caught, anything could be smoothed out by bribery
counterfeit and
shoddy food
If caught, anything could be smoothed out by protection umbrella Malfunction, bribery
products
The punishment is too light and less than earnings of producing
Unbrella
and selling counterfeit and shoddy food products
Replace management
with panelty
Punishment could be replaced with economic penalty

Living needs
Lower prices

Replace punishment
with panelty
Lower prices
Information asymmetry

Consumers can’t recognize counterfeit and shoddy products
Reasons why
consumers buy
counterfeit and
shoddy products
and the protection
of legal rights

Administrative
regulation failures

Vanity
conformist mentality

Vanity
Conformist mentality
Difficulty to protect legal rights
Low legal standard for compensation
Complicated procedures and high cost for the protection of legal
rights

Difficulty to protect
legal rights
Low compensation
High cost

Legal rights could not be protected by unreasonable laws and
regulations

Unreasonable

Incomplete regulation system for food industry, with blank spots
Regulation mechanisms in food industry is ungeilivable
Favoritism and inaction of regulation administration

Incomplete
Ungeilivable
Inaction
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Governance of
counterfeit and
shoddy food
products

Regional protectionism
Management and criminal punishment are replaced with penalty,
without strict regulation
Laws are not fully observed
Laws are not strictly observed
Judicial regulation is too weak
Public, media and social supervision is too weak

Protection umbrella
Misconduct

Arbitrary
Too loose
Too weak

Table 7: Interviewees’ opinions on variables of the research and factors extracted
Data source: Author summary
(5) Result analysis
During in-depth interview with 10 interviewees, first-hand information was obtained,
while the theory model of the research was further tested in practice. From the current
situation, responsibilities and reasons to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food
products, it could be found that, low quality, especially low moral quality of small and
micro-sized food enterprise operator is the primary cause for them to do so. From
risks and how operators deal with risks, it could be found that, problems, such as
absence of stringent regulation and enforcement, favoritism, replacement of
management and punishment with penalty, are very serious. From the selection of
regulated variables it could be found that, the absence of protection of consumer’s
legal rights is an important cause for the spread of counterfeit and shoddy food
products. From variable analysis of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food products,
it could be found that, the absence of stringent regulation, especially the replacement
of management and punishment with penalty is the root for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food, and this is the most important conclusion of the research. In this part,
through semi-structured in-depth interviews, expected purposes were achieved,
principle reasons for producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food products were
further analyzed and understood, and possible relations between variables in the
theory model were further identified. It was found that, operators of small and
micro-sized enterprises are main causes for producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food products, and operators quality is the root cause for them to make the
decision.
4.2.3 Questionnaire survey and data analysis
Questionnaire is a survey method to collect materials and information indirectly, in
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which concise forms are delivered to respondents who would answer relevant
questions and provide suggestions. Data Analysis is the process in which large
amount of data is analyzed through proper statistical analysis methods, to extract
useful information and form conclusions for further detailed research and summary.
And these are why the two means were applied in the research.
In the research, 250 operators, sellers and consumers were selected respectively as
respondents of questionnaire survey to collect information. Through analysis on
survey data, the following questions were designed: ①Who make the decision for the
enterprise to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products?②What are
major factors for operators to make the decision to produce and sell counterfeit and
shoddy food products? ③ Why do consumers buy counterfeit and shoddy food
products and why is it so difficult to protect consumers’ legal rights?④What are
major weak links of food safety regulation?
(1) Design of questionnaire
The questionnaire of the research was designed based on the combination of accuracy
and fuzziness, and the current situation of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food
products, with the following questions: Who make the decision for the enterprise to
produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products? What are major factors for
operators to make the decision to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food
products? Why do consumers buy counterfeit and shoddy food products and why is it
so difficult to protect consumers’ legal rights? What are major weak links of food
safety regulation? There were 5 qualitative metrics: totally disagree, disagree, not sure,
agree and totally agree, marked with scores of 1,2,3,4 and 5. According to social
researches, under normal circumstances, 5 scores of adjacent levels are enough to
reflect the evaluation of evaluators. Therefore, a mechanism with 5 levels is
reasonable and feasible to collect information of evaluation with qualitative metrics
through questionnaire survey. Experts, enterprise operators, consumers and
professionals were invited to read the questions, and point out and revise inaccurate or
doubtful expressions, so as to ensure each sentence in the questionnaire clear,
coherent, concise and easy to understand. The questionnaire was composed of three
parts. The first part is cover letter and instruction, including self-introduction, and
purposes and value of the survey. In order to eliminate respondents’ concerns, it was
stated in the instruction that the questionnaire shall be conducted anonymously,
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information collected shall be only used for academic research,and anything the
respondents say shall be kept secret. An important part of the instruction is how to
finish the questionnaire correctly, so as to minimize influence of similar figures or
words. The second part provided statistical variables of the respondents to reflect their
basic and natural situation. In the third part there were specific questions through
which internal relations of the variables were revealed.
(2) Confirmation of sampling objects
The questionnaire was conducted between June and July, 2016, aiming at stakeholders
of counterfeit and shoddy food products, or employees of entities registered legally,
including producing and selling staff, consumers, and personnel of safety regulation
administrations of food industry, who had been eligible for the research with
professional background, abundant social experience and responsibilities for public
safety and regulation. Totally 250 questionnaires were issued, 220 recovered with a
recovery rate of 88%, among which 189, or 85.9% of the recovered were valid. The
non-probability convenience sampling, through which samples were taken based on
convenience of respondents, and respondents were selected because they had been
expected objects of the surveyor, was applied in the questionnaire. Advantages of
non-probability convenience sampling include: low requirements, difficulties and
costs, simple and easy to carry out and win cooperation of respondents, and
information needed could be collected promptly.
(3) Management of samples
Questionnaires recovered were checked manually, with invalid questionnaires
screened, and valid ones handled and analyzed initially to obtain the following basic
information. See Table 8:
Table 8: Basic information of samples (N=189)
Variable
Gender

No
1
2
Marital status 1
2

Description
Persons
Male
125
Female
64
Unmarried
48
Married
141
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Percentage
66.1%
33.9%
25.4%
74.6%

Age

1
2
3
4
5

Education

25 and below 38
26-30
62
31-35
33
36-40
37
41 and above 19

1
1
2
3
4

Years of
working

Junior middle school
9
and below
Below senior middle
23
school and polytechnic school
Junior college
61
Regular college
72
Postgraduate and above
24
1
5 years and below
27

20.1％
32.8%
17.4%
19.6%
10.0%
4.7％
12.2%
32.3%
38.1%
12.7%
14.3%

2
3
4
5

6-10 years
49
25.9%
11-15 years
53
28.0%
16-20 years
40
21.2%
12 years and above 20
10.6%
Title
1
Employee
80
2
Basic management
43
3
Middle management
35
4
Senior management
31
Company type 1 Production companies
41
or personal identity
2
Selling companies
36
3
Consumers
64
4 Agencies and institutions
48
Total
189

42.3%
22.7%
18.5%
16.1%
21.5%
19.0%
33.8%
25.4%
100%

Table 8: Basic information of samples (N=189)
Data source: Author summary
(4) Establishment of the variable measurement scale and indicator system and the
tests of reliability and validity
Based on the theories described above, a level A index framework is established,
composed of the following five indexes: who makes the decision for small and
micro-sized enterprises to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products,
what are major factors for operators to make the decision, why it is so difficult to
protect consumers‘ legal rights, and what are major weak links of food safety
regulation. And a Likert scale was developed with 5 level B indexes for each level A
index, totally 25 level B indexes. See Table 9:
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Index Evaluation
Level A Index

Who make the
decision for the
enterprise to
manufacture and sell
counterfeit and shoddy
food products?

Why do operators
make the decision?

Why consumers buy
counterfeit and shoddy
food products?

Why is it difficult to
protect
consumers’
legal rights?

Level B Index

Strongly
disagree

1. An Enterprise is an organization
for manufacturing and selling
2. An enterprise could make no
decision
3. People, not the enterprise, make
decisions
4. Operators of small and micro
enterprises make decisions
5. Decisions of limited companies
are made by the board
1. Lack of moral knowledge and
consciousness
2. Lack of education and common
sense of food safety
3. Lack of law education,
knowledge and consciousness
4. Lack of learning and practical
ability. Inclined to speculative
business with strong luck
consciousness
5. Have strong vanity and want to
make quick and easy money
1. Have to buy with no substitute
2. Deceived
3. Lower prices
4. Low income
5. Comparison and conformist
mentality
1. Low legal standard for
compensation
with
weak
safeguard
2. Complicated procedures and
low efficiency
3. Incomplete legal system, and no
law to follow
4. High cost to maintain legal
rights
5. A common practice of acting
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Basically
disagree

Not
sure

Basic
ally
agree

Stron
gly
agree

according to laws has not been
formed, and maintenance of legal
rights could be considered fussy.
Major weak links in 1. Laws and regulations, industrial
the
food
safety criteria
and
management
regulation
mechanisms are incomplete, with
no law and regulation to follow,
and the system need to be
improved
2.
Problems
such
as
non-observance
and
slack
enforcement of laws, and
replacement of management by
penalty, are very serious
3. The replacement of punishment
by penalty is serious, with weak
judicial supervision
4. Public, media and social
supervision is very weak
5. Evidences are difficult to find in
food safety infringement cases
Table 9: Sample measurement scale and index system (N=189)
Data source: Author summary
The reliability and validity of the system need to be tested to ensure the accuracy and
feasibility of evaluation on issues related with food safety.
① Reliability test
Reliability Test is used to measure the consistency of results obtained by a measuring
method, and to evaluate the reliability of the measurement scale and method with the
consistency as an index. A Likert scale with qualitative indexes, which is suitable for
testing the structure and consistency of the Sample Measurement Scale and Index
System of relevant food safety issues, was applied in the questionnaire of the research,
with the Cronbach'sα, which is the most popular and effective for testing reliability.
The rationale is as follows: usually the Cronbach'sαshould be between 0 and 1; if less
than 0.6, the reliability of the system is poor; between 0.6 and 0.7, available; between
0.7 and 0.8, good; between 0.8 and 0.9, excellent. Below is the formula to calculate
the Cronbach'sα:
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K is the number of indexes in the Sample Measurement Scale and Index System of
relevant food safety issues. If there are several sub-index layers, K is the number of
indexes in sub-index layers.
Reliability analysis is to calculate the coefficient, or the consistency of scores of the
questionnaire. It was found through statistical analysis that, the overall reliability of
Cronbach'sα of 0.835. See

the questionnaire in the research was excellent, with the
Table 10:

Table 10: Overall reliability of the questionnaire
Cronbach SAlpha
0.835

Items
25

Table 10: Overall reliability of the questionnaire
Data source: Author summary
Beside the overall reliability, the reliability of Level B indexes were calculated to
observe the consistency of items under different indexes. See Table 11:
Table 11: Reliability of level B indexes
Variable

Items

Cronbacha

A1
A2
Decision Maker

A3

0.892

A4
A5
B1
Major Factors
for Decision
Making

B2
B3

0.84

B4
B5

Consumers buy

C1
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0.838

counterfeit and
shoddy products

C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2

Decision Maker

D3

0.821

D4
D5
E1
Safety
Regulation

E2
E3

0.801

E4
E5
Table 11: Reliability of level B indexes
Data source: Author summary
It was found through calculation that, the α for Level B indexes were more than 0.80.
According to theory of statistics, if the reliability of any test or measurement scale is
more than 0.80, the internal consistency is excellent. Therefore, the internal
consistency of the data obtained in the questionnaire survey is excellent.
 Validity test
Validity, or effectiveness, is how accurate the variable could be measured by the
measuring tool. The validity of the System is that, to what extent features of
government's food safety regulation capability could be described and evaluation
purposes could be reflected by the indexes, or how accurate existing major problems
of China's food safety could be reflected by the indexes. In the research, the construct
validity, which is the equivalence degree of the construct and the measured values
reflected by measurement results. The measurement is usually conducted with SPSS
factor, and through factor analysis it could be known whether the construct given
when the questionnaire was designed could be measured by the questionnaire. Here,
KMO and Bartlett sphericity tests were needed. KMO values, which are between 0
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and 1, were used to compare coefficients of simple correlation and partial correlation
among the items. Whether it is suible for factor analysis depends on: if the value is
more than 0.9, very suitable; 0.7-0.9, suitable; 0.6-0.7 not very suitable; less than 0.6,
not suitable. The Bartlett sphericity test is used to calculate correlation coefficients
among the items, if the value sig<0.05, it's suitable for factor analysis. If the tests are
passed, the data collected are suitable for factor analysis.
Through analysis of SPPS software, the KMO of the research was obtained:
KMO=0.729. The value was more than 0.70, or, the questionnaire was suitable for
factor analysis. See Table 12:
Table 12 KMO and Bartlett test

Kaiser-meyer-OlkinMeasure ofsamplingAdequac/0.729
Bartlett'sTestofsphericitlApprox.chi-Square 305.844
ds
300
sig
0.000
Table 12: KMO and Bartlett test
Data source: Author summary
The Bartlett sphericity test is used to calculate correlation coefficents among the items,
if the value sig<0.05, it's suitable for factor analysis. An approximate value of 305.844,
which was large, was acquired through Bartlett sphericity test, with a significance
probability of 0.000 (P<0.05). Therefore, the null hypothesis of the Bartlett sphericity
test was rejected, and the validity of the questionnaire’s measurement scale was
considered good and suitable for factor analysis.
In the factor analysis, the Principal Factor Analysis was applied, with Varimax
rotation of factors, to extract factors whose eigenvalues are more than 1. Five
common factors whose eigenvalues were more than 1 were found. As Table 4-16, the
explanation rate of the five factors’ variance is 80.029%, or more than 80%. Therefore,
the validity of the questionnaire’s measurement scale was considered good. See Table
13:
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Table 13 Statistics of factor analysis
Initial Statistics
Items
Eigen Contributio
values
n

Statistics of Factors Extracted

Statistics of Factors Extracted
after Enormous Rotation of
Variance

Accumulati Eigen
Accumulativ
Accumulativ
ve
value
e
Eigen Contributio
e
Contribution s Contribution Contribution values
n
Contribution

1

1.687

16.747

16.747

1.687

16.747

16.747

1.636

16.544

16.544

2

1.583

16.331

33.078

1.583

16.331

33.078

1.564

16.257

32.801

3

1.444

15.778

48.856

1.444

15.778

48.856

1.448

15.791

48.592

4

1.416

15.665

64.521

1.416

15.665

64.521

1.433

15.734

64.326

5

1.377

15.508

80.029

1.377

15.508

80.029

1.426

15.704

80.029

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Table 13: Statistics of factor analysis
Data source: Author summary
Table 14 is a matrix of factor loading after Varimax rotation. The questions were
classified into five factors: Factor A, Factor B, Factor C, Factor D and Factor E.
Table 14
Matrix of factor loading after varimax rotation
（Rotated component matrix）
Component
1

2

3

4

5

A1

.698

-.290

-.079

.006

.599

A2

.625

.022

.563

.055

.095

A3

.605

.031

-.008

-.180

.245

A4

.661

.086

-.176

.569

-.027

A5

.656

-.004

-.058

-.085

-.436

B1

-.033

.600

-.081

-.221

-.066

B2

-.060

.722

-.231

-.025

.047

B3

.021

.630

.234

.082

-.077

B4

.070

.625

.121

.100

-.262

B5

.116

.637

.179

-.129

.346

C1

.085

.179

.644

-.487

.345
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C2

-.151

.344

.635

.184

.082

C3

.136

.353

.621

-.074

-.011

C4

.342

-.080

.696

.106

-.068

C5

-.144

.374

.620

.012

.358

D1

-.294

-.418

.230

.689

.053

D2

-.040

.340

.024

.643

-.039

D3

.163

-.053

.109

.630

.307

D4

-.213

-.137

-.042

.664

-.370

D5

-.387

.481

-.045

.650

.063

E1

-.007

.044

-.312

.251

.615

E2

.499

-.081

.229

.060

.635

E3

.093

-.260

.204

-.010

.640

E4

.561

.205

-.089

.092

.641

E5

-.165

.043

-.330

.241

.639

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.
Table 14: Matrix of factor loading after varimax rotation
Data source: Author summary
(5) Correlation analysis and regression analysis of data
 Correlation analysis
Correlation is relationship among things which have relationship but no causal
relationship could be confirmed. Correlation analysis is to evaluate and analyze
observed values of relevant things with reasonable indexes.
Correlation analysis of Part A
Table 15 Correlation analysis of Part A (Correlations)
Average
A

A1

A2

A3

A4

Avera
ge A

1

A1

.369**

A2

.376

**

.030

1

A3

.383**

.029

-.107

1

A4

.487**

-.009

-.025

-.009

1

A5

**

-.095

-.052

-.061

-.019

.456

A5

1
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1

* means that P was less than 0.05, while ** means that P was less than 0.01, with
obvious correlation.
Table 15: Correlation analysis of Part A
Data source: Author summary
In the table it was found that, the correlation coefficients of A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5
with the average A were respectively 0.369, 0.376, 0.383, 0.487 and 0.456, and all P
values were less than 0.05, which were statistically significant that, A1, A2, A3, A4
and A5 had positive correlation with the average A, or, if A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 rise,
the average A would rise, too. This demonstrates that enterprise operators are
decision-makers of small and micro businesses which means the owners of small and
micro businesses are major source of production and sale of counterfeit and
poor-quality food.
Correlation analysis of Part B
Table 16 Correlation analysis of Part B (CorrelBtions)
Average
B

B1

B2

B3

B4

Avera
ge B

1

B1

.462**

1

B2

.413**

-.009

1

B3

**

-.114

-.110

1

B4

.509

**

.004

.047

.034

1

B5

.348**

-.048

.006

-.060

.023

.386

B5

1

* means that P was less than 0.05, while ** means that P was less than 0.01, with
obvious correlation.
Table 16: Correlation analysis of Part B
Data source: Author summary
In the table it was found that, the correlation coefficients of B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5
with the average B were respectively 0.462, 0.413, 0.386, 0.509 and 0.348, and all P
values were less than 0.05, which were statistically significant that, B1, B2, B3, B4
and B5 had positive correlation with the average B, or, if B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 rise,
the average B would rise, too. This indicates that the five elements that influence
enterprise operators’ decision-making in small and micro businesses are of great
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immportancen and practical.
Correlation analysis of Part C
Table 17 Correlation analysis of Part C (CorrelCtions)
Average
C

C1

C2

C3

C4

Average
C

1

C1

.419**

1

C2

.496**

-.019

1

C3

.483**

-.024

.059

1

C4

**

-.045

-.042

.063

1

.130

*

.048

-.039

.393

**

C5

.573

.163

C5

1

* means that P was less than 0.05, while ** means that P was less than 0.01, with
obvious correlation.
Table 17: Correlation analysis of Part C
Data source: Author summary
In the table it was found that, the correlation coefficients of C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5
with the average C were respectively 0.419, 0.496, 0.483, 0.393 and 0.573, and all P
values were less than 0.05, which were statistically significant that, C1, C2, C3, C4
and C5 had positive correlation with the average C, or, if C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 rise,
the average C would rise, too.This shows that the five causes that drive consumers to
buy counterfeit and poor-quality food really exist and influential.
Correlation analysis of Part D
Table 18 Correlation analysis of Part D (DorrelDtions)
Average
D

D1

D2

D3

D4

Average
D

1

D1

.357**

1

D2

.482**

-.079

1

D3

.412**

.031

-.070

1

D4

**

.090

-.033

-.096

1

-.075

*

-.051

.080

D5

.409
.545

**

.168

185

D5

1

* means that P was less than 0.05, while ** means that P was less than 0.01, with
obvious correlation.
Table 18: Correlation analysis of Part D (DorrelDtions)
Data source: Author summary
In the table it was found that, the correlation coefficients of D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5
with the average D were respectively 0.357, 0.482, 0.412, 0.409 and 0.545, and all P
values were less than 0.05, which were statistically significant that, D1, D2, D3, D4
and D5 had positive correlation with the average D, or, if D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 rise,
the average D would rise, too. This demonstrates that the fives elements that result in
difficulty of safeguarding rights concerning counterfeit and poor-quality food
consumption objectively exist and are still not solved.
Correlation analysis of Part E
Table 19 Correlation analysis of Part E (EorrelEtions)
Average
E

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

Average
E

1

.424**

.502**

.419**

.521**

.381**

E1

.424**

1

.068

-.103

.095

.005

E2

.502**

.068

1

.014

.150*

-.023

E3

**

.419

-.103

.014

1

.009

-.038

E4

.521

**

.095

.150

*

.009

1

-.139

E5

.381**

.005

-.023

-.038

-.139

1

* means that P was less than 0.05, while ** means that P was less than 0.01, with
obvious correlation.
Table 19: Correlation analysis of Part E (EorrelEtions)
Data source: Author summary
In the table it was found that, the correlation coefficients of E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5
with the average E were respectively 0.424, 0.502, 0.419, 0.521 and 0.381, and all P
values were less than 0.05, which were statistically significant that, E1, E2, E3, E4
and E5 had positive correlation with the average E, or, if E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5 rise,
the average E would rise, too. This indicates that the five weak links concerning food
safety supervisioin exist and are still not fixed.
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Through the correlation analysis it was found that, the Pearson Correlation among the
factors had been significant under 0.01, which means that, variables of Part A, B, C,
D and E had positive correlation with corresponding measuring factors, and the
construct of the Sample Measurement Scale and Index System was valid. It show that
the first-grade index and second grade index of the sample measurement scale are
highly positive correlative and truly valid.
 Regression analysis
Regression analysis is to investigate the rules of variable changes, and describe the
relations between variables via mathematical expressions to decide the degree of
influence of one or several variables on another specific variable.
Part A The regression analysis was conducted with average A as the dependent
variable, and A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 as independent variables. See Table 20:
Table 20 Analysis on the effect of items on Average A

Model

1

Non-standardized
Regression Coefficient

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

T

P

-1.257

.210

β

Standard Error

(Constant)

-.135

.107

A1

.194

.011

.363

17.237

.000

A2

.200

.010

.425

20.142

.000

A3

.234

.010

.501

23.718

.000

A4

.194

.009

.469

22.398

.000

A5

.205

.008

.531

25.190

.000

420.033
（0.000）

R-square

F-Statistical
Quantity(P-Value)

Beta

0.920

a. Dependent Variable: Average A
Table 20: Analysis on the effect of items on Average A
Data source: Author summary
Through the regression analysis it was found that, in the regression equation,
F=420.033（P=0.000）, which was significant in the model with a significance level of
0.05, and the equation overall passed the F test significantly.
It was found that, regression coefficients of A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 were respectively
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0.194, 0.200, 0.234, 0.194 and 0.205, and T values were 17.237, 20.142, 23.718,
22.398 and 25.190, with all corresponding P values less than 0.05, which were
statistically significant that, A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 had significant positive effects on
average A, or, if A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 rise, average A would rise, too. The following
model was set up accordingly:
Average A=0.194 A1+0.200A2+0.234A3+0.194A4+0.205A5-0.135
Part B The regression analysis was conducted with average B as the dependent
variable, and B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 as independent variables. See Table 21:
Table 21 Analysis on the effect of items on Average B

Model

2

Non-standardized
Regression Coefficient

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

T

P

.138

.890

β

Standard Error

(Constant)

.013

.092

B1

.196

.007

.518

27.405

.000

B2

.193

.009

.423

22.432

.000

B3

.196

.008

.483

25.396

.000

B4

.196

.008

.440

23.439

.000

B5

.214

.010

.409

21.729

.000

533.430
（0.000）

R-square

F-Statistical
Quantity(P-Value)

Beta

0.936

a. Dependent Variable: Average B
Table 21: Analysis on the effect of items on Average B
Data source: Author summary
Through the regression analysis it was found that, in the regression equation,
F=533.430（P=0.000）, which was significant in the model with a significance level of
0.05, and the equation overall passed the F test significantly.
It was found that, regression coefficients of B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 were respectively
0.196, 0.193, 0.196, 0.196 and 0.214, and T values were 27.405, 22.432, 25.396,
23.439 and 21.729, with all corresponding P values less than 0.05, which were
statistically significant that, B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 had significant positive effects on
average B, or, if B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 rise, average B would rise, too. The following
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model was set up accordingly:
Average B=0.196B1+0.193B2+0.196B3+0.196B4+0.214B5+0.013
Part C

The regression analysis was conducted with average C as the dependent

variable, and C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 as independent variables. See Table 22:
Table 22 Analysis on the effect of items on Average C

Model

3

Non-standardized
Regression Coefficient

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

T

P

.755

.451

β

Standard Error

(Constant)

.054

.071

C1

.195

.008

.384

24.853

.000

C2

.206

.007

.431

27.790

.000

C3

.195

.007

.404

26.348

.000

C4

.195

.007

.405

26.409

.000

C5

.196

.007

.435

27.823

.000

821.094
（0.000）

R-square

F-Statistical
Quantity(P-Value)

Beta

0.957

a. Dependent Variable: Average C
Table 22: Analysis on the effect of items on Average C
Data source: Author summary
Through the regression analysis it was found that, in the regression equation,
F=821.094（P=0.000）, which was significant in the model with a significance level of
0.05, and the equation overall passed the F test significantly.
It was found that, regression coefficients of C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 were respectively
0.195, 0.206, 0.195, 0.195 and 0.196, and T values were 24.853, 27.790, 26.348,
26.409 and 27.823, with all corresponding P values less than 0.05, which were
statistically significant that, C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 had significant positive effects on
average C, or, if C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 rise, average C would rise, too. The following
model was set up accordingly:
Average C=0.195C1+0.206C2+0.195C3+0.195C4+0.196C5+0.054
Part D The regression analysis was conducted with average A as the dependent
variable, and D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 as independent variables. See Table 23:
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Table 23 Analysis on the effect of items on Average D
Non-standardized
Regression Coefficient

Model

4

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

T

P

.921

.358

β

Standard Error

(Constant)

.075

.081

D1

.197

.009

.370

22.031

.000

D2

.197

.007

.466

27.463

.000

D3

.196

.007

.483

28.792

.000

D4

.196

.009

.388

23.002

.000

D5

.197

.007

.476

28.013

.000

685.709
（0.000）

R-square

F-Statistical
Quantity(P-Value)

Beta

0.949

a. Dependent Variable: Average D
Table 23: Analysis on the effect of items on Average D
Data source: Author summary
Through the regression analysis it was found that, in the regression equation,
F=685.709（P=0.000）, which was significant in the model with a significance level of
0.05, and the equation overall passed the F test significantly.
It was found that, regression coefficients of D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 were respectively
0.197, 0.197, 0.196, 0.196 and 0.197, and T values were 22.031, 27.463, 28.792,
23.002 and 28.013, with all corresponding P values less than 0.05, which were
statistically significant that, D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 had significant positive effects on
average D, or, if D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 rise, average D would rise, too. The
following model was set up accordingly:
Average D=0.197D1+0.197D2+0.196D3+0.196D4+0.197D5+0.075
Part E The regression analysis was conducted with average E as the dependent
variable, and E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5 as independent variables. See Table 24:
Table 24 Analysis on the effect of items on Average E
Model

Non-standardized
Regression Coefficient
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Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

T

P

5

β

Standard Error

(Constant)

.074

.063

E1

.195

.007

E2

.195

E3

Beta
1.161

.247

.386

26.495

.000

.007

.396

27.138

.000

.195

.006

.456

31.407

.000

E4

.196

.006

.474

32.102

.000

E5

.200

.006

.473

32.469

.000

925.946
（0.000）

R-square

F-Statistical
Quantity(P-Value)

0.962

a. Dependent Variable: Average E
Table 24: Analysis on the effect of items on Average E
Data source: Author summary
Through the regression analysis it was found that, in the regression equation,
F=925.946（P=0.000）, which was significant in the model with a significance level of
0.05, and the equation overall passed the F test significantly.
It was found that, regression coefficients of E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5 were respectively
0.195, 0.195, 0.195, 0.196 and 0.200, and T values were 26.495, 27.138, 31.407,
32.102 and 32.469, with all corresponding P values less than 0.05, which were
statistically significant that, E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5 had significant positive effects on
average E, or, if E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5 rise, average E would rise, too. The following
model was set up accordingly:
Average E=0.195E1+0.195E2+0.195E3+0.196E4+0.200E5+0.074
From the above regression analysis of each part it could be seen that, the equation was
significant in models with a significant level of 0.05 and overall passed the F test
significantly, that means, the regression analysis of sample factors was statistically
significant. All Level B indexes had significant positive effects on Level A indexes,
or, if Level B indexes rise, Level A indexes would rise, too.
(6) Conclusion of mathematical analysis
Through correlation analysis and regression analysis it was found that, there were
significant positive correlation and positive effects between Level A indexes and
Level B indexes of sample variables, by which the validity and effectiveness of the
conceptual model and research assumptions. Thus the following conclusions were
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got:
① Operations of small and micro-sized enterprises are major causes for producing
and selling of counterfeit and shoddy food products. People, or operators and the
board, make the decision for the enterprises to produce and sell the food products. At
the same time, the confirmation of Level A indexes shall be strengthen by that of
Level B indexes, and it means that, business operators are the core of governing
counterfeit and shoddy food products, and if only business operators follow the laws
and make right decisions, the problem of unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food
products could be solved.
② Low quality is the primary cause for operators of small and micro-sized business
to make the decision to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food products.
Through the analysis on the five important factors for operators’ decision-making,
including moral level, legal sense, education, speculative psychology and vanity and
comparison mentality, positive correlation and effect were found, or it means that,
with lower moral quality, weaker legal sense, lower education level, and stronger
speculative, vanity and comparison mentality, it would be easier for operators of small
and micro-sized business the make wrong decisions to benefit themselves at the
expense of others, especially the decision to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy
food products. Therefore, the great improvement of overall quality of small and
micro-sized business operators could eliminate the root cause of counterfeit and
shoddy food products.
③ The infringement of consumers’ legal rights is reflected by those who buy
counterfeit and shoddy food products and the difficulty to protect the legal rights.
Consumers buy counterfeit and shoddy products due to not only living demands, but
also low incomes, information asymmetry, vanity, and comparison and conformist
mentalities. Actually, the problems are all about consumers’ legal rights . The root
reason for small and micro-sized enterprises to produce and sell counterfeit and
shoddy food products is that, the consumers and their legal rights are despised by
the operators. At the same time, problems, such as incomplete legal system, low
compensation standard, and complicated procedures, high cost and poor environment
to maintain legal rights, are very difficult to get rid of, and according to statistical
analysis, the problems are worse, there would be less protection of consumers’ legal
rights. Therefore, the protection of consumers’ legal rights is a top priority for the
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governance of counterfeit and shoddy food products.
④ Weak supervision on food safety is the vital cause of unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food products. This is the common opinion of consumers, and also a major
conclusion of the statistical analysis in the research. Objectively, the problems of
incomplete laws, regulations, industrial criteria and administrative mechanisms are
real existence, while the supervision is even weaker because there is no law and
standard to follow, and the system needs to be improved. Subjectively, problems, such
as replacement of management and punishment with penalty, inaction, misconduct,
and weak judicial, public, media and social supervision, are also very serious.
Therefore, the problem of weak supervision on food safety has to be solved
comprehensively with the priority to achieve substantial results, so as to check
counterfeit and shoddy food products and improve the supervision from the roots.
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Chapter V Research Conclusions and Prospect
Through literature analysis and comments after clarification of the research
background and purpose, the research sorts out causes for unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food and treatment measures for counterfeit and shoddy food; through
analysis on conceptual model and research hypothesis, it establishes the theoretical
model for research, and points out the causality of variables; by applying qualitative
analysis, quantitative analysis, comparative analysis, depth interview, questionnaire
survey, correlation and regression analysis and other research methods, it explores the
practical meaning and the theoretical value of conceptual model and research
hypothesis. On this basis, it summarizes the research conclusions of the thesis,
proposes the problems discovered in the research, and deeply discusses the future
direction of study and research shortcomings by presenting the feasibility measures
for treatment of counterfeit and shoddy food.
5.1 Research conclusions
In reference to the existing research results domestically and internationally, by
designing conceptual models and research hypothesis with relevant theories, through
theoretical and empirical study including comparative analysis, depth interview,
questionnaire survey, mathematical analysis and hypothesis testing and deep
argumentation and analysis on the research hypothesis proposed in the thesis, the
research proposes the following research conclusions:
First, small and micro-sized owners are main causes of producing counterfeit and
shoddy food. By applying the principle on relations between internal and external
causes of dialectical approach of materialism, it probes into the essence cause for
forming counterfeit and shoddy food, discovers it is people not things that decides
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food in companies, and such people are
operators of small and micro-sized companies (small owners, the same below). In
small and micro-sized food companies, modern enterprise system has not been
established, so business entity serves as business operator and of course the
decision-maker of companies. For this reason, owners of small and micro-sized
companies are main causes of producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by
companies, and the inferior quality of operators is the fundamental factor making
decisions concerning counterfeit and shoddy food. It thereby steps out of the
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wrong-doing that people instead of things are attached importance to in previous
research and finds out the fundamental solution for dealing with unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food.
Second, the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to realize the
combination of utility maximization of consumers (Yin, the same below) and profits
maximization of companies (Yang, the same below). By applying the principle on
mutual opposition and unification of Yin and Yang in Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory, it
analyzes the business relationship between consumers and companies on the market.
It proposes that, in the market, consumers and companies are mutually attracting,
connected, repelling and isolated that contain Yin-Yang and buyer-seller relationship
of mutual inter-dependency and transformation. That is, Yang does not exist without
Yin, and selling does not exist without buying; Yin does not exist without Yang, and
buying does not exist without selling; Yin and Yang serves as the premise for the
existence of the other, and selling and buying serves as the premise for the existence
of the other. The purpose of consumers is to achieve maximum utility, and the purpose
of companies is to achieve maximum profit, and due to the opposition and unification
of Yin and Yang, the utility achievement of consumers will bring profits to sellers at
the same time, and the profit achievement of companies will bring utility to
consumers at the same time, which is the economic theory on the opposition and
unification of consumers and companies. The theory shows that the goal and the goal
value orientation of companies is diversified, and its core concept is the unification of
consumer utility and company profit, which overturns the traditional theory of “the
sole purpose of companies is to pursue maximum profits” and shows the significance
of China’s ancient theory of business, namely “Giving comes first prior to taking”.
This conclusion opens a new path for dealing with producing and selling counterfeit
and shoddy food by companies fundamentally.
Third, purchase of counterfeits by consumers and difficulty in protection of rights and
interests is the realistic portrayal of infringement against consumer sovereignty.
According to consumer sovereignty theory, consumers have the right to select
commodities they need on the market based on their wishes and preferences. That is,
the production and sale of companies is finally decided upon the wishes and
preferences of consumers. However, in reality, food companies do not respect
consumers’ wishes and preferences but deceive consumers with counterfeit and
shoddy food, which even threats consumers’ life safety. Especially when consumers’
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rights and interests are infringed, existing laws cannot protect them. Consumers have
no way to complain, feel difficult to put to the proof, cost much money for protection
of rights and have no choice to give up their rights protection, which is the most
serious infringement against consumer sovereignty and the greatest sorrow of
consumers in China. So to implement consumer sovereignty in dealing with
counterfeit and shoddy food is urgent.
Fourth, lack of food safety regulations creates objective conditions for producing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies. Food safety regulation is the basis
of supervision implementation, but China is unsound in food safety laws and
regulations, inspection and detection standards and administrative mechanism, which
causes there is no law, no standard and no reasonable mechanism to follow in routine
supervision, and is the root cause for supervision failure of food safety. So it is urgent
to quickly formulate perfect laws and regulations, inspection and detection standards
and reasonable administrative mechanism in food safety, to solve the issue of lack of
supervision regulations and realize there is flexible and efficient laws and standards to
follow in food safety supervision.
Fifth, Omission and misconduct of administrative supervisors concerning food safety
give a chance to companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food. Such
supervisors pay no attention to regulations and inspection and detection standards of
food safety and execute their duties at will in daily time, causing that such regulations
and standards useless. Furthermore, some administrative supervisors take advantage
of their positions to take bribes, bend the law for the benefit of relatives or friends,
open the door to counterfeit and shoddy food, and serve as the “umbrella” of
companies breach of laws, which is a main cause of unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food.
Sixth, information asymmetry of food safety is an important cause of producing and
selling counterfeit and shoddy food by companies, consumers deceived and failure of
governmental supervision. Companies take advantages of controlling the production
and sales information of food, and recklessly produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy
food to deceive consumers; consumers hard to avoid being deceived due to narrow
channels for understanding and mastering food quality information; administrative
supervision departments face difficulties and high costs to obtain real information on
food, so they have no other way to deal with counterfeit and shoddy food. The root
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cause of such situations lies on information asymmetry and private of food safety,
impeded channels of food safety information for government management and weak
integrating capacity. Therefore, publicity of food safety information, dredging
integration channels of food safety information and setting up governmental authority
for information issuing are fundamental measures to solve information asymmetry.
Seventh, replacing management and punishment with penalty is a root cause of weak
judicial supervision of food safety. In China, there is a strange situation that illegal
cases concerning food safety are enormous and even up to several tens of thousands
each year, but only 1-2% of them are transferred to police organs for registering,
investigating and dealing with. For example, only one or two cases among 100 illegal
cases concerning food confirmed during administrative supervision and inspection are
transferred to police organs for dealing with, and the rest are finished by replacing
management with penalty. And only 20% of such 1-2% cases are transferred to the
court for investigation of the criminal responsibility of law breakers, and the rest are
finished by replacing punishment with penalty. As we may think, illegal cases that
require to investigate criminal responsibility by law are finished upon economic
punishment to reduce a big trouble into a small one, and a small one into nothing,
which not only weakens judicial supervision, but also damages legal sanctity! So the
author holds that this is a fatal weakness of food safety supervision in China, and no
change of this situation will cause counterfeit and shoddy food unchecked forever.
Eighth, serious lack of supervision by the public including consumers is a main cause
of weak food safety supervision. In China, unified national tip-off incentive system
has not been set up, the activity and initiative of the public for taking part in food
safety supervision has not been motivated, and effective operation mechanism for the
public taking part in food safety supervision has not been formed. According to
statistics of the Food Safety Office of the State Council, only 123,000 food
manufacturers, 5,767,000 food business entities and 2,430,000 restaurants get the
production license. At present, there are only 107,000 full-time food safety
supervisors nationwide, and two supervisors shall supervise more than 200 food
business entities in average, which not include individual workshops, small vendors
and peasant households, proofing weak in administrative supervision power. However,
if the public participate in food safety supervision, there will be 1 billion people
helping the supervision, how does 100 thousands of people compare to 1 billion of
people! So China has to draw lessons from foreign experience in management,
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establish the tip-off incentive mechanism, to make 1 billion pairs of discerning eyes
help government supervision and make counterfeit and shoddy food have no place to
hide. Only in this way, consumers have reason to believe that the issue of unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food is certain to be treated effectively.
5.2 Possible originality
First, small and micro-sized owners are main causes of producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food. The principle on relations between internal and external
causes of materialistic dialectics tells us that internal cause is the basis of things
change while external cause is the condition of things change. In companies, business
organization is the carrier of production and sales but not the subject of
decision-making, which is the people, not things, and such people are not others but
operators of small and micro-sized businesses (small owners, the same below). They
are main causes of decision on producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food by
small and micro-sized businesses, and low quality of such small owners is the internal
factor of deciding on producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food. It thereby
steps out of the wrong-doing that people instead of things are attached importance to
in previous research, finds out the real reason of producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food by companies, and opens a new path to deal with unchecked counterfeit
and shoddy food.
Second, the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is to realize the
combination of utility maximization of consumers and profits maximization of
companies. By applying the principle on mutual opposition and unification of Yin and
Yang in Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory, it analyzes the business relationship between
consumers (Yin, the same below) and companies (Yang, the same below) on the
market. The author proposes that, in the market, consumers and companies are
mutually attracting, connected, repelling and isolated that contain Yin-Yang and
buyer-seller relationship of mutual inter-dependency and transformation. That is, Yang
does not exist without Yin, and selling does not exist without buying; Yin does not
exist without Yang, and buying does not exist without selling; Yin and Yang serves as
the premise for the existence of the other, and selling and buying serves as the
premise for the existence of the other. The purpose of consumers is to achieve
maximum utility, and the purpose of companies is to achieve maximum profit, and
due to the opposition and unification of Yin and Yang, the utility achievement of
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consumers will bring profits to sellers at the same time, and the profit achievement of
companies will bring utility to consumers at the same time, which is the economic
theory on the opposition and unification of consumers and companies. The theory
shows that the goal and the goal value orientation of companies is diversified, and its
core concept is the unification of consumer utility and company profit. This
conclusion opens a new path for dealing with producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food by companies fundamentally.
Third, purchase of counterfeits by consumers and difficulty in protection of rights and
interests is the realistic portrayal of infringement against consumer sovereignty.
According to consumer sovereignty theory, consumers have the right to select
commodities they need on the market based on their wishes and preferences. That is,
the production and sale of companies is finally decided upon the wishes and
preferences of consumers. However, in reality, food companies do not respect
consumers’ wishes and preferences but deceive consumers with counterfeit and
shoddy food, which even threats consumers’ life safety. Especially when consumers’
rights and interests are infringed, consumers have no way to complain, feel difficult to
put to the proof, cost much money for protection of rights and have no choice to give
up their rights protection, and existing laws cannot protect them, which is the most
serious infringement against consumer sovereignty. So to implement consumer
sovereignty in dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food is urgent.
Fourth, replacing management and punishment with penalty is a root cause of weak
judicial supervision of food safety. In China, there is a strange situation that illegal
cases concerning food safety are enormous and even up to several tens of thousands
each year, but only 1-2% of them are transferred to police organs for registering,
investigating and dealing with, and the rest are finished by replacing management
with penalty. And only 20% of such 1-2% cases are transferred to the court for
investigation of the criminal responsibility of law breakers, and the rest are finished
by replacing punishment with penalty. As we may think, illegal cases that require to
investigate criminal responsibility by law are finished upon economic punishment to
reduce a big trouble into a small one, and a small one into nothing, which not only
weakens judicial supervision, but also damages legal sanctity! So the author holds that
this is a fatal weakness of food safety supervision in China, and no change of this
situation will cause counterfeit and shoddy food unchecked forever.
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5.3 Measures on dealing with unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food
The literature review part has introduced the methods and measures on dealing with
counterfeit and shoddy food proposed by domestic and foreign scholars. Some have
played a good role in practice which will not be explained further. According to the
originality of this research, the following measures are focused to increase the degree
of dealing with counterfeit and shoddy food, contain the momentum of extension of
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food and establish long-term mechanism
for dealing with unchecked counterfeit and shoddy food.
(1) Carry out education and training to food business operators to improve their
overall quality and level.
According to the analysis above, the responsibility of producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food by companies is no longer borne by companies but
business operators. The results of deep mathematical analysis show that the quality of
operators decides the decision-making level of business operators. The fundamental
reason of owners of small and micro-sized businesses making wrong decisions on
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food is that their overall quality is low.
So it is urgent to strengthen education and training to small and micro-sized business
operators and improve their overall quality and decision-making capacity, which is
also the fundamental measure.
First, carry out ethical and moral education to small and micro-sized business
operators to improve their ethical consciousness and moral responsibility. Relevant
governmental departments shall regularly carry out ethical and moral training and
education to operators of food companies, and let business operators clearly
understand that businesses shall rationally utilize social resources to engage in
production and operating activities above basic moral bottom line, namely within the
permissive range of laws, rules and regulations, which is legal action, and they have
no rights to produce and sell counterfeit and shoddy food and deceive consumers. And
thus let business operators know that people first, honesty and trustworthiness, justice
and profit regarding as equally important, no imposition on the young and the old here
and so on are basic ethics and morals that companies should abide by and necessary
requirements for companies performing social responsibility. According to human
cognitive behavior theory proposed by Bandura, moral conscience as internal quality
of a person is not controlled by external environment because human has capabilities
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of thinking in advance, self-reflection, self-regulation and self-learning, everyone can
initiate, standardize and maintain his/her behavior in accordance with self-efficacy.
Moral and ethical education to business operators is to recall their moral conscience,
so that business operators become conscientious, mission-driven, supportive and
consciously practicing social responsibility under the guidance of moral soul.
Second, carry out law learning and obeying education to small and micro-sized
business operators to improve their legal consciousness and legal responsibility.
Chinese people general have weak awareness of government by law, which has roots
in paying no attention to legal education. Especially when China began to implement
market economy, legal education to small and micro-sized business operators is in a
state of neglect, which causes some business operators were imprisoned but still did
not realize their illegal operation. The author holds that, under market economy,
businesses have no higher leading bodies, but it is still part of the responsibility and
obligation of agencies of industrial and commercial registration and industry
administrating departments to carry out legal training and education to relevant
business operators, so that they learn and know laws, and then abide by laws. Make
business operators take an oath in front of national emblem like party members, to
ensure their businesses will observe law and discipline, operate by laws and maintain
legal sanctity; strengthen business operators’ legal and responsibility consciousness,
rectify their behavior and produce commodities satisfied by consumers through taking
an oath.
Third, carry out innovation ideal education to small and micro-sized businesses,
especially food companies, to improve their innovation consciousness and innovation
ability. Adler, Austrian psychologist, holds that the creative ability of human is the
root of self-improvement, and education is the key of opening people’s creativity. So
relevant governmental departments shall organize and carry out innovation training to
small and micro-sized business operators, and make them learn the experience in
creative operation of other small and micro-sized businesses by the way of typical
guidance, abandon the opportunism thought of speculation management, set up the
innovative business ideas of development of new products, creation of new modes
and establishment of new brands, and walk out a way of innovation development but
not speculation.
Fourth, carry out education on decision-making model to small and micro-sized
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businesses, especially food companies, to improve their decision-making quality and
ability. Through training and education on operation decision making to small and
micro-sized businesses, make them learn scientific and standardized decision-making
methods, establish feasible decision-making system, stick to strict and standardized
decision-making procedures, correctly and effectively execution decision-making
power. Strengthening supervision against the decision-making behavior of business
operators shall strictly follow “three-contrast”, namely contrast laws to check whether
behaviors are illegal, contrast standards to check whether behaviors are compliant,
and contrast needs to check whether behaviors meet market demands; insist in never
doing illegal things, never producing unqualified products and never performing
undesirable projects. As long as small and micro-sized business operators absolutely
insist in the decision-making principle of “three-contrast”, they will remain invincible
forever.
Fifth, carry out cultural knowledge education to small and micro-sized businesses,
especially food companies, to improve their scientific and cultural level. It is common
that small and micro-sized businesses, especially companies producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food, have relative low level education. Most of them have
dropped out of middle school, or did bad performance at primary school, or in a state
of illiterate or semiliterate. Illiteracy leads to ignorance of law which further causes
the violation of laws. Adler holds that people's cognitive level is restricted by cultural
level, and people's behavior is affected by the observation and interpretation on the
environment during the learning process when inappropriate behavior comes from
wrong perception and interpretation. So, to change people's behavior, human
knowledge must be changed; to change human knowledge, people's cultural quality
must be improved first. Therefore, it is very urgent to strengthen the cultural
knowledge education to small and micro-sized business operators. For this reason,
vocational education training institutions at all levels should organize and carry out
the cultural knowledge education training activities in a planned way for small and
micro-sized business operators, to improve their cultural quality. Small and
micro-sized business operators themselves shall feel more panic about ability, and
increase their sense of crisis. They should develop nail spirit, carry out the learning
revolution, and make learning become part of their job as a hobby and a habit. Let the
knowledge to improve their ability, grasp enterprise development direction, and create
companies satisfied by the society.
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(2) Carry out education on operation principle to small and micro-sized food business
operators for firmly setting the management thought of combining utility
maximization of consumers (Yin) and profits maximization of companies (Yang).
According to the principle on mutual opposition and unification of Yin and Yang in
Tai Ji Yin and Yang theory, it can be concluded that the goal and the goal value
orientation of companies is to realize the combination of utility maximization of
consumers (Yin) and profits maximization of companies (Yang), which shows the
significance of China’s ancient theory of business, namely “Giving comes first prior
to taking”.
Educate small and micro-sized food business operators to keep the old adage of
“Giving comes first prior to taking” in mind, and put satisfaction of utility
maximization of consumers in the first place. “Giving comes first” requires business
operators to think for consumers’ demands in all aspects, and as long as they
thoroughly research consumers’ demands, they can produce food accepted by
consumers and with maximum utility, and of course they will realize their goal of
“taking” maximum profits. If they purely pursue their own maximum profits but do
not think about utility maximization of consumers, consumers will select products that
can satisfy their utility maximization by the method of “currency vote” and kick those
without utility or with little utility to them out the market. Practice shows that
companies that survive in intense market competitions are those satisfied by
consumers, that is, they bring maximum utility to consumers; while those who only
pursue their own maximum profits but do not think about utility of consumers hardly
survive in intense market competitions. Therefore, reinforcement of operation
philosophy education to small and micro-sized business operators and transformation
from the thought of realizing the combination of utility maximization of consumers
(Yin) and profits maximization of companies (Yang) into practical action of business
operators are correct selection of insisting in diversified enterprise-run ideal and
consciously fulfilling scared duty conferred by law. Because as long as companies set
up correct operation philosophy, they can insist in correct development orientation.
Educate small and micro-sized food business operators to abide by business rules and
professional standards that do unto others as you would be done. From the Buddha,
people in the world do not cause injury to others, do not deceive others; do unto
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others as you would be done53. Jesus tells us in the Sermon on the Mount of Bible that,
“Treat other people the way you want to be treated”, what it meant to say is that
starting from your own requirements, you shall be kind to others so as to seek the
same returns54. Confucius also believed that people in the world shall put themselves
in the place of another, do not do to others what you do not want done to yourself
(what you do not want to bear shall not be imposed to others). The author considers
that this is the operation rule and professional standard that should be abided by
business operators. Educate business operators according to successful and
unsuccessful business cases at all times and in all over the world, especially typical
cases of producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food, let business operators
know that businesses deceiving consumes come to no good end, and only those
satisfied by consumers can become the evergreen on the market. The Chinese
philosopher Lao-Tzu said, “Man follows the Earth, the Earth follows Heaven, Heaven
follows Tao, Tao follows nature”55 two thousand five hundred years ago. The theory
of business management is objective law and doesn't shift due to the will of people.
Only companies sticking to this rule remain invincible.
Educate small and micro-sized food business operators to insist in the principle of
people-oriented and treat consumers as the God. People are the principal part of the
society and are dominant in society. All natural sources and social sources serve the
human race. Companies are generated as the society needs, although they have
diversified goals, satisfaction of human needs is the primary or root goal of company
behaviors. Therefore, companies must be people oriented, respect human dignity,
power, value and wishes, and serve human for survival and development. They must
abide by ethics principles of fairness, integrity, reciprocity and mutual benefit, and
create a harmonious business environment full of humanistic concern, so that
employees work in an appropriately constrained, incentive and efficient atmosphere,
and consumers purchase in a honest, faithful and fair environment to further realize
the diversified value goal of companies.
(3) Establish and perfect guarantee measures of protecting consumers’ rights and
interests, and vigorously defend the implementation of consumer sovereignty.
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According to consumer sovereignty theory, consumers have the right to select the
desired product on the market according to their wishes and preferences. But how to
safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of consumers when such right of
consumers is violated? This is the reality faced to China's consumers and problem that
urgently need to be addressed.
First, it is necessary to establish the legal protection mechanism for consumers' rights
and interests as soon as possible, to improve the existing laws and regulations for
protection of consumers’ rights and interests and to solve the problem of protecting
consumers' legal rights and interests against infringement. For compensation problem
against violation of consumers’ rights and interests, for example, the compensation
standard regulated by the current of Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and
Interests is inadequate to make up for the loss of the consumer, which caused the loss
of enterprises due to illegal behaviors is often less than the benefit obtained by illegal
behaviors, not only harming the benefit of consumers, but encouraging the violation
against the rights and interests of consumers by enterprises. So, we must pay close
attention to modification on laws and regulations involving protection of the rights
and interests of consumers, fill the blank, change the unreasonable terms, and make
laws really shoulder the responsibility of protecting consumer rights and interests.
Second, establish and improve the guarantee mechanism of consumers’ complaint
right. Dredge channels of rights protection of consumers, and reduce the cost of rights
protection of consumers. Like the developed countries, we should establish
ambulatory courts for consumer complaints, so as to be ready to accept consumer
complaints at any time, and safeguard the rights and interests of consumers in a timely
manner. Withdraw the regulation of "the person who complains has to raise proof",
and completely abolish regulations that purposely make difficulties for consumers and
make consumers incapable of protecting their rights. Establish the system that the
person who damages the rights and interests of consumers has to raise proof, and to
the legal assistance system to punish violators and protect consumers, so as to
thoroughly solve the problem of consumer raising proof and protecting rights legally.
Third, implement the right to know of consumers about food safety information. Set
up the food information disclosure system of producing and selling food of enterprises,
especially small and micro-sized businesses, and dredge channels of food safety
information. The government departments concerned should take effective measures,
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integrate food safety information resources and unify food safety information
dissemination channels. The food safety management department of the government
shall regularly issue food production, sales and quality safety information through the
media to consumers, break monopoly and blockade of food producing and selling
enterprises on food safety information, solve the problem of food safety information
asymmetry, carry out the consumers' right to know about food safety information, and
thus achieve the goal of protecting consumer rights and interests.
Fourth, protect the right of return of consumers by law. Like developed countries, we
shall include protection of the right of return of consumers into Law on Protection of
Consumer Rights and Interests, to explicitly stipulate that "as long as the product is
not used, businesses must accept return of goods unconditionally within two weeks."
The unfair management behavior on the market and the unfair business terms of
companies must be unconditionally repealed. Otherwise, the food producing and
selling enterprises must stop production and sales. Those who want to refuse and
refuse return of goods must be punished in accordance with the law and pay double
compensation for the loss of consumers, and in serious cases the criminal
responsibility shall be investigated for the businessman, to resolutely defend the
legitimate rights and interests of consumers.
Fifth, establish tip-off incentive system as soon as possible. If consumers’ interests are
violated due to purchasing counterfeit and shoddy food, companies or employers
involving infringement must unconditionally compensate, consumers who complaint
to the relevant departments must be rewarded, and reward bonus will have to be borne
by such companies. In this way, we can crack down the illegal behaviors of
companies producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food, safeguard the dignity
of the law, protect the legitimate rights and interests of the consumers, and arouse the
enthusiasm of consumer in cracking down on counterfeits; strengthen the
responsibility of the public participation in the supervision of food safety, and expand
the team of food safety supervision; Thus, more effectively implement the consumer
sovereignty, and maintain the fair of the market economy.
Sixth, greatly raise the income level of poor consumers. The problem of low income
is still outstanding for some consumers. According to the information published by
the Chinese government department for poverty alleviation, calculated based on rural
per capita net income of 2300 Yuan, the country has more than 8000 rural poor
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population, plus the urban poor, the country has at least more than 12000 people
below the poverty line. If people with consumption of less than $2.5 per capita is poor
in accordance with the rules of the United Nations (that is, the per capita net income
of RMB 5850 Yuan), the country has at least 400 million people below the poverty
line. By realizing that China has tens of thousands of poor people, we should have the
right attitude towards the reality that low-income consumers are unable to afford
certified food and can only purchase cheap counterfeit and shoddy food, and never
misunderstand that they purchase counterfeits for cheap only. Therefore, governments
at all levels must take various effective measures to increase the income of
low-income consumers, to improve the lives of the poor, and to raise their quality of
life; meanwhile to increase strength of cracking down on producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy food, and to drive food companies to produce and sell more
cheap and quality food, so as to satisfy the needs of low-income consumers and thus
to wipe out the soil of breading counterfeit and shoddy food.
(4) Insist on the principle of handling cases according to law and violators must be
brought to justice, to effectively exert the function and power of the judicial
supervision of food safety.
Judicial supervision is the last line of defense of food safety, if this line is broken,
counterfeit and shoddy food will be overrun. In fact, the problem of replacing
management and punishment with penalty existed in supervision of food safety
currently has seriously weaken the judicial supervision, and lead to unchecked
counterfeit and shoddy food. Therefore, enforcement of judicial supervision of food
safety is an urgent task and a realistic choice of dealing with unchecked counterfeit
and shoddy food.
First, rectify the problem of replacing management with penalty. Food safety
administrative supervision only focusing on penalty but not regulation is the common
fault of the present supervision. Especially some administrative departments survive
depending on penalty, and charge fines instead of punishment, which lead to only
charge fines and neglect the supervision and administration. What is more, individual
law enforcement officers handle affairs only after they get benefits and handle affairs
disorderly after they get benefits, which objectively causes unchecked counterfeit and
shoddy food. Therefore, enforcement of judicial supervision of food safety must
adhere to supervision according to law, that is, administration, penalty and
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transferring to the judicial organs shall be carried out properly, without replacing
management with penalty. Or otherwise such law enforcement officers will be
investigated for administrative malfeasance, and in serious cases they shall be
investigated for legal responsibility, so as to reform from the bottom and walk on the
path of supervision according to law.
Second, rectify the problem of replacing punishment with penalty. Another common
fault of food safety supervision is paying attention to economic punishment but
disregarding the investigation against the offenders for criminal responsibility, with
serious problem of replacing punishment with penalty. This fault has seriously
weakened the role and power of the court in judicial oversight, and indulged the
occurrence of illegal criminal activities in food safety. Therefore, to strengthen the
judicial supervision of food safety we must stick to place any case on record,
investigate in case of any illegal activities, punish in case of any crime, and never
allow to bend the law for personal gain, replace punishment with penalty and tolerate
evil. For such administrative and law enforcement departments and personnel, we
must pursue their responsibility of malfeasance, and in serious cases they shall be
investigated for criminal responsibility. We shall exalt the swords of judicial justice
and severely punish illegal and criminal activities of food safety, to defend the dignity
of the law, manifest the authority of judicial supervision, shock and awe companies
producing and selling counterfeit and shoddy food and their operators, and create the
norm and habit that no person can, dare and want to produce counterfeits.
Third, it is necessary to establish the administrative punishment system against illegal
food safety. Because there is problem of replacing management and punishment with
penalty in food safety supervision, which causes that food business operators are only
charged fines and can continue their business, without dealing with counterfeit and
shoddy food. The reality of food safety supervision is pressing for modifying the Food
Safety Law and establishing the administrative punishment system against illegal food
safety. That is, criminals of food safety, in addition to financial penalties in
accordance with the law or investigation for criminal responsibility, as business
operators shall be punished to not engage in the food industry within ten years in case
of general food safety violations; such business operators shall not engage in the food
industry any more in case of major food safety violations. By this way, business
operators with previous food safety crimes will be prohibited to engage in the food
industry legally, and the quality of food business operators is guaranteed upon system,
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so as to purify and improve the whole quality of operators in the food industry.
Fourth, the grass-roots court must establish the market fast circuit court system. In
order to meet the needs of the consumer complaints and solve the problem of
difficulties of consumer complaints and protection of rights, grass-roots courts at all
levels should be based on the experience of the developed countries, actively take
actions in accordance with the consideration and the urgency of consumers, establish
and implement the market fast circuit court system. By implementing this system,
accept consumer complaints at any time, and timely open a court session to adjust and
hear the complaints of dominating the market, producing and selling counterfeit and
shoddy food, so as to safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of consumers and
improve the ability and level of judicial supervision.
Fifth, give full play to the role of the lawyer. The lawyer is the spokesperson to
maintain the interests of the consumer, so consumers must learn to entrust lawyers to
safeguard their rights at any time in case their interests are violated. This way can
save their precious time and also solve the problem of ignorant of the law and
difficulties of rights protection; it can also exert the role of lawyers and safeguard the
regulation and fairness of judicial behaviors. At the same time, it helps to enhance
consumers’ concept of rule of law, and improves the capability and level of
consumers' rights protection.
5.4 Weaknesses and prospect
The causes of repeated counterfeit and inferior food are of complex. There are less
literature and information that could be used for direct reference. For particular in
China, due to the unified planning economic system since the reform and opening up,
we saw no counterfeit and inferior problem. After the reform and opening up, it is
only of thirty years for the implementation of the market economy. We both have no
abundant practice, nor successful experience. We are in a state of wading across the
stream by feeling the way. The recognition against the rule and nature of counterfeit
and inferior food is very superficial. Due to my limited research ability and time, this
research may have deficiencies and weaknesses.
First, due to the constraints, I have less first-hand referenced data and cases used in
the article although I have read lots of literature and collected lots of secondary data.
Second, this article is written at the important time for local food regulatory reform
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and functional change. Although it provides an opportunity for the paper writing, the
fact brings difficulties. Lack of the latest food safety data and information collected,
to a certain extent, limits the further expansion of this research.
Counterfeit and inferior food is an old issue and has a history of thousands years in
China. The past dynasties also took some measures to control counterfeit and inferior
food. However, the problem is repeated which should be carefully considered and
studied in depth. The author holds that there are many deep-rooted problems of food
safety needing further research in the future.
First, what is the relationship between counterfeit and inferior food production and
sales and the blood type of business operator? Restricted by various conditions, it is
temporary unable to be studied. The identification of the internal relations between
the operator and counterfeit article production and sales by virtue of experimental
behavior will play a positive meaning to govern the repeated counterfeit and inferior
food.
Second, what is the relationship between counterfeit and inferior food production and
sales and the personal character of business operator? Currently, we have no any
research in this aspect. The governance of the production of counterfeit and inferior
food will benefit from the identification of the intrinsic relations between the personal
character of business operator and counterfeit production behavior.
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APPENDIX 1: Questionnaire of Questions and Correlated
Influence Factors Concerning Food Safety
Dear Sir (Madam):
I would be very grateful if you could spare a few minutes to fill in this questionnaire.
The purpose of this survey is to understand the relationship between issues relating to
food safety and relevant influence factors. This questionnaire will be anonymous,
please provide us with the actual situation of your work and life as well as your
subjective perceptions about such issues as our valuable research data. The
mathematical analysis results of this questionnaire will be used only for academic
research, involving no other purposes, and we guarantee to keep your answers in the
questionnaire as strictly confidential.
Please carefully read the following questions, choose and check “√” in the box or
under the corresponding index evaluation item according to your actual situation. This
questionnaire only has single choice, and the answer is not right or wrong. Thank you
very much for your dedication.
Part One Personal Information

Gender
Marital status
Age

(1) Male □
(2) Female □
(1) Unmarried □ (2) Married □
(1) 25 and below □ (2) 26-30 □ (3) 31-35 □ (4) 36-40 □ (5) 41 and
above □

Education

(1) Secondary technical school and below □ (2) High school
(secondary technical school) □
(3) Junior college □ (4) Bachelor □ (5) Master and above □

Years of working

(1) 5 and below □ (2) 6-10 □ (3) 11-15 □ (4) 16-20 □ (5) 21 and
above

Title

(1) Employees □ (2) Basic management □ (3) Middle management
□ (4) Senior management □

Company type or
personal identity

(1) Production companies □ (2) Selling companies □ (3)
Consumers unemployed □ (4) Market regulator (agencies and
institutions) □

Total
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Part Two Survey on questions and correlated influence factors concerning food safety
This part is for any event you participated in or are participating in concerning food
production, sales, and supervision and so on, of course including your objective
cognition formed upon what you hear and see about food safety in daily life. Please
express your true ideas matter-of-factly, and then fill the questionnaire.
This questionnaire only has single choice. Please check “√” under the corresponding
index evaluation value according to your actual situation.
Level A Index

A. Decision makers of
producing and selling
counterfeit and shoddy
food by companies

B.
Major
causes
affecting
decisions
made by small and
micro-sized business
operator s

Level B Index

A1.
A company is
an
organization (institution) of
production (sales)
A2. Company organizations
cannot make decisions upon their
duties
A3. People not organization play
a decisive role in companies
A4. The decision-makers of
small and micro-sized companies
are operators of companies
A5. The decision-maker of a
limited liability company is the
chairman
B1. Lack of moral knowledge
and moral consciousness
B2. Not learn laws, not
understand laws, and lack of
moral and legal consciousness
B3. Low cultural level and lack
of basic food safety knowledge
B4. Ignorance, strong fluke
consciousness,
intention
to
venture business
B5. Peacock and Bandwagon,
and attention to be upstarts.
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Index Evaluation
Stron
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1
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4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5

C. Major causes of
purchase of counterfeit
and shoddy food by
consumers

D. Major causes of
purchase of counterfeit
and shoddy food by
consumers
and
difficulties of rights
protection

E. Major weaknesses
of
food
safety
supervision

C1.
Consumers
with
consumption needs have to
purchase counterfeits due to no
alternatives
C2.
Consumers
purchase
counterfeit and shoddy food due
to ignorance
C3.
Consumers
purchase
counterfeit and shoddy food for
inexpensiveness
C4. Consumers cannot afford
certified food due to low income
C5.
Consumers
purchase
counterfeits due to comparison
and conformity behavior
D1. Low compensation standard
for protecting consumers’ rights
and interests, and lack of
guarantee
D2. Various links, complex
procedures and low efficiency
for consumer rights protection
D3. Imperfect laws for consumer
rights and interests protection,
and problem of no laws to follow
D4. High cost of consumer rights
protection,
and
helpless
abandonment of rights protection
D5. The society has not formed
the environment of handling
affairs by law, and consumers
who protect their rights are
considered as “haggling over”.
E1.
Imperfect
laws
and
regulations of food safety, and
problem of no laws to follow
E2.
Imperfect
industrial
standards of food safety, and
problem of no standards to
follow
E3. Widespread phenomenon of
replacing management with
penalty in administrative law
enforcement of food safety
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E4. Serious phenomenon of 1
replacing
punishment
with
penalty in judicial supervision of
food safety
E5. Various food safety cases 1
accepted, long time-consuming
and low efficiency

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

The questionnaire is over. Thanks for your answers! Please send it to
feishuhui0077@163.com by email or to the Project Team□, Third Floor, Jinyu
International, East Yanjiang Road, Songyuan City, Jilin Province, 138000 China by
mail.
June 2015
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